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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Morning Meeting as a Tool for Community-Building and Developing Literacy Skills in 
ASL and English 

 

by 

 

Jennifer Christine Cole-Regis 

 

Masters of Arts in Teaching and Learning: 

Bilingual Education (ASL-English) 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2010 

Professor Tom Humphries, Chair 

 

For academic learning to occur, students must have the social skills necessary for 

communicating, expressing ideas, and working with peers. Too often, more emphasis is 

placed on academic learning before these necessary social skills are highlighted in the 

classroom. When students feel they have ownership of their classroom, they are apt to 

take more personal responsibility for their learning and peers. Roxann Kriete’s (2002) 

design for the Morning Meeting is used as a tool for learning and practicing the social 

skills necessary for academic learning. In the case of Deaf education classrooms, these 

social skills are important for developing both ASL and English, a sense of community, 

and a cultural identity. The Morning Meeting was adapted for a first grade classroom in 
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the setting of a residential school for the Deaf. The classroom had an existing form of 

Morning Meeting that was modified to focus on a set of goals.  The Morning Meeting, 

with some adaptations to meet Deaf students’ needs, provided students with opportunities 

not only to practice specific social skills, but also to improve their reading and writing 

through the use of the Morning Message in both ASL and English. The findings suggest 

the curriculum was effective in enhancing students’ social and cultural behaviors, 

developing the classroom as a community, and improving literacy skills in ASL and 

English. 
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Introduction and Overview of Curriculum 

 Imagine walking into a classroom full of vibrant language, stories being shared, 

student artwork and writing samples on the walls, warm feelings, and a myriad of 

activities and books. Such a colorful environment with multiple interactions and 

embracement of cultural diversity. Hands are flying in the air and learning becomes an 

adventure rather than a tedious task.  

This classroom is student-centered, or learner-centered as Alfie Kohn (1996) 

might call it. Kohn states that the “ideal climate is one that promotes deep understanding, 

excitement about learning, and social as well as intellectual growth” (pp. 54). A working-

with-students kind of environment bests suits this climate instead of the “doing-to” 

approach where teachers are the center of the class, controlling, and with a set-up that 

does not promote social interaction and dialogue. Students feel personal responsibility for 

their peers and classroom. Jane Nelsen, a writer, once said: 

What good is academic learning if young people don’t learn to become 
contributing members of society? (As cited in Kriete, 2002).  

 

I want to note the latter part of the above quote: “contributing members of 

society.” In a classroom such as the one described, I think for students to become 

contributing members of society, they must feel a sense of community. In order to build 

this sense of community, it begins through the social interactions we experience on a 

daily basis. There are several ways to provide the classroom settings with opportunities 

for students to have positive social interactions. One specific strategy or tool is called the 

“Morning Meeting.” The Morning Meeting, as described Kriete (2002) in The Morning 
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Meeting Book, is a daily event that includes four components: Greeting, Group Activity, 

Sharing, and News and Announcements. Typically the Morning Meeting includes all four 

components, but some classrooms may choose to incorporate a few of them or vary in 

their order. 

Through my personal experiences as a substitute teacher and student teacher in 

several Deaf/Hard-of-Hearing classrooms, I have observed variations of the Morning 

Meeting both in length and content. Most of these meetings focused on greeting, sharing, 

and for addressing any class issues. At one school, I had the opportunity to lead Morning 

Meeting and teach students some appropriate social and cultural behaviors such as eye 

contact, shoulder tapping, and handshaking. Before I made modifications to their 

Morning Meeting, students rarely greeted each other and would inappropriately tap or 

push their classmates to get their attention.  In the short time I was there, I saw some 

improvement on how students addressed one another and seeking attention of others.  

On the other hand, some of those classrooms did not have any form of Morning 

Meeting. While I worked as a long-term substitute teacher in one particular Deaf 

education classroom, mornings would begin with students being pulled out immediately 

for speech therapy or directly jumping into reading or math lessons. The mood and 

quality of social exchanges among the students seemed almost gloomy and unmotivated. 

Where was the sense of community that was so vital for learning? Arguments among 

peers and behavior problems began nearly immediately. Their typical system for dealing 

with such problems included time-outs and meetings with the principal. I did not see any 

modeling of problem-solving skills or how to address each other in a nice manner. 
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During my short time there (a month), I truly wanted to start a Morning Meeting routine 

but too many interruptions and lack of authority did not allow me to. 

I also observed a Morning Meeting session with all four components in a 

kindergarten classroom at Explorer Charter School in San Diego, California. It was 

thrilling to see kindergartners taking part of an event with such joy and smiles on their 

faces. They took turns greeting each other with respectable and caring words. Shortly 

before Morning Meeting began, I observed all the students taking personal responsibility 

for their classroom through cleaning up of their play areas and helping their peers. 

Explorer Charter School’s focus was on the social curriculum and academic excellence: 

educating students to become contributing members to society. The teacher of this 

kindergarten class, Zoltan Sarda, is also a contributor to research on social curriculum 

through his Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Instruction at UCSD. His master’s thesis 

focused on the connection between social intelligence and academic development. Sarda 

also oversees the social curriculum for parents, teachers, and students at Explorer Charter 

School.  

A fellow teacher of Deaf education and a former cooperating teacher shared with 

me her experience using the Morning Meeting in her own classroom (E. Gallimore, 

personal communication, July 7, 2010). Gallimore noticed a positive difference in how 

students greeted each other. Her students were learning how to greet each other in a polite 

and respectful manner through using Morning Meetings as a tool for social behavior 

practice and community building. Gallimore also commented through the addition of the 
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Morning Meeting in her classroom, her students were learning how to be more inclusive 

of others, as well gaining a sense of belonging and significance.  

In addition to classroom observations and participation, I also read The Morning 

Meeting Book by Kriete (2002) and Heidi Burns’ Master’s Thesis entitled “A Meeting of 

Minds: The Morning Meeting as a Tool for Developing ASL Discourse Competence” 

(2002). I became deeply fascinated with the topic of the Morning Meeting that I felt 

inspired to implement some of the activities during my student teaching practice. A year 

and a half later after initially learning of the Morning Meeting curriculum, I still feel 

inspired to go further through research and implementation for my thesis. I observed a 

need to expand the research on this curriculum to include more for Deaf students and 

field test my curriculum in a Deaf Bilingual classroom using American Sign Language 

(ASL) and English. 

Morning Meeting not only helps with social development, but academic 

achievement as well. Activities built within the four components of the Morning Meeting 

foster both academic achievement aligned with the state standards and a sense of 

community. Academic learning does not really develop without this sense of community, 

as Nelsen states (2002). It would seem logical to have a social curriculum implemented in 

the classroom for improving academic learning. For Deaf students, the Morning Meeting 

can offer a great setting for language and social learning.  

Especially in today’s current mainstream classes, Deaf students are most likely 

performing significantly behind their hearing peers due to the lack or delay of strong 

communication in the classroom and at home. In fact, only eight percent of our Deaf 
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students and 15 percent of our Hard-of-Hearing students score proficient or advanced on 

the California Standards Test (CST) on English-Language Arts (O’Connell, 2007). This 

situation poses a unique problem where such Deaf students would benefit from the 

Morning Meeting even more, where they can actively learn and practice social skills vital 

to improve their academics and become good citizens of our community. 

 Social skills not only help with academic achievement, but also will help students 

to become those contributing members to society as Jane Nelsen once said (2002). The 

Northeast Foundation for Children, Inc (NEFC). is a leading group for research on social 

curriculum and includes several resources including The Responsive Classroom 

Assessment (2009), Kriete’s The Morning Meeting Book (2002), Ruth Charney’s 

Teaching Children to Care (2002), Caltha Crowe’s Solving Thorny Behavior Problems 

(2009), and other relevant studies pertaining to social development. One particular study 

of interest through NEFC involving a three-year quasi-experimental study, called the 

Social and Learning Study (SALS), in elementary classrooms using the “Responsive 

Classroom Approach” found that this approach was associated with better academic and 

social outcomes for the students (Rimm-Kaufman, 2006). 

For my curriculum development, I borrowed all of these sources for adapting the 

Morning Meeting curriculum for Deaf students. Morning meetings set the tone for 

respectful learning and establish a climate of trust.  

For this Morning Meeting curriculum, I have the following four goals: 
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1: To improve and build on students’ social skills and interactions: how they 

communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

Heidi Burns conducted her curriculum study in a first grade classroom where 

there was not a time set aside for a Morning Meeting nor were the teachers aware of 

Morning Meeting (Master’s Thesis, 2002). She introduced the concept of Morning 

Meeting for class discussion and making a home-to-school transition. My curriculum will 

be conducted in a classroom where there is already a form of existing Morning Meeting, 

so one of the goals will be to enhance the already existing meeting for the development of 

the students’ social growth.  

“Social skills are skills we continue to acquire and refine throughout our lives, 

just like academic skills” (Kriete, pp. 83). Burns, in her thesis work, mostly focused on 

the amount and quality of communication among students within the Morning Meeting 

and observations of students’ dialogue. My goal is to expand on Burns’ goal of 

communicating and conversational skills to also include the skills of taking turns, 

teamwork, problem-solving, and being more inclusive of others. The development of 

social skills is never complete, as Kriete (2002) says, and we continue to hone on these 

skills on a daily basis.  

2: To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill in using ASL and 

English. 

This goal was one of Burns’ original goals, but in her research, she stated they 

were only able to lightly touch upon this goal due to the time constraints and students’ 
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linguistic backgrounds. In her curriculum, the focus was on translating written English to 

ASL through the use of the Morning Message. My curriculum goal seeks to broaden past 

translating skills to include an emphasis on bilingualism and opportunities for engaging 

with both languages. For example, students will be required to reflect on their sign choice 

when reading English Morning Messages depending on the context of the sentence. They 

will be asked to explain how the two versions, ASL and English, of the Morning 

Messages are similar or different.  

3: To use Morning Meeting Message for the development of reading, writing, 

and/or ASL.  

Burns (2002) included the message as a component of the Morning Meeting, but 

it was not used for both ASL and English metalinguistic awareness activities. Teachers 

and students would read the message together before they were all seated in a circle and 

students would participate in a written survey or activity of some sort. The message 

aspect in my curriculum will include both written English and ASL videos to build on 

students’ confidence levels as growing readers, writers, and language users of ASL and 

English. Students will be asked to make connections between the two languages after 

watching the ASL versions and reading the English versions.  

4: To increase cultural awareness of both Deaf and Hearing behaviors and 

identity development. 

Students learn both appropriate and inappropriate behaviors on a daily basis in 

school, at home, and in the community. At school, classmates, older peers, and teachers 
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influence students’ developing concepts of such behaviors. This fourth goal seeks to use 

Morning Meeting as a time for modeling, discussing, and practicing behaviors as related 

to Deaf culture and the Hearing world. How students shift their shoulders or maintain eye 

contact with peers during greeting or sharing time are two important cultural behaviors 

specific to Deaf culture. If we have visitors or classmates with limited ASL knowledge, 

how will the students approach them by adapting signing speech or word choices? Such 

opportunities for discussion and practice will hopefully not only been seen during 

Morning Meeting, but in all the other academic activities and in the community.  

The key features of the four components of the Morning Meeting are described 

below. Each component is designed to support the achievements of each of the goals I 

have listed above. A brief explanation of each component  in order for one to better 

understand how they are related to the goals of my curriculum. 

Greeting 

 The Greeting is typically the first component where students welcome and 

acknowledge one another to the classroom. Students are seated or standing in a circle on 

the floor so everyone can see each other clearly. An example of a greeting is where each 

person’s presence is acknowledged through saying good morning and adding their name 

(e.g. “Good Morning, Jennifer”). This component will help to foster a sense of 

community and dialogue skills through learning how to greet someone, seeking people’s 

names, and acknowledging that we are all important and welcomed at school. There are 

many variations of the greeting such as using other languages or small motor movements 
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such as high-fiving each other. Greetings can be creative or simple as long as they are 

appropriate (i.e. no profanity or inappropriate touching) and inclusive.  

Sharing 

During this component of Morning Meeting, students will learn and practice 

socially and culturally appropriate ways for following and leading discussions. Students 

may also share items or information from home and the world. This component also 

helps with bringing in the community to the classroom. Students of diverse cultural 

backgrounds can share their funds of knowledge with the school to empower students to 

take pride in their culture and who they are as people.  

As defined by researchers Moll, Amanti, Neff, and Gonzalez (2001), funds of 

knowledge refers to  “the historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies of 

knowledge and skills essential for household or individual functioning and well-being” 

(p. 133). In other words, it is the knowledge that students gain from their family and 

cultural backgrounds. This knowledge will influence how students learn and practice 

socially and culturally appropriate behaviors for our Morning Meetings. 

Group Activity 

The Group Activity will have a focus on collaborative learning skills and again, 

fostering a sense of community through working together through differences and 

similarities. For Deaf students, the group activity will be further enriching through the 

inclusion of metalinguistic awareness activities to foster cognitive growth of languages 

used in the classroom (i.e. ASL and English). Students may work in pairs, small groups, 
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or possibly large groups for a specific goal or outcome. The group activity is also a time 

where students can participate in a game or activity that supports the concept of “working 

together.” 

News and Announcements: The Morning Message 

Students will learn to approach a written and signed message upon their entrance 

to class and before meeting begins. A new addition to the Morning Message will be an 

ASL version. That is, messages will be provided in ASL via laptops or classroom 

computers for students to watch before reading the English version. Both versions have 

the same content, only that they are two distinct languages. The Morning Message will 

also have a component where students are asked to answer a question through a written 

response. Thus the Morning Message seeks to incorporate both reading and writing. This 

message tends to be brief with any special announcements such as school events, 

holidays, or even class visitors. 

Final Unit: Our Morning Meeting Book 

The final unit involves a student-created book with pictures and sentences that 

reflect all of the four units of the Morning Meeting. The process of creating this book will 

involve the Language Experience Approach (LEA) as a strategy for developing and 

reinforcing the students’ personal experiences of the Morning Meeting through their 

natural language, ASL (Schleper, 2002). During the LEA process, students will reflect on 

their experiences via ASL and the teacher models translating the ASL sentences in 

English in visible sight. The teacher then reads back the English sentences in ASL to 
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confirm they are reflective of what the students said. Pictures from the Morning Meeting 

will be used as documentation of the students’ experiences and the sentences will be 

aligned with the pictures for reading instruction to create a whole book. This book will be 

distributed to the whole class to read again and again during the year.  

Blending in of the curriculum… 

Morning Meeting is not to be used in isolation but as an effort for improving the 

social skills of the students to become effective communicators and participating 

members of their community both within and outside their classroom. Connections will 

be made to other areas of learning such as the students’ ASL development and reading 

comprehension skills. 
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Bilingual/Multicultural Education for Deaf children 

Deaf education here in America varies from mainstreamed to residential settings. 

Within these settings are even more variations of language use: oral emphasis, signed 

English, Signed Exact English (SEE), Total Communication, Pidgin sign, American Sign 

Language (ASL), and more. In addition to language variation, Deaf students may come 

from hearing or Deaf family backgrounds. Statistics show that typically 90 percent of 

Deaf students come from Hearing families, and the remaining ten percent have one or 

two Deaf parents (Mitchell & Karchmer, 2004 as cited in Marschark, Schick & Spencer, 

2006, pp. 13). For the sake of clarity, I use lower case “deaf” to refer to the hearing loss 

aspect and “Deaf” to represent the person as a member of the Deaf cultural community.   

When it comes to academic achievement, Deaf students of Deaf parents tend to 

fare comparably to hearing students and better than Deaf students of hearing parents 

(Singleton & Morgan, 2006). Deaf children are often in unique situations where they are 

born to hearing parents and most likely will learn his/her family or home language as a 

second language. ASL becomes the most natural and accessible language for the students 

to acquire that leads to learning of other languages.  

According to the California Department of Education, only 8 percent of Deaf 

students and 15 percent of Hard-of-hearing students score proficient or advanced on the 

California Standards Test for English-language arts (O’Connell, 2007). Only 10 percent 

of our Deaf students and 18 percent of our Hard-of-hearing students score proficient or 

advanced in math. These low percentages are not due to the hearing loss aspect for if it 

were, all students with hearing loss would be failing school, which is clearly not the case. 
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How to address this achievement gap has been of controversy for many years. At 

two extremes, there is an “oral/aural” only approach where deaf students are expected to 

lip-read and learn to speak with their mouths and residual hearing. On the other end, there 

is a sign language only or also called the “manual” approach. Harlan Lane discusses both 

perspectives for educating Deaf students in his book Mask of Benevolence (1999). Lane 

states the oral/aural approach is not capable of giving Deaf students the tools they need 

for excelling in school and going on to become fully participating members of society. 

American Sign Language (ASL) is beginning to be recognized as a full, rich language 

and as the more natural communication and learning method for our Deaf students (Valli 

& Lucas, 1995). Lane (1999) stated in regards to criterion for language, “language [does] 

not depend on our ability to speak and hear but must be a more abstract capacity of the 

brain” (pp. 13).  

Since Deaf students are visual learners, what better primary language than ASL? 

ASL is a visual-spatial language, a complete and full language that visual learners can 

acquire naturally. For Deaf/HH students, we would consider ASL as the primary 

language rather than as the “first” language because it is possible that students may know 

additional languages such as Spanish because of their home environment or learned ASL 

at a later age. In a classroom where Deaf students are to learn and use English, teachers 

use ASL as the primary language of instruction and make explicit connections to the 

English print. Studies have shown that when Deaf/HH students have strong ASL literacy, 

they are most likely to have strong English literacy as well (Strong and Prinz, 2000; 

Padden and Ramsey, 1996, as cited in Strong and Prinz, 2000).  
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There are various considerations that lead me to adopt what is called the 

bilingual-multicultural approach for educating Deaf students. These considerations are 

described below in three sections of arguments: socio-cultural, pedagogical, and research-

based. Socio-cultural arguments focus on the social and cultural essentials, motivations, 

and benefits of the bilingual-multicultural approach. Pedagogical arguments focus on the 

types of teaching and learning strategies that support this approach for our Deaf students. 

Lastly, research arguments cite actual research supporting this approach and how we can 

apply to the classroom. 

Socio-cultural arguments: 

My approach to the education of deaf children is through bilingual education. 

Instead of bilingual-bicultural, or also known as the “Bi-Bi” philosophy, a Bilingual-

Multicultural is more suitable because it is more likely to have many diverse cultural 

backgrounds in a single Deaf education classroom. Not only do we talk of Deaf and 

hearing cultures (as for the Bi-Bi thinking), but we also must embrace the cultural 

backgrounds of individual students. For example, a Deaf student may come from a family 

with a Hispanic background and family members speak Spanish as well. This student is 

not only part of Deaf culture, but part of his/her family’s cultural background too. A 

quote from Gerner de Garcia sums it up: 

The deaf child is part of a family that is culturally and linguistically 
different, a family negotiating a path between the dominant Anglo culture 
and its language, English, and their own culture and language, a family in 
a trilingual situation” (Gerner de Garcia, 1995). 
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Programs that label themselves as bilingual may or may not truly be bilingual in 

practice. Additive bilingual education is important to both the language and cognitive 

developments. A true bilingual/multicultural approach would validate the two languages 

as equal in addition to embracing not only Deaf culture, but other cultural backgrounds as 

well.  

We ask the question: what does a bilingual person look like?  To answer this 

question, I have used Grosjean’s definition of bilingual persons. Grosjean’s (1996) 

definition of a person who is bilingual is someone who uses “two (or more) languages (or 

dialects) in their everyday lives” (pp. 51). Deaf children are, by necessity, bilingual 

because they use both ASL and English (or possibly more) in their everyday lives.  

Consider this analogy: a white person to teach a class full of black students about 

African-American history or would an actual African-American person familiar with its 

history be the better for instructing the students? The white person could certainly teach 

the class, but it would seem logical to go to the source of African-American history by 

inviting members of its community to educate the class, or in other words, include its real 

culture as part of the instructional process. Humphries (2004) and Ramsey (2004) pose 

the question on how culture relates to the instruction of Deaf students. How do Deaf 

adults and teachers teach their children and students? How does culture pass along to our 

children? Some researchers go to the source of the parents to ask them about the role of 

culture in their lives and how it affects raising and educating their deaf children. As for 

Deaf education, it would seem logical to go to the main source, the Deaf community 

themselves.  
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Hamers (1998) asks the question: To what extent can a parallel be drawn between 

the signing deaf child and the hearing bilingual child? By reviewing bilingual 

development in general and the cognitive advantages linked to bilingual development, we 

can apply its concepts to Deaf education.  

Pedagogical arguments: 

The bilingual aspect of this approach (bilingual/multicultural) is grounded on a 

few significant theories. Jim Cummins’ interdependence hypothesis states, “a child who 

has mastered the basics of reading and thinking in the first language will perform well on 

entering a second-language environment” (Crawford, pp. 194). In other words, students 

who have a strong first language, who are able to learn and participate in academic 

subjects via their first language, will be better able to learn through the second-language 

environment. In the case of Deaf/HH students, when they have mastered ASL, both social 

and academic, they will most likely have an easier time with learning the social and 

academic language of English. Often, Deaf students of hearing families are acquiring 

ASL and English simultaneously, unlike Deaf of Deaf who have already acquired ASL as 

a first language.  

ASL provides the linguistic foundation and background knowledge necessary to 

make the second language more comprehensible (Erting & Pfau, 1997; Krashen, 1991). 

When Deaf students have comprehensible input via their primary language ASL, they 

will be able to acquire English literacy skills better. However, some argue that the 

comprehensible input theory does not apply to Deaf children because ASL does not have 

a written format and a written format is supposedly needed to learn the written form of 
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English (Mayer & Wells, 1996). Mayer and Wells (1996) believe Cummins’ theory does 

not apply to Deaf students because of the lack of a written format of ASL to bridge to 

written English. However, statistics of studies comparing Deaf children of Deaf parents 

and Deaf children of hearing parents show that the Deaf students with early exposure to 

ASL outperform or do better academically than those Deaf who acquire ASL at a much 

later age (Chamberlain & Mayberry, 2000; Strong & Prinz, 1995; Padden, 1996; 

Singleton & Morgan, 1998). These studies suggest that ASL plays a vital role in learning 

English. 

Another aspect of Cummins’ theories is the common underlying proficiency, 

which states that skills in both languages inhabit the same part of the brain rather than 

being independent from each other. Learning of and through a second language is thus 

interdependent on the fluency of the first language. For all bilingual students, the learning 

of the two languages would not be in separate parts of the brain, but instead inhabit the 

same part, or the language area part of the brain. This theory applies to Deaf students as 

well, as being bilingual learners via ASL and English. 

Another theory that supports the bilingual/multicultural approach is Cummins’ 

empowerment theory. This theory states that we should empower students to succeed in 

school and excel by embracing their cultures and practicing an “additive” philosophy 

rather than a subtractive one. If we tell students their home language is insignificant 

while they are learning English, they may perform weak in school because of their 

inferior attitudes and lack of confidence. In Sweden, Deaf education is a model because 

of its bilingual education practices that leads to higher academic achievement (Mahshie, 
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1995). Some of their practices include high parent involvement, early intervention, early 

exposure to sign language, support for home languages, and ASL Literacy. The results of 

Sweden’s practices show that their Deaf students perform better academically compared 

to other Deaf students not raised bilingually. 

Strong and DeMatteo (1990) and Hoffmeister (1997) suggest that metalinguistic 

skills, as reflected either in the ability to discriminate between ASL and signed English or 

to identify certain aspects of ASL, may be important steps in becoming bilingual in ASL 

and English (as cited in Strong and Prinz, 2000). Pratt and Grieve define metalinguistic 

awareness as “the process of thinking about and reflecting on the nature and functions of 

language (as cited in Erting & Pfau, 1997). Metalinguistic awareness building activities 

would be essential to building Deaf bilinguals and then improve their academic 

achievement. Some metalinguistic awareness activities involving ASL might include 

analyzing a group of signs by their handshapes, location, palm orientation, facial 

expression, and movement.  For example, the signs for “mother” and “father” are 

essentially the same except by their location: mother is signed with a 5-handshape on the 

chin while father is signed with a 5-handshape on the forehead. Students can discuss how 

certain signs are similar or different, or how certain English words are similar or different 

and manipulate them to change their meanings.  

Research arguments for Bilingual Deaf education: 

The research and theories that support the validity of bilingual education for 

hearing English language learners can be applied to support bilingual education for Deaf 

and Hard-of-hearing students. Cummins’ Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) theory 
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as discussed above is often used to describe the relationship between students’ first and 

second languages. When we examine the research of Deaf students, we find that ASL 

development correlates with reading development (Strong and Prinz, 1997; Padden & 

Ramsey, 1998; Hoffmeister, et al, 1997). Additionally, studies show that fluent bilinguals 

outperform non-fluent bilinguals on cognitive tasks (Hakuta &Diaz, 1984; Diaz & 

Kingler, 1991; as cited in Hamers, 1998).  

There are several cognitive advantages for bilingualism that include: higher 

creativity and reorganization of information; higher metalinguistic ability and cognitive 

flexibility; higher scores on concept formation tasks (Liedtke & Nelson, 1968, with 

English-German bilinguals); better performance in rule-discovery tasks (Bain, 1975, with 

English-French bilinguals in western Canada; Bain & Yu, 1978, with French-Alsatian 

bilinguals in France, German-English bilinguals in Germany, and English-French 

Canadian bilinguals); greater sensitivity to semantic relations between words (Ianco-

Worral, 1972, with English-Afrikaans bilinguals; Cummins, 1978, with English-Irish 

bilinguals). Basically, the fluency in the first language has a positive, bidirectional 

relationship with the learning of a second language.  

We have several research-based studies positively supporting a bilingual 

education approach. At a Carpinteria Spanish-language preschool program in California, 

the bilingual Spanish-English students outperformed Spanish monolinguals in both 

English and Spanish (Cummins, 1996). In Britain, access to British Sign Language (BSL) 

literacy had positive correlations with English literacy (Morgan, 2006).  
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In Sweden, there is a strong bilingual approach to educating its deaf and hard-of-

hearing students that reap with rewards (Mahshie, 1996). Deaf students in Sweden learn 

both Swedish Sign Language (SSL) and a written form of Swedish. Students are taught 

that both languages are separate, unique, and equal in status and function. They learn SSL 

before learning how to read and write in Swedish print. Instead of just reading the print 

word for word, they are taught to read for meaning and find sign equivalencies so they 

can better understand the content. This process allows students to develop metalinguistic 

skills, which in turn relates to high levels of academic achievement. 

I believe that my project will fill the need for more support of bilingual teaching 

strategies for Deaf students. 
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The Need for the Morning Meeting Curriculum for Deaf Students 

 In general, it is acknowledged in the field of deaf education that ASL is not 

always the primary language of the majority of deaf children since most deaf children are 

born to hearing parents and do not come into contact with ASL until a much later age, if 

they do. Even myself as a personal example, I did not come into ASL until I was in 

college and wish I grew up learning ASL for it would have made learning and 

communicating easier. When comparing the modalities of ASL and spoken languages, it 

can be proposed that ASL is the most accessible language for our deaf and hard-of-

hearing students because of their unique situation as visual learners due to hearing loss. 

 Hearing students typically learn social skills through observing their parents, 

siblings, etc, and through pretend-play with peers at home or during recess at school, for 

example. These socials skills may either be of a positive or negative nature. Deaf and 

hard-of-hearing who do not have access to these opportunities for learning socials skills 

due to the language mismatch between hearing parents and their deaf children as well as 

lack of exposure to socially and culturally appropriate skills for ASL and English 

conversations. When ASL is the primary language in the home and the classroom, Deaf 

and Hard-of-hearing students will be better able to acquire the social skills needed for 

becoming fully participating members of our community and society in general. These 

social skills may range from positive skills such as conversational skills, collaborating 

with others, and problem-solving skills as well as negative social skills such as 

manipulating or avoidance. 
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 The Morning Meeting curriculum is one strategy for providing Deaf students the 

opportunity to learn and build on these social skills, along with metalinguistic awareness 

activities built in to enhance their language for academic and social learning. 

Aside from Heidi Burns’ master’s thesis in 2002, the first of its kind, there is little 

research on social curriculum and the Deaf student population. I read Burns’ thesis 

thoroughly and after an interview with Burns, it was decided that there were many ways 

to enhance or add to this curriculum (Burns, personal communication, October 13, 2009). 

My focus for this curriculum is to expand on the original curriculum goals and include 

more of a metalinguistic awareness aspect built in throughout the components of the 

Morning Meeting.  

Metalinguistic awareness is defined as the ability to reflect on and manipulate 

features of a language. For example, in spoken English, hearing students may manipulate 

words through a specific sound to create new words (e.g. “-air” to create hair, fair, pair). 

An example of reflecting and manipulating ASL could possibly include students 

analyzing various signs for their features of handshape, location, movement, palm 

orientation, and facial expression (e.g. “mother” and “father” have all the same features 

except for location difference).  

Education studies support the learning of two languages for contributing to 

metalinguistic awareness and also having a myriad of positive effects.  Metalinguistic 

skill development is related to cognitive development. Research studies support that 

metalinguistic awareness is interrelated to reading ability, academic achievement, and 

social skills (e.g. play before school) (McAllister, 1989; Erting & Pfau, 1997). In one 
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specific study, researchers found that high metalinguistic awareness in the first grade was 

a statistically significant predictor of students’ reading comprehension performance in 

both the third and fifth grades (Dreher & Zenge, 1990).  

Interviews with Deaf education teachers informed me more ASL-based language 

activities are needed in the classroom (Grushkin, personal communication, October 13, 

2009; Burns, personal communication, October 13, 2009). When I asked the teachers 

why there was this need, they all told me the same thing: there is not enough activities 

that focus on ASL itself as compared to English. In addition, my interviews with these 

teachers as well as my personal experiences in the classroom also confirmed the 

importance of having a social curriculum in the classroom. My personal experiences have 

taught me where there is no social curriculum such as the Morning Meeting, there are 

more problems with how students talk to each other, paying attention, class interruptions, 

and a general feeling towards learning.  

I also wish to contribute my curriculum implementation to the field of bilingual 

education. More information needed has been implied through my graduate school 

classes and through readings such as Crawford and earlier research articles on the 

positive effects of bilingualism in education. Past related curricula on the Morning 

Meeting and other social curriculums will be reviewed in the next section. 
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Review of Existing Materials and Curricula 

 The field of the social curriculum includes different strategies and ideas 

promoting the social development of our students. Without social skills necessary for 

problem-solving, talking and communicating with peers and others, students are likely to 

have more behavior problems such as struggling with paying attention, bullying, and not 

conforming with school rules. One article discusses school policies dealing with such 

behavior problems and defiance to school rules. Skiba and Peterson (2003) claim that 

most schools’ usual policy of suspension and expulsion do not effectively help students 

to learn and practice appropriate social behaviors, but instead other social curriculum 

programs, such as the Safe and Responsive Schools (SRS) project, have been better 

effective with promoting desired behaviors such as problem-solving.  

Instead of suspension and expulsion, the SRS project focused on instruction and 

prevention through various programs such as the Intervention Room where students were 

referred to for behavior problems and met with teachers for assistance with problem-

solving and with taking responsibility for their behaviors for the future. The results of this 

program, along with other programs within the project, showed an improvement with 

positive discipline and academic excellence (Skiba and Peterson, 2003). 

The Morning Meeting is only one example of a strategy, or a tool, for social 

development curriculums. Skiba and Peterson’s (2003) study is relevant to the Morning 

Meeting because this strategy focuses on prevention and instruction. I first became 

inspired for my curriculum through reading The Morning Meeting Book by Kriete and 

Burns’ master’s thesis in 2002. These two core examples provide some of the most 
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important background support for my curriculum. Except for Burns’ thesis, there are no 

resources for using the Morning Meeting with deaf students as almost all existing 

resources deal exclusively with hearing students and make accommodation for second 

language learners.  

Burns’ (2002) thesis work was the first in the social curriculum field to test the 

Morning Meeting curriculum with deaf students. Through her curriculum 

implementation, she noticed a substantial difference in general communication among the 

students. Students appeared calmer, improved with turn-taking, increase with eye contact 

when communicating, and expressed more caring behaviors towards each other. Burns 

also commented that the Morning Meeting helped to set a positive tone for the whole day 

(H. Burns, personal communication, July 11, 2010). If a day went by without a Morning 

Meeting, the classroom tone became more negative and less effective for academic 

learning.  

Not only did the Morning Meeting help with social skills such as turn-taking and 

better communication, students also practiced and improved Deaf cultural behaviors of 

eye contact and signing clearly (Burns, 2002). Burns’ thesis work clearly shows that the 

Morning Meeting is an effective tool for building a sense of community and a setting for 

learning and practicing necessary social skills. My curriculum follows Burns’ work, but 

also expands to include the use of the Morning Meeting as a tool for building literacy 

skills in ASL and English.  

In addition to Burns’ thesis and The Morning Meeting Book, I also found 

Teaching Children to Care by Ruth Charney, 99 Activities And Greetings by Melissa 
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Correa-Connelly, and another thesis project based on the Morning Meeting for hearing 

students, Creating Community: Enhancing Learning in a Socially Responsive Classroom 

by Zoltan Sarda. Although there is no mentioning of deaf students, these are other 

resources that can certainly be applied to the deaf education classroom with some 

modifications because deaf students are considered second language learners.  

Charney’s book is an excellent resource for teachers that includes not only 

narratives on the Morning Meeting but also chapters on how to promote a sense of 

community in the classroom through teaching children how to care for themselves, 

classmates, and their environment through class collaboration on the creation of class 

rules, problem-solving meetings, using logical consequences, and other activities. For my 

curriculum, I used Charney’s book as a source for problem-solving lesson plans. 

The Northeast Foundation for Children, Inc. (NEFC), also provided me with 

additional resources on social curriculum in general. A group of educators founded the 

NEFC in 1981 “who had a vision of bringing together social and academic learning 

throughout the school day” (National Foundation for Children, Inc, July 15, 2010).  After 

researching their webpage, I learned that they were involved with the publishing of 

several books I have already read or added to my curriculum development. Kriete’s The 

Morning Meeting Book, Charney’s Teaching Children to Care, Crowe’s Solving Thorny 

Behavior Problems, Morning Meeting Messages, Wood’s Yardsticks: Children in the 

Classroom Ages 4-14, and Rules in Schools by Brady, Forton, Porter, and Wood are all 

examples of such books. These books include narratives, case studies, and strategies for 

implementing social curriculum tools.  
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The Northeast Foundation for Children, Inc promotes the “Responsive 

Classroom” Approach. The Responsive Classroom Approach is based on ten practices:  

1. Morning Meeting,  

2. Rule Creation,  

3. Interactive Modeling,  

4. Positive Teacher Language, 

5. Logical Consequences,  

6. Guided Discovery,  

7. Academic Choice,  

8. Classroom Organization,  

9. Working with Families, and 

10. Collaborative Problem Solving 

(Source: Responsive Classroom Fact Sheet, accessed July 15, 2010 

at http://www.responsiveclassroom.org/about/research.html) 

For my curriculum, I focus on the first practice, Morning Meeting, and also 

adapted the “Responsive Classroom Toolkit” for assessing different aspects of the 

Morning Meeting. The Social and Academic Learning Study (SALS) studied how the 

“Responsive Classroom” approach affected students’ learning (Rimm-Kaufman, 2004). 

This study found that the Responsive Classroom Approach was associated with better 

academic and social outcomes for elementary students.  

Church (2006) suggests that having a daily group time or time for everyone to 

meet in a group for discussions and activities, encourages the theme that “all are 

welcome here.” She mentioned a few strategies for establishing “a climate of 
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kindness, caring, and sharing for your group time meetings” (Church, 2006, pp. 44). 

These strategies include reflective listening, creating a job chart, creation of group-

time rules, and introduction of cooperative games. Although Church does not call 

group time “Morning Meeting,” the concept is the same for creating a sense of 

community. 

There are several resources available for social curriculum in general as I have 

listed here. But for the specific tool of the Morning Meeting used in deaf education 

classrooms, resources are very limited. Burns’ (2002) thesis work was the only 

resource I found that exists in my specific area. As I have mentioned previously, there 

is room for improvement and expansion of the Morning Meeting with deaf students 

through modifying some of its features for continuing the development of the 

essential sense of community and literacy skills in ASL and English.
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Foundation of Curriculum 

 Before I proceeded with the development of curriculum, I had to consider several 

elements: goals, expected learning outcomes, and learning theories. 

Key Goals and Expected Learning Outcomes 

This curriculum was created with four goals in mind. These goals were explained 

in the Introduction, but are listed here as a review: 

1: To improve and build on students’ social skills and interactions: how they 

communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

2: To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill in using ASL and 

English. 

3: To use Morning Meeting Message for the development of reading, writing, 

and/or ASL.  

4: To increase cultural awareness of both Deaf and Hearing behaviors and 

identity development. 

Through the Morning Meeting, students will be expected to learn and practice 

important listening skills such as good eye contact and paying close attention. Not only 

will students participate in Morning Meetings, but also they will learn the importance and 

reasoning behind the meeting itself, and about meetings in general. Through two versions 

of the Morning Message (one in English, one in ASL), students will build metalinguistic 

awareness through such language activities and improve their literacy skills in both ASL 

and English. The Group Activities will require students to collaborate with their peers 

through team-building and problem-solving skills.  
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Learning Theories 

This curriculum was designed with four key learning theories that I believed best 

matched my goals. The first theory is called metalinguistic awareness, which can be 

defined as the ability to think about language, comment on it, and manipulate it using a 

language’s different structures (i.e. morphemes, phonemes) (McAllister, 1989). This 

ability is important for bilingual students when they code-switch between two languages. 

For my curriculum, this theory applies in different ways. Students will be required to 

think about their sign choice when reading the English versions of the Morning Message 

and how the ASL and English versions are similar or different. Some Group Activities 

may require students to participate in ASL play games such as manipulating handshapes 

to create stories or poems. Hopefully, the ability of metalinguistic awareness through the 

Morning Meeting activities will cross over to other areas of classroom learning, such as 

reading comprehension. 

The second theory is Vygotsky’s (1962) socially mediated theory. This theory 

claims that students learn through social interactions within the classroom. Instead of a 

teacher-centered approach through lectures, the socially mediated theory works through 

students participating and interacting with their peers to learn new skills, knowledge, and 

other cultural-relevant behaviors. Greetings, Group Activities, shared reading of the 

Morning Messages, and Sharing times all involve students interacting with each other, 

some more than others. Group activities may require students to work together as a team 

for a common effort or apply problem-solving skills in conjunction with a peer or small 

group.  
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The third theory is Cummins’ (2001) empowerment theory, which claims that 

students will learn more effectively through teachers enabling their students to take 

charge of their own learning. Through the Morning Meeting curriculum, students will 

create their own greetings, lead the meetings with gradual release of responsibility from 

the teacher, create Morning Messages, and work together for the creation of a class book. 

By allowing students to take active responsibility in the Morning Meeting, they are 

empowered to take pride in their work and also to recognize their own abilities as readers, 

writers, and users of ASL and English.   

The fourth and final theory is the collaborative learning theory. This theory 

states that learning occurs through a coordinated effort among a group. Rather than 

dividing tasks evenly across members of a group, students work together mutually for a 

goal or task (Dillenbourg, 1999). The Group Activity aspect of the Morning Meeting will 

ask students to work in partners, small groups, or large groups to solve a given problem 

or complete a task. The “Knots” activity requires students to collaborate in a mutual 

effort to untangle without letting go of their hands or hurting anyone. Students will learn 

that if they do not collaborate, they will not effectively come untangled in a smooth 

manner.  
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Description of Curriculum 

My Morning Meeting curriculum was briefly described in the Introduction and 

Overview section. As a review, the five units along with the final project are described 

here in more detail. 

Unit 1: Introducing the Morning Meeting 

 The first unit includes three main lessons: Lesson 1.1: What is a Meeting; Lesson 

1.2: Getting the Meeting started: Signals and Rules; and Lesson 1.3: Scenarios. These 

lessons basically are designed to build on students’ knowledge of meetings in general as a 

transition to learning and participating in the Morning Meeting. Since the Morning 

Meeting is only one example of different kinds of meetings, I thought it would beneficial 

to work from the whole to the part for students’ concept development of meetings. 

Students will draw from their prior knowledge of meetings they may have seen, 

participate, or heard about through their families or on television. Students may have 

ideas about how to behave in meetings or the purpose of meetings.  

 After the concept of meetings is introduced and discussed, the Morning Meeting 

will then be introduced as part of the daily agenda. Group rules will be created through a 

collaborated effort from the students, rather than the teacher creating and imposing the 

rules. Class-created rules will help with empowering the students to take personal 

responsibility for themselves and their classroom. Role-plays of these class rules and 

possible scenarios through the Morning Meeting will further allow students to practice 

any social skills necessary for learning or interacting throughout the school day.  
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Unit 2: Greeting 

 The purpose of this unit is provide students the opportunity to practice using kind 

and caring words through acknowledging each other in the form of a greeting. An 

example of a greeting designed for Morning Meeting would be “Good morning, 

[student’s name]” with strong eye contact, positive body language, and possibly a motor 

movement such as a handshake or a high-five. My curriculum includes four lesson plans 

for this unit: Lesson 2.1: What is a Greeting? [Includes Deaf culture discussion]; Lesson 

2.2: Names and Faces, New and Old: Silver and Gold; Lesson 2.3: Handshakes and Eye 

Contact; and Lesson 2.4: Creative Greetings. 

 For teachers and classrooms starting anew with Morning Meetings, teachers 

would start with modeling and then guided practice for new greetings. Eventually the 

goal would to allow students to come up with creative greetings on their own, as long as 

they are appropriate and promote a sense of community (i.e. full inclusion; no 

inappropriate body touching). The overall purpose of greeting is emphasizing the 

message that everyone is welcomed, appreciated, and a special part of our classroom. 

 Greeting ideas can be endless since there are many different ways we can greet 

each other during Morning Meetings. For my curriculum, I have listed several different 

ideas for greetings and also used the Northeast Foundation for Children’s DVD called 

“Morning Meeting Greetings.” This DVD is only 35 minutes and has English subtitles, 

accessible for Deaf teachers. There are directions for all greetings available at 

www.responsiveclassroom.org (Accessed July 20, 2010).  
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Unit 3: Sharing 

 The Sharing unit involves students taking turns sharing home or community news 

with the class. This unit was designed with four lessons: Lesson 3.1: A system for 

Sharing; Lesson 3.2: Jobs of Sharers and Listeners; Lesson 3.3: Listening/Sharing Visual; 

and Lesson 3.4: Category sharing. The first lesson is to set up the ground rules and 

expectations for what sharing would look like. The second lesson involves students in a 

class discussion and possible role-play practice to explicitly learn the jobs of a sharer and 

the jobs of a listener.  

Some students may not know exactly what to do with their eyes, hands, and body 

when someone else is sharing or when they are sharing with the class. If needed, lesson 3 

is available for introducing a visual such as a necklace or a poster for students to 

remember where to look or who to look at during Sharing time. The fourth lesson is just a 

resource of different themes or categories for sharing. As an example, during one 

particular week, the theme might be “Share your stuffie” and students could bring in their 

favorite stuffed animal from home to share with the class.  

 The Sharing unit is important for students to learn and practice the social skills of 

active listening, strong eye contact, and asking relevant questions. These skills can be 

drawn upon during other areas of the school day.  

Unit 4: Group Activity 

 I personally think Group Activity is one of my favorite units because it can 

involve students and teachers in highly engaging and fun activities. The Group Activity 
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can be physically engaging to get students’ bodies warmed up and excited for the school 

day. Not only does the Group Activity engage students in motor activities, it also 

challenges students to learn to work together as a team and learn more about themselves. 

My curriculum was designed with five lessons for this unit: Lesson 4.1: 

Introduction to Group Activity; Lesson 4.2: Teamwork through Pair-Share; Lesson 4.3: 

Working together: Collaborative learning through team-building; Lesson 4.4: Problem-

Solving Time; and Resource: Daily to Weekly Group Activities. The first lesson is 

basically an introduction to this unit as a feature of the Morning Meeting. The next two 

lessons are variations of students working together in groups: pairs and small groups. The 

fourth lesson is an extension of Group Activity to give students the opportunity to learn 

and practice problem-solving skills such as I-statements and the Peace Rock. The last 

lesson is more of a resource for ideas for different activities.  

Unit 5: News & Announcements (A.K.A. Morning Message) 

The last part of the Morning Meeting tends to be the Morning Message, although 

in my curriculum I have it planned so that the English and ASL versions of the Morning 

Message are readily available for students to watch and read upon entrance to the 

classroom. There are four main lessons for this unit: Lesson 5.1: Introduction to the 

“Morning Message”; Lesson 5.2: Morning Messages in ASL; Lesson 5.3: Morning 

Messages for Developing Metalinguistic Awareness; and Resource: Various Morning 

Messages.  
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The purpose of the Morning Message is to inform students of important news and 

announcements and also to ask students to answer a question of some sort. Through 

having both ASL and English versions, Deaf students are able to interact with both 

languages and practice metalinguistic awareness activities such as thinking about their 

sign choice if an English word has multiple meanings. Class discussions of those 

multiple-meaning words will help Deaf students, and other bilingual students if applied to 

a hearing classroom, with improving their reading comprehension.  

 Another feature of this unit is empowering students to create the Morning 

Messages when teachers feel they are ready to take on that responsibility, with teachers’ 

assistance of course.  

Final Unit: Final Project: Creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book” 

 The final unit is more of a project that will most likely occur outside of the 

Morning Meeting scenario. Through working in small groups or as a whole group, 

students will collaborate to create a class-book on the general routines and importance of 

their Morning Meeting. The class-book is created using the LEA process, where teachers 

assist students through translating students’ ASL sentences to English and then rereading 

the English sentences via ASL to confirm they match what they students said.  

 The book is then used for reading lessons, silent reading, and also to appreciate 

their own work. Students can educate their older or younger peers through passing along 

their knowledge about the Morning Meeting. 
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Implementation of the Curriculum 

Description of School Site 

I spent ten weeks in a first grade classroom in a residential school program for the 

Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing. The school had approximately 500 students, with varying 

numbers each year depending on enrollment. There were classes for early education and 

all the way up to high school. In addition to general classes, the school offered an 

extensive career preparation and transition services to students through the Career Center. 

Classes were available for students with special needs in addition to their deafness. There 

were mixed numbers of Deaf and hearing teachers throughout the school but all of them 

were fluent in American Sign Language (ASL).  

Most students lived on campus in cottages and other students commuted home on 

buses. This situation depended on how far their home was from the school and what best 

fit their needs. Families did not pay for their children’s stay at cottages and attendance to 

school. Instead the surrounding school district near the child’s home paid for those fees. 

There were day counselors and night attendants to support the students in the cottages.  

The school believed in and practiced a bilingual-bicultural (or multicultural in 

another sense) approach for instructing their students and requiring their teachers and 

staff members to be fluent in ASL as well. The school wanted their students to grow up 

with the skills necessary to become empowered individuals and good citizens with high 

self-esteem and responsibility. Deaf culture played an essential role as students continued 

to develop skills and their identities.  
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All teachers were expected to incorporate a bilingual delivery of instruction. It 

was important to make connections between ASL and English print to enhance students’ 

learning. Lessons were required to be based on the California State Content Standards 

and Frameworks and incorporate the state-adopted textbooks, although supplemental 

curricula were accepted. Curriculum guidelines were updated regularly to align with the 

state standards, ESLRs, the statewide assessment program, English Language 

Development standards, and students' IEP goals. 

The school was beginning to develop an ASL curriculum with assessment 

materials to guide and structure the teaching of ASL as a first language. The early 

childhood and elementary departments had ASL teachers, while middle school required 

all students enrolled in an ASL development class and the high school department offered 

ASL development for freshmen only. If language support was needed for older students, 

that was an issue up for discussion as some students had enrolled with little knowledge of 

ASL at a later age. There was also bilingual literacy support in the form of literacy 

specialists who visited the classrooms to do one-on-one sessions with students. Some 

students were pulled out of class for extra ASL literacy development called ASL 

immersion support.  

Description of the Classroom: 

My classroom was actually two rooms combined into one large room with an 

optional divider pushed to the sides. On each side of the room, there were two SMART 

boards and ELMOs to use for technology visuals. For attention getting, there was a new 

light switch remote that teachers could use. There were four doors altogether, with two 
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used as the primary entrances. The other two doors led to outside and were locked at all 

times.  

One side of the classroom had several round desks for small group work and the 

other side had several small rectangular size desks arranged in a U-shape style so all 

students had equal visual access to each other and the front of that room. On that side, 

students had assigned seating that only occasionally was rearranged to meet students’ 

needs or address attention concerns. Overall, the layout of the classroom was set up for 

maximum visual access with updated technology to enhance the learning process. 

The three teachers practiced a team-teaching, or co-teaching, approach where 

academic subject responsibilities were shared and rotated on a weekly basis. They were 

called co-teachers or team teachers due to this approach. One teacher would be 

responsible for planning lessons for Math for a whole week and another teacher for 

Social Studies. If small group work was desired, that particular teacher would instruct the 

other teachers what to do for the various small groups. In addition to Math and Social 

Studies, the other areas of ASL, Literacy Centers, and the Morning Meeting were rotated 

among the teachers on a weekly basis. Story-signing, or also known as read-alouds, 

rotated on a daily basis. For example, one teacher would read a book on Monday, and 

then another teacher would read a book on Tuesday. Aside from who taught what, the 

daily schedule was consistent with special events as exceptions. 

On Monday afternoons, all three teachers typically met with the ASL teacher to 

plan for the ASL lessons for the week. The three teachers also met during lunch on 
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Wednesdays to plan lessons for the upcoming week. I participated in all of these 

meetings as soon as my internship began. 

In regards to my curriculum, students already had an existing daily routine of 

Morning Meeting and a list of class rules but I was able to adapt my lessons to expand on 

their meetings to address my curriculum goals. When I first started my internship, I was a 

little bit worried that my curriculum would be a little too easy for my particular group.  

Later I found that my curriculum was a great addition because social development 

was still important and I added parts to their Morning Meetings that they did not have 

before. I did not have to introduce the concept of Morning Meeting because my students 

had already built in this concept as part of their everyday routine. Students were still 

learning to become better parts of a community on a daily basis so my curriculum fit in 

quite well. I observed various abilities of reading and writing as well as ASL fluency 

among all the students. Some students needed more support with reading of the Morning 

Message than others.  

The only potential problem with implementing my curriculum was the challenge 

of time. I could not teach every single one of my lessons but I was able to teach a major 

chunk of them. Some of my lessons had to be modified because my classroom already 

had an existing routine of Morning Meeting on a daily basis.  

Out of the total six units of my curriculum (including the final project), only four 

units were actually implemented with some modifications and omissions to fit the needs 

and structure of our class. All three lessons of Unit 1: Introduction were used, with a 
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modification of Lesson 1.2 to review rules and routines rather than create them so they 

were already part of their meetings. I felt that Unit 2: Greetings was not appropriate for 

this classroom as I will explain below in my daily and weekly narratives. However, I 

modified one of the lessons in Unit 2 to be applied to Unit 4: Group Activity.  

We did not have enough time for Unit 3: Sharing. The remaining two units, Unit 

4: Group Activity and Unit 5: News and Announcements were perhaps the core units 

during my internship. Although their typical meetings had News and Announcements 

(a.k.a. Morning Message), I added the ASL version for metalinguistic awareness 

development and for improving reading and writing. As for the final project, we created a 

class book using the Language Experience Approach (LEA) with pictures and student-

generated sentences of what our Morning Meetings looked like.  

Description of the Students and Teachers: 

My class consisted of 14 students, three team teachers, one teacher’s assistant 

(TA), and occasionally we had volunteers and high-school student workers. My students 

were among the ages of six to eight years old. Out of the original 14 students, eight were 

girls and seven were boys. Ten of the 14 students were recognized as native signers of 

ASL since they had Deaf parents and/or siblings and were exposed to ASL since birth. 

The remaining four students either started learning ASL after the age of three or just in 

the past year. As for students’ ethnic backgrounds, we had: one (1) African-American; 

one (1) Caucasian/Filipino-American; six (6) Hispanic; and six (6) Caucasian. Of the first 

grade staff, two were Caucasian, one from Australia, and the aide was Hispanic.  
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With 14 students, it was a rather large classroom as most classes at the school had 

an average of seven to eight students. Our class was an active one too. I liked how we 

split students into several small groups and yet had whole class group time too 

throughout a typical day.  In addition to small narratives about each student, I created a 

table listing general student information. 

 

 

Table 1: Student Information 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Individual information about students: 

 Student 1 was a 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents and siblings who also signed. She told beautiful stories through ASL and also 

written English. She was reading beyond first grade level, almost to second grade, and 

one of the highest readers in the class. Student 1 was accepting of others, good with 

problem-solving, and had one of the biggest hearts in class. 

 Student 2 was a 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents and a sibling who also signed. She struggled with paying attention and 

independent problem-solving. She was barely reading past kindergarten level. 

 Student 3 was a 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents, siblings, and relatives who also signed. She was among the most talkative in 

class, liked to tell stories, participate in class often, and reading at first grade level.  

 Student 4 was a 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having a long 

generation of Deaf parents, grandparents, and relatives. She had a very sweet and 

sensitive personality where she was considerate of others’ feelings. Reading at second 

grade level, she was among the top fluent readers in the class and enjoyed reading too. 

 Student 5 was a 6 year old girl who had just started learning ASL when she joined 

the school only three months before I started my internship. As the only Deaf person in 

her family, she came from a Spanish-speaking family who knew no ASL. She was not 

quite reading English yet, aside from her name and a few other student names. A sweet 

addition to the class, she was always smiling and seemed to want to get along with others. 
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 Student 6 was an 8 year old boy who entered the school two years ago from a 

mainstreamed program. As the only Deaf person in his family, he was still learning ASL 

and his family had little formal ASL skills. He was reading just below first grade level 

and needed a lot of behavior support to pay attention. He was a very sweet boy and loved 

swimming. 

 Student 7 was an 8 year old boy who started learning ASL at the age of four and 

was becoming a fluent signer through strong parental involvement and support from the 

school. He had a big heart, wanted to be friends with everyone, desired to do well in 

school, and was building confidence as a just-below first grade level reader. 

 Student 8 was a 6 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having an older 

Deaf sibling and involved hearing parents who signed. She was reading at first grade 

level. She enjoyed sports, stories, playing with friends, and seemed shy at some points, 

but was generally kind to everyone. 

 Student 9 was a 7 year old boy who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents, sibling, and extended relatives. He was reading at first grade level and could read 

and retell Morning Messages with good fluency. He struggled with paying attention and 

solving social problems. 

 Student 10 was a 6 year old boy who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents, siblings, and extended relatives. He was reading at first grade level with room for 

improving vocabulary development. He enjoyed Morning Meeting as one of his favorite 
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parts of the day as he particularly liked social activities. During class, he contributed very 

thoughtful comments and ideas that suggested higher-level thinking. 

 Student 11 was a 7 year old boy who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents and siblings. He was not reading at first grade level yet, but was slowly 

improving with practice. He struggled with paying attention, but was kind and helpful 

towards others. 

 Student 12 was a 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

parents, sibling, and extended relatives. She was reading at first grade level, enjoyed 

telling stories, and was very talkative in class. She seemed to be one of the class leaders 

where others looked up to her. She could be helpful and tried to help others with solving 

problems.  

 Student 13 was 7 year old girl who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

siblings, parents, and extended relatives. She was a strong, avid reader reading at first 

grade level, and loved to tell stories. In class, she was very social, talkative (sometimes 

too much), and cared about others as she wanted to “keep the peace.” 

 Student 14 was a 7 year old boy who knew ASL since birth due to having Deaf 

siblings, parents, and extended relatives. He was reading almost at first grade level, and 

seemed to enjoy reading when he knew the words. He was very social, kind, good sense 

of humor (sometimes too silly), helpful, caring, and had beautiful ASL skills with 

storytelling.  
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Implementation: What Happened Each Week 

A note about this section: 

 Due to the length of 10 weeks, some weeks have narratives for each day of the 

week while others have a summary of the week with key observations. The reasoning 

behind this narrative structure is because some days were often similar to the others so 

the information would be repeating itself or there were no curriculum-related 

observations to report. Key observations and narratives for particular dates are noted by 

the heading: 

 Week 1: First Week Observations 

 Week 2: Participant Observer 

 Week 3: Participant Observer and some preliminary lessons (Unit 1) 

 Week 4: ASL Morning Messages: Unit 5! 

 Week 5: ASL Messages continued and some Role-Plays 

 Week 6: Introduction to Group Activity: Unit 4! 

 Week 7: Assessment and Shift: Morning Message Independence 

 Week 8: IEP Week 

 Week 9: Peace Rock! Student-created ASL Messages: Empowerment! 

 Week 10: “Our Morning Meeting Book” and Post-pictures 

Week 1: First Week Observations 

Week 1, Day 1: Monday, March 1, 2010: 

March 1 was the first day of my internship. I had an orientation to get set up with 

my classroom and familiar myself with the campus. The internship coordinator guided 
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me throughout the whole day. This orientation included several parts: mini-tour of 

school, meetings with significant people, and finally observations of our assigned 

classrooms.  

We met the new Director of Instruction and the Superintendent of the school. We 

also had meetings with a social worker for discussing privacy/abuse issues and a 

bilingual specialist to review the school’s philosophy and practices on bilingual 

education. Additionally, the internship coordinator reviewed with us the school rules and 

policies through a thick binder.  

After lunch, I went to the first grade classroom to observe how the class 

functioned. I immediately drew a picture of the classroom environment (see Appendix). I 

was able to meet with my cooperating teacher (CT) and discuss my curriculum plans. It 

was in this meeting where I learned about the daily/weekly schedules and how the 

teachers share responsibility for different academic areas.  

Week 1, Day 2: Tuesday, March 2, 2010: 

It was on this day when I learned students already had an existing form of 

Morning Meeting on a daily basis. However, during my first week in my classroom, I 

was unable to truly observe their typical Morning Meeting routines because of many 

special events and having missed Monday due to my orientation. Of the Morning 

Meetings I observed, I saw students walk up to an easel with a heading called “Question 

of the Day.” Upon arrival, students were supposed to drop off their backpacks in their 

lockers and homework in a designated box and then immediately go to the “Question of 
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the Day” easel to answer whatever question it might be. Students had pictures of 

themselves with magnets on the back to post on the easel to show their response. I 

noticed the questions were multiple-choice or a Yes/No type of question.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Question of the Day Easel 1   Figure 2: Question of the Day Easel 2 

After students answered the question, they were free to socialize with their 

classmates and have “Free Choice Time.” Free Choice Time was only for 15 minutes. 

Students could play games on the SMART board, write letters, color pictures, play with 

manipulatives such as cars or magnets, or read books.  Then lights flashed to show it was 

time for Morning Meeting to begin and students automatically started cleaning up the 

classroom.  

After all the students sat down, a teacher would call a student to come to the front 

of the room. This student would come up with a creative greeting and invite all the other 

students to come to the meeting area and form a circle for greeting time. I was amazed 

with their strong independence and automaticity to start the meeting.  That was the end of 

the morning meeting. Later I learned this was only a brief meeting because we had the 

“Read Across America” event on campus. 

Week 1, Day 3: Wednesday, March 3, 2010: 
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Today I observed a more typical Morning Meeting. After the typical beginning of 

Question of the Day, Free Choice Time, and Greeting, I saw a teacher call four students’ 

names to come do their “jobs.” These jobs were called Question of the Day, Calendar, 

100 days of school, and Morning Message. Each student walked up to his or her 

respective job areas. For instance, for Calendar, a student would update the class calendar 

to show today’s date and then stand next to the calendar to show he/she was ready to 

share with the whole class. I did not get to ask about each “job” in depth this week but 

planned to do so the following week. For Morning Message, a teacher and a student 

would stand next to the easel with the message written on it. The teacher use a pointing 

tool to help the student read each word and would ask the rest of the class for help with 

reading if the one student was stuck.  

Today’s Morning Message was as follows (with “---“ to represent missing words 

for students to fill in): 

Good morning! 

Is it raining today? 

Is everyone ---- today?     (Word was “here”) 

Estella ---- do “Show and Tell” next.    (Word was “will”) 

Do you think everyone can earn ---- golden hands today? (Word was “four”) 

Today’s date is -/-/--.      (Date was 3/3/10) 

 Figure 3: Morning Message example 

 “Show and Tell” is the same for Sharing in this class, but it is only a privilege for 

those students who earn enough stickers for their classroom reward system. Each student 

could earn four golden hands if there were no significant behavior problems that day. 

There was a large chart with each student’s picture next to four golden hand stickers on 
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small pieces of paper. If they had a warning, the hand was turned sideways. If after the 

warning they still do not improve their behavior, one of the golden hands was turned 

over. If two or more golden hands were turned over, then no stickers were earned and a 

parent conference was to be scheduled to talk about the behavior problems and how to 

improve. 

 Their “Sharing” time was not what I envisioned sharing to be as applicable for my 

curriculum. Students did not ask relevant questions to show they were listening, and 

some students carried side conversations.  

Week 1, Day 4: Thursday, March 4, 2010: 

 Today’s Morning Meeting included Question of the Day and Greeting. I decided 

to observe other aspects of classroom activities so I could get to know them better. I 

observed some guided reading sessions and learned more about students’ backgrounds. I 

sat down with each student individually during the afternoon and asked them some 

questions to learn what they liked about school, their favorite things to do, favorite color, 

siblings if any, etc. The reason behind this was so we could have a one-on-one chat and 

get to know each other better. The students seemed to like having some one-on-one 

attention and some even asked me questions.  

Week 1, Day 5: Friday, March 5, 2010: 

My first week went by both so fast and slow at the same time. Fast because the 

week was already over before I knew it and slow because each day felt like I had so much 

to learn. I basically spent the week getting to know the students’ likes and dislikes, 
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atmosphere of the classroom, routines and schedules, and the layout of the structure. My 

CT showed me each cabinet so I knew its contents.  I noticed that students already have a 

list of class rules posted on the wall. Instead of teaching Lesson 1.2: Signals and Rules, I 

would ask students to role-play these rules to show their understanding of what the rules 

meant.  

I was to start leading the Meetings next week as part of my slow transition to 

taking responsibility in the classroom. Next week I planned to ask students what they 

knew about meetings in general and to explain their typical Morning Meetings’ 

procedures. I also started to think about how I will teach some of my lessons in other 

areas of the day, such as morning Literacy Centers, because I realized I would not have 

time to teach some of my lessons during Morning Meeting. 

Week 2: March 8-12, 2010: Participant Observer 

On Monday, March 8, I started leading Morning Meetings to take on some 

teaching responsibility. I did not change any part of their typical Morning Meetings for I 

wanted to get a feel of what the students knew and did for their meetings. At the 

beginning of the week, I felt excited yet nervous because I was unsure if I had their 

normal routine all set in my mind, since the previous week we had a bunch of special 

events that prevented me from observing their “normal” Meetings. I also felt nervous 

because I was still learning the classroom’s everyday typical routines, rules, etc. 

At the start of the meeting, I asked students to tell me how they usually do 

Morning Meetings (first, second, etc). Student #10 said we follow the “Morning 
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Meeting” chart on the wall with the names in order. It was a good opportunity to learn 

that part from a student’s perspective. The Morning Meeting chart was posted on a wall 

in front of all the students to see. It had a list of “jobs” or activities to do for the Meeting 

and next to each activity, there was a student’s name. The students’ names were printed 

on laminated labels with a removable adhesive so students’ names could be rotated 

among the different jobs on a weekly basis.  

The activities included the following in the exact order: Greeter, Today’s Date, 

100 Days of School, Question of the Day, and Morning Message. Now I better 

understood last week’s student “jobs” during the meetings. On days where we had special 

events or fieldtrips (such as last week), Morning Meetings were generally shorter with 

just Greeting instead of including all the other activities.   

Later, the same student (Student 10) pointed and explained the use of the mobile 

light-switch for getting all of the students’ attention. I felt like a lot of students were 

having side conversations and were often redirected for paying attention. Perhaps it was 

because it was a Monday morning or due to my students’ maturity development as they 

were only first graders. Another student already had self-control issues and tended to get 

out of his seat often. I later learned this particular student was on a behavior management 

plan because he had some issues that needed addressing on a daily basis. I had to keep in 

mind all of my students’ needs when planning and implementing my lessons. 

At the end of each day, a teacher would mark a tally on a checklist on another 

chart to show who completed which activity that particular day. This checklist was 

purposefully used for keeping track of who has done what so to plan for the following 
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day and week. The reasoning behind this checklist was so that students could not 

complain they had not yet done a certain part of the Morning Meeting because we had the 

evidence shown on the checklist. The overall goal was for fairness and giving everyone 

an equal chance to participate in the meetings. I got into the habit of filling out the tally 

checklist on this week. 

I started thinking more about how I will add my curriculum to the existing 

Morning Meeting. I knew I would have to do some modifications since this class already 

had a daily structured Morning Meeting. After this week, I assessed my curriculum 

lessons and how they would or would not fit in with the structure of the class. As 

applicable to my curriculum, the students already had the following: greeting, morning 

message, and some sharing (as a privilege). I decided that my units on Group 

activity/Problem-Solving Time and Morning Message would be the main features to add 

but I was concerned on how much time would be available or how it would affect the 

timing of the typical Meetings. If I had time, I would also include the Sharing Unit. 

At the end of each school day, I wrote down the Question of the Day and Morning 

Message for the following day so it would be ready when school started the next 

morning.  Coming up with questions was not easy because I wanted the questions to be 

meaningful and relevant to academics. Each day this week, I observed students come in 

the classroom upon arrival and walk up to an easel in the center of the room with the U-

shape set-up. On one side of the easel was the Question of the Day and the other side had 

the Morning Message written on chart paper. The Question of the Day typically had a 
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yes-or-no or multiple-choice kind of question for students to mark their answer using 

magnets with their pictures and names on them, same as last week.  

I generally observed students working independently to read and answer the 

Question of the Day. Some students asked teachers or peers for help with reading some 

words. My CT told me that some students might ask for help when they already know the 

word. They may just need more confidence or encouragement to read more 

independently. After students completed Question of the Day, they were to read the 

Morning Message for important announcements and news for that day. Again I observed 

some students asking teachers for help with reading.  

School started at 8:15 a.m. and ended at 2:30 p.m. most days, with the exception 

of ending at 1:45 p.m. on Fridays. Generally the first 15 minutes of school each day was 

set aside for Free Choice Time for students to have a gradual transition from “home 

mode” to “school mode.” The three co-teachers had observed attention problems when 

students were expected to start Morning Meeting right away upon arrival. When they 

added Free Choice Time, they immediately observed an improvement with students’ 

ability to pay attention better. During this week, Morning meetings  generally lasted 20 

minutes to 30 minutes on average. 

One morning we also had two counselors from the on-campus Pupil Services 

department. Each Friday, these two counselors come to our classroom to do what was 

called “Group Counseling.” Students would be engaged in meaningful activities such as 

team-building and talking about what it means to be a “Cool Kid.” “Cool Kids” was the 

class-decided team name to work on becoming better friends and learning how to 
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problem-solve. I got the two counselors’ email addresses to contact them about my 

curriculum because I felt we could possibly work together for community-building 

activities in our classroom. 

Week 3: March 15-19, 2010: Participant Observer and some preliminary lessons 

Week 3, Day 1: Monday, March 15, 2010 

Today began the third week of my internship. Being in the classroom felt more 

natural and normal. I supposed we have a lot of adults in my classroom but then again, 

we have 14 students and there tends to be a 1:4 or 1:3 ratio in most classes. Our class was 

an active one too. I liked how we split students into several small groups and yet have 

whole class group time too. I would like to see more partner work however. I kept 

forgetting to email the counselors about my thesis work and to tell them I want to work 

with them because it seems that their activities coincide or were related to some of my 

curriculum lessons. They had been working with the students longer than I have and 

perhaps know them a little better.  

Again I observed some students asking teachers for help with reading the 

Morning Message. Some students were able to read some words, but had the wrong 

meaning in ASL. Today I thought about making notes in my observation journal of who 

asks for help with reading the English version of the Morning Messages on a daily basis 

for data comparison after introducing the ASL version of the Morning Message. My 

overall observation and through teacher comments, there were quite a few students who 

tend to ask for help with reading. I had hoped the ASL version would help with reducing 
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the amount of taps on the shoulder for “help.” Today I recorded six students’ names on 

my data collection who asked for helping reading the Morning Message or Question of 

the Day. Below is a picture of today’s message: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:  March 15 Message      Figure 5:  My first attempt at Question of the Day 

Today’s Question of the Day was “What month were you born in?” It seemed 

several students were stuck on the word “born” while some others needed more help with 

other words. I observed some peers helping each other with reading if one knew other 

words that the other did not. 

One of my co-teachers said she was looking forward to seeing me use ASL 

versions of the Morning Message. I planned to make a mock video of how to use ASL 

messages on the laptop and show students later this week. 

During lunch, I sat down with my CT to review my calendar and basic curriculum 

plans for the next several weeks. She liked what I had proposed and had even given me 

an idea: puzzles! One of my lessons had to do with teamwork and community building 

through emphasizing we are all a part of a whole, or members of a family. My CT gave 

me a package of blank craft puzzles for students to color in as part of my activity. I felt 
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excited for this and immediately started thinking about how to incorporate the puzzle 

activity. 

After lunch, we watched a video from the elementary department principal about 

her recent conference to Washington D.C. on bilingual education. One of the teachers 

made a comment about ASL and English and asked students if we use ASL only, English 

only, or both. One student, C.G., said we use both languages. For this student to make 

that comment, that was one evidence that there was knowledge of metalinguistic 

awareness, and I was impressed! 

I decided that I would incorporate some of my curriculum lessons into other areas 

of the daily schedule because there was not enough time during Morning Meetings to 

introduce new materials or go through with my other activities. Today I planned to create 

a worksheet and a KWL chart to record students’ ideas for my first curriculum unit 

lesson: Lesson 1.1: What is a Meeting? (See Appendix for lesson). 

Week 3, Day 2: Tuesday, March 16, 2010: 

Some students need more support with reading the Morning Message or Question 

of the Day:  Students 2, 6, 7, and 11. I had another idea today for planning for the 

morning message. If I knew who was going to read the next day as part of their student 

job, I could adjust the message and also have a short discussion with that particular 

student before they read the message.  

The Morning Meeting seemed longer than usual by an extra five or then minutes. 

It seemed we had more “problems”. For instance, greeting took longer for today’s 
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meeting. I asked myself why this was happening and wondered if we need to have a 

discussion on greeting. Generally, I felt students were capable of coming up with creative 

greetings on their own and then taking turns around in a circle while the rest of the class 

watched. It may be time to review expectations and model again.  

Today’s Morning Message had some spelling mistakes for students to try to catch 

and correct when we read it as a whole group. We did not have enough time to correct all 

the mistakes because we were already running behind. I decided that for next time, I 

wanted students to focus on content comprehension before I felt they were ready to jump 

ahead to conventions. My CT gave me some good feedback though. She said I should 

explain first that there were spelling mistakes and ask students to search for those 

mistakes. I think I made the “mistake” myself by just jumping ahead and asking students 

to just read and then find mistakes as we went along. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

My CT also suggested I possibly trade places with a student or stand in the back 

while the four jobs occur. Instead of standing over students while they updated the class 

Figure 6: March 16 Message 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calendar, or counting how many days of school, I should empower students to be more 

independent so to increase their self-confidence as both readers and writers. This 

feedback reminded me of a theory I learned about in class: Gradual Release of 

Responsibility (GRR). GRR is also related to Vygotsky’s theory on scaffolding. Students 

gradually work towards being more independent learners. 

Week 3, Day 3: Wednesday, March 17, 2010 

We did not have a normal Morning Meeting today because leprechauns had 

messed up our classroom! It was St. Patrick’s Day and our class celebrated the holiday by 

constructing leprechaun trap boxes a few days before and setting them across the room. 

For Morning Meeting, we just did greeting and shared reading of leprechaun’s note.  

During Literacy Centers, a segment of time for students to rotate in centers doing 

various activities such as guided reading or journal writing, I sat down with rotating 

groups showing pictures of people in various meetings and asked students to comment on 

them. I had five groups rotating every ten minutes. Ten minutes gave me just enough 

time to have an introductory lesson:  We defined Morning Meeting, summarize and 

showed pictures of people in meetings. After reviewing pictures without any comment on 

my side, I asked students to share with me what they know about meetings in general 

using ASL. I recorded each student’s response on a sheet of paper and planned to display 

this for “K” part of the KWL chart.  

For the rest of the week, they started working on a project called “Meeting Strips” 

that resembled comics. On a large half-sheet of black construction paper, there were four 
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smaller sheets of white paper with the following words: Who, What, Where/When, Why. 

I planned to have students draw pictures and/or write words to answer those questions 

based on what they knew or thought about meetings in general. I felt this introductory 

lesson went well as students seemed eager to share even though some had struggled with 

staying on topic. I rated this activity a 3 or 4 out of 5 based on my rubric (see Appendix 

A: Lesson 1.1 for rubric). A 3 or 4 represented that most (12 of 14) students gave relevant 

responses. A 5 would have been all students. See Table 2 on the next page for a list of the 

students’ responses. 

Students’ responses indicated they had ideas about how people should look or act 

in general meetings. It seemed that their responses were more reflective on the physical 

appearance of people in meetings and did not include any comments about the purpose or 

in-depth details about content of meetings. Student #10 reflected on his personal 

knowledge of his mom flying to Washington, D.C. for a meeting so that showed me he 

had some knowledge about the word “meeting” from his home environment. Student #6 

struggled with staying on topic and could only tell me that a meeting was a group of 

people.  

I planned to use the students’ responses as a bridging point to talking about the 

purpose of different kinds of meetings and particularly focus on the Morning Meeting. 

Their responses also gave me confidence that I would not have to introduce the concept 

of a “meeting” as a whole new focus because they already had some background 

knowledge. 
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Table 2: Pretest: ASL Responses of Meeting Ideas 

Student 14: people sit in a circle, say nice words, and talk about government 
stuff 

Student 12: people sit politely, discuss what we will do today and 
announcements 

Student 3: take turns, people may write, act serious; if we had no meetings, we 
will have chaos 

Student 8: eye contact is important; meetings for discussion and agreements 

Student 4: people wear ties and business clothes; our meetings: we talked 
about how the leprechauns were stealing stuff (for that day’s specific meeting) 

Student 1: for discussions, meetings at work; our morning meetings have the 
following: 100 days of school, announcements, and what we will do today. 

Student 7:  meetings are serious because people are paying attention. Faces 
look serious. People sit politely and Help each other with sitting and writing. 
Must pay attention! 

Student 5: writing, talking, wear nice jackets. 

Student 9: During morning meeting, students say good morning, greeting, 
calendar, Question of the day. Some meetings for talk about behaviors and 
good things of students. 

Student 6: change roles, people in group 

Student 10: my mom went to Washington D.C. for a meeting. Discussions, 
audience, people, talking 

Student 13: no response (absent) 

Student 11: meetings for discussing rules and show. Dress nicely. 

 

Week 3, Day 4 and Day 5: Thursday and Friday, March 18-19, 2010: 

We did not have a normal Morning Meeting for the past two days because 

Wednesday was St. Patrick’s Day and Thursday we had a guest speaker.  On Friday, the 
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students went home at 12:30 because it was staff development day where all school staff 

went to a long meeting in the school gym from 12:30 to 4:30pm.  

For the past two days, I did a literacy center where I did 1.1 of my curriculum. 

Students were almost finished with drawings for the meetings strips. I used their current 

strips as a “pre-test” so I could compare their responses at the end of my internship. 

These strips were a form of an extension for this lesson. 

On Thursday, my CT helped to film myself with another teacher to create a short 

clip of us role-playing as students using the laptops to watch an ASL version of the daily 

Morning Message. I was not sure if I would have the ASL version only for next week or 

both ASL and English. My CT suggested it would be good to have both versions so 

students would not become confused. I decided I would write the messages in English 

first and translate to ASL using a movie program on my computer. I could also make the 

ASL version first and then use that clip to write the English version, however suited my 

needs. Some days I would have ideas ready for the next day’s Morning Message so it was 

easier to do the ASL version first. Other days I had to think more about what to include 

so I would write the English version first. Other times I would have to create the ASL 

message first because I had to go home right away after school and did not have time to 

write the next day’s message before leaving. 

I showed this short clip of role-playing to all of the students in the afternoon 

before they went home on Friday. After showing the clip, I asked a few students to 

summarize what they saw to check for understanding. Most students seemed to 

comprehend my expectation for them when they arrived the following Monday morning. 
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Then I showed a mini-model of “Our Morning Meeting Book” and told students I would 

start taking pictures of them during Morning Meeting so we could construct a book of 

how our meetings function. We would have pictures of everyone and for all the features 

of our meetings. We would make this book at the end of my internship.  

Even though we had a short interruption by the science teacher, we were able to 

complete a normal meeting on Friday. For the Question of the day, those who needed 

help with reading some words were: Students 5, 7, and 13. These particular students 

asked a teacher for help reading certain words. A teacher encouraged these students to 

read the words before and after a particular word for context clues. Sometimes that 

strategy worked, and other times, the teacher would just tell the student the corresponding 

sign.  

The Morning Message leader (Student 7) did an excellent job with reading the 

message to the class. He was able to preview the message with me during free choice 

time to go over any vocabulary words. For this particular student, it was a great strategy 

to help boost his confidence as a reader as he was still learning how to read.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: March 19 Message 
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While students did their Morning Meeting Jobs (i.e. Message, etc), I sat in a 

student’s seat. I liked how the students acted more confident with their jobs through 

being swift in completing their responsibilities without teacher reminders. Instead of 

having a teacher hover over their shoulders, the students were empowered to take charge 

of their Morning Meeting, with a teacher intervening only if there was a significant 

problem such as someone refusing to cooperate or taking double the time necessary to 

complete a job. 

Some issues came up with today’s meeting because during Greeting time, there 

were several students who did not pay attention. The Greeter Leader had asked me for 

help with getting the other students’ attention since there were many side conversations. 

Paying attention was one of the students’ class rules. It was important to emphasize the 

importance of paying attention because if the students did not pay attention, they would 

miss information.  Paying attention also demonstrated how students respected others, 

particularly during Greeting time.  

 I started feeling a bit panicky because I was thinking about all of the things I need 

to do or should be doing for my curriculum. I realized part of the thesis/curriculum 

building process is learning as we go. We do not have a set plan to follow as we are 

designing something new. For the past week, I was able to do one lesson activity across 

two days: Introduction to Meetings. Next week I will have the TA have the remaining 

students finish their “meetings” strip so I can do some guided reading.  

For the past week’s lesson, we were short of time so I was not able to finish. From 

what I observed, nine of the 14 students had a better understanding of what to do for the 
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strip: who, what, where, when, and why questions for “meetings” in general. The “who” 

section was to be who might be seen in a meeting. The “what” section was to be what 

people might be doing in a meeting. The “where” was to show where might a meeting be 

held. The “when” section was to show what time of the day is a meeting most likely to be 

held (i.e. midnight versus in the morning). The “why” section was to show why people 

might be a meeting (i.e . the purpose). 

Table 3: Pretest: Written Responses of Meeting Ideas 

✧ Student 14: Who: [picture of round table with several people sitting in chairs around 
table]; What: [picture of smaller round table inside a house/school]; Where/When: 
[picture of clock that says 8:00 at school]; Why: “Talk about government bank” 

o Student 12: Who: [picture of girl smiling]; What: (no response); Where: “3/22/10 and 
March 22”; Why: (no response) 

o Student 3: Who: [picture of round table with several smiling faces around table] 
What: [picture of two people standing side by side, smiling, labeled “Bolt” and 
“Brando”]; Where: [picture of four people sitting around a table] Why: (no response) 

o Student 8: Who: [picture of several people sitting around round table, one large 
person standing on or edge of table]; What: [picture of school building with round 
table with chairs]; Where: [picture of round table with several chairs and person 
standing in center] Why: [picture of smiley face] 

o Student 4: Who: “Jeff”[ picture of man smiling]; What: [picture of school building]; 
Where: [picture of clock with number 8:00 and triangle shape]; Why: “Bank 

o Student 1: Who: [picture of two smiling faces labeled with student names]; What: 
[picture of two faces in frames with words “I saw picture”]; Where: Words “I go 
meeting in scooohl time 1:5” [picture of round table with several chairs] Why: Words 
“to talk about soochl” [picture of rectangular table with several chairs and papers on 
table] 

o Student 7:  Who: “Dad” [picture of dad]; What: [picture of person standing on 
podium talking into microphone; three audience members in chairs watching, some 
sleeping]; Where: [picture of school building; “3/20/10 and March 200”]; Why: (no 
response) 

o Student 5: Who: [picture of woman smiling]; What: [picture of house and square 
table with four chairs]; Where: “School”; Why: (intelligible) 
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Table 3 continued: Pretest: Written Responses of Meeting Ideas 

o Student 9: Who: [picture of round table with several people sitting around table with 
papers on table]; What: [picture of round table with three chairs and computer]; 
Where: “School” and “2:30”; Why: [picture of round table with several chairs and 
number “32” written on bottom] 

o Student 6: Who: [picture of three people]; What: “Dog pat Z.” [picture of two dogs]; 
Where: “8 Bithday” [picture of birthday cake with candles) Why: (no response) 

o Student 10: Who: [picture of round table with several people sitting around table]; 
What: [picture of round table with one person sitting]; Where: [picture of school and 
a round circle to represent clock] Why: “mom” “dad” “J.” [picture of three people 
sitting around table] 

o Student 13: Who: [picture of person with curly hair, smiling, and handshapes J and L 
on hands]; What: [picture of round table with several people sitting]; Where: [picture 
of school with words “in shcool"] Why: “why 2 more fun enjoy” 

Students’ written responses showed me they could express some ideas about 

meetings in general on paper.  The pictures of people sitting around a round table or in 

the meeting area showed how everyone sitting for the meeting had enough space to sit 

comfortably in a circle. Their ASL responses seemed more in detail than their written 

responses. I wondered if this was because ASL was their primary language. However, I 

did see a similarity between the written and ASL responses in how students primarily 

described meetings as people sitting together in a uniform manner. Both their written and 

ASL responses showed me that I would need to focus on the purpose of meetings and 

how there was more to meetings rather than people just sitting together in a group. 

At the end of the day on March 18, I completed an assessment from “The 

Responsive Classroom Assessment” on Morning Meetings specifically (Northeast 

Foundation for Children, Inc, 2009). There are five sections: General, Greeting, Sharing, 

Group Activity, and Morning Message. Each section has a certain number of categories, 

totally 26 categories in all. For each category, I scored either a 1, 3, or 5 depending on 
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how the meetings went. I used my best judgment for completing the assessment based on 

my observations of Morning Meetings. This assessment is included in the beginning of 

my curriculum for teachers to use to assess their Morning Meetings as a whole (see 

Appendix A for curriculum). 

I also asked my three co-teachers (noted as “CT” in tables below) to complete this 

assessment as well for what they feel about their current Morning Meetings. I planned to 

do this same assessment in the middle and towards the end of my curriculum 

implementation. After completing this assessment, I had a few thoughts come to mind 

about students’ social and academic behaviors. I needed to think about how students 

greeted each other (i.e. eye contact, friendly voice, body language) and also how I would 

modify or improve their current Morning Meetings.  

General: This section focuses on the physical layout and broad content of the 

Morning Meetings. There are seven categories: Space, Transition to Meeting, Processes, 

Academic Content, Length, Order, and Student Participation. Based on the scores for the 

“General” section, five of the seven categories were in close agreement, with the last two 

categories with more of a wider range. A 1 in a category meant that area scored lowest 

and needed improvement. A 3 in a category meant there was some good behaviors or 

signs of improvement, but not quite a 5, which would have been the highest and best 

score.  

For the category of Space, the majority score was 3 because most students had 

room to sit comfortably in a circle and view everyone and everything during the meeting. 

A 5 would have been “all” students.” We had a large number of people for our Morning 
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Meetings. All students and teachers stood tightly by each other. To improve this area, we 

would need to rearrange the student desks in a way to create more space.   

For the category of Transition to Meeting, the majority score was 3 because 

“many” students came to the meeting area quickly, quietly, and empty-handed on most 

days of this past week. Some students came to the meeting area late or needed reminders 

to join for meeting time. 

For the category of Processes, we all scored a 5 because all students responded to 

the designation of greeting and their student jobs with no negotiation or complaining.  

For the category of Academic Content, the majority score was 5 because two or 

more components (i.e. Greeting, Sharing, Group Activity) included academic content 

related to the class curriculum or student needs.  

For the category of Order, we had mixed scores. Two of us scored a 5, one scored 

a 1, and the other scored a 3. A 5 would have shown that most meetings usually followed 

an order of Greeting, Sharing, Group Activity, and Morning Message. I did not observe 

Sharing time, but this category was not very significant to the quality of our Morning 

Meetings since it can vary among classrooms.  

For the last category of Student Participation, we had a mix score between 3 and 

5. A 5 meant all students remained for Morning Meeting, but there were a few occasions 

this past week where a couple of students had to leave for speech, ASL, or a counseling 

meeting.  
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Table 4: Responsive Classroom Assessment: General 

Category My scores CT#1 CT#2 CT#3 Majority 
score 

1. Space 3 3 5 3 3 

2. Transition to 
Meeting 

3 3 3 5 3 

3. Processes 5 5 5 5 5 

4. Academic 
Content 

3 5 5 5 5 

5. Length 5 1 5 5 5 

6. Order 1 5 5 3 5* 

7. Student 
Participation 

3 5 3 5 3 or 5* 

*Asterisk means there was not a general consensus for that category. 

Greeting: This category focuses on how greetings are taught and the participation 

level of greetings. There are two categories for this section: Teaching Greetings and 

Participation. 

Out of the four scores, 3 was the majority score for both categories. For Teaching 

Greetings, teachers “sometimes” used interactive modeling to teach and review 

appropriate greeting behavior. Interactive modeling was not used on a consistent basis 

otherwise it would have scored a 5. The “Participation” category received a 3 because 

each student was greeted and greeted at least one other person. A 5 would have been 

everyone was greeted, including all adults and visitors.  
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Table 5: Responsive Classroom Assessment: Greeting 

Category My 
scores 

CT#1 CT#2 CT#3 Majority 
score 

8. Teaching 
Greetings 

1 3 3 3 3 

9. Participation 3 3 5 3 3 

 

Sharing: This section has eight categories: Appropriateness #1, Appropriateness 

#2, Sharing Focus, Sharing Length, Speaking Skills #1, Speaking Skills #2, Questioning 

and Comments #1, and Questioning and Comments #2. The reason why some of these 

categories have a #1 and a #2 is because there are other criteria to assess that applied to 

that category. 

I scored a 1 for all categories within the Sharing section because I did not observe 

any Sharing this week. The other teachers scored mixed scores for all of the categories. 

The Sharing section received the most mixed scores compared to the other sections: five 

of eight categories were split among different scores. Even if half of the scores for a 

certain category were the same, it was not a majority unless three of the four scores were 

the same.  

For the Appropriateness #1 category, a 1 was scored because most students’ 

sharings were focused on possessions or games. A higher score would have meant most 

or all students shared personal experiences or ideas that related to the social or academic 

curriculum. The Appropriateness #2 category scored a 5 (for half the scores) because if 

and when students did share in the past (before my arrival), students’ shared information 
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were respectful of others. For Sharing Focus, the majority score was 1 because few 

students shared an idea with few supporting details. To improve this category, students 

would have to provide sufficient details. For Sharing Length, the majority score was 1 

because students did not expand on their information.  

For Speaking Skills, the majority scores were 3 because many, but not all, 

students looked around at others at they shared and spoke clearly enough to be 

understood. To improve this area, all students would have to be on the same track. For 

Questions and comments, the scores were low (1 or 3) because there were generally no 

questions asked or comments given. To improve this category, students would need to 

practice giving appropriate questions and comments related to the person sharing. 

Table 6: Responsive Classroom Assessment: Sharing 

Category My 
scores 

CT#1 CT#2 CT#3 Majority 
Score 

10. Appropriateness #1 1 1 1 3 1 

11. Appropriateness #2 1 3 5 5 5* 

12. Sharing Focus 1 3 1 5 1* 

13. Sharing Length 1 1 1 3 1 

14. Speaking Skills #1 1 3 3 3 3 

15. Speaking Skills #2 1 3 5 3 3* 

16. Questions & 
Comments #1 

1 3 1 3 1 or 3* 

17. Questions & 
Comments #2 

1 3 1 5 1* 

*Asterisk means there was not a general consensus for that category. 
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Group Activity: This section has only two categories: Teaching Activities and 

Community-Building. Both of these categories had mixed scores among us four teachers. 

Half of the scores reflected a 5 for Teaching Activities for the following reason: teachers 

regularly use interactive modeling to teach and review appropriate behavior during the 

group activity. I scored a 1 because I did not observe any group activity. Perhaps the two 

teachers who scored a 5 were thinking of something else. For Community-Building, half 

the scores were a 1 to represent that there were no appropriate group activities for 

community-building or any activities we did encouraged divisiveness and/or 

competitiveness. In my perspective, Group Activity needed more improvement because 

we simply did not have any during Morning Meetings.  

Table 7: Responsive Classroom Assessment: Group Activity 

Category My 
scores 

CT#1 CT#2 CT#3 Majority 
Score 

18. Teaching 
Activities 

1 5 5 3 5* 

19. Community-
Building 

1 1 5 3 1* 

*Asterisk means there was not a general consensus for that category. 

Morning Message: This section has seven categories: Preparation, Formatting, 

Location, Readability, Interactivity, Engagement, and Usage. I added an additional 

category apart from the Responsive Classroom Assessment that only I scored because it 

was added later: Bilingual Use of  the Morning Message. This category scored a 3 

because students were encouraged to translate the message to ASL but not on a consistent 
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basis. I only observed an English version of the Morning Message. Adding an ASL 

version and metalinguistic activities would strengthen this category to a 5.  

For the category of Preparing, the majority score was 5 because morning 

messages were usually written before students arrived. For the category of Formatting, 

the majority score was 5 because the morning message was always or almost always 

written on chart paper and displayed for students to easily see. For the category of 

Location, the majority score was 5 because the morning message was regularly located in 

an easily accessible area of the room. For the category of Readability, the majority score 

was a 3 because the vocabulary and academic content within the messages were familiar 

to “most” students, but not all.  

For the category of Interactivity, we had mixed scores but half of the scores were 

a 1 because the morning message did not include a component that inspired students to 

contribute their ideas. There was only a Question of the Day for students to move their 

magnets to answer a certain question. This part needed to be strengthened to allow 

students to contribute their ideas in various ways (i.e. writing, drawing).  

For the category of Engagement, the majority score was a mix between 3 and 5. A 

3 meant many students read the morning message with little prompting while a 5 meant 

all or almost all. Some students needed more prompting than others. For the Usage 

category, the majority score was 5 because the morning message was always read by the 

whole class and discussed afterwards as a transition to the school day.  
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Overall, the Morning Message section seemed to be a strong area for our Morning 

Meetings because we had more fives than for the other sections.  

Table 8: Responsive Classroom Assessment: Morning Message 

Category My Scores CT#1 CT#2 CT#3 Majority 
Score 

20. Preparation 5 5 5 5 5 

21. Formatting 3 5 5 5 5 

22. Location 5 5 5 5 5 

23. Readability 3 3 5 3 3 

24. Interactivity 1 3 5 1 1* 

25. Engagement 3 5 5 3 3 or 5* 

26. Usage 5 5 5 3 5 

**Bilingual Use 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

*Asterisk means there was not a general consensus for that category.      
**Not part of Responsive Classroom Assessment. 

I had some lower ratings on some of the categories compared to most of the co-

teachers. Co-teacher 3 barely rated any categories low compared to co-teacher 2. There 

were some categories that I felt were a bit difficult to score because I wanted to score in 

the middle of two numbers. For example, instead of a 1 or a 3, I wanted to give a 2 but 

ended up giving a 1 because all the criteria for the next level had not yet been met. 

Looking at scores as a whole, I felt the areas with the strongest need for improvement 

were Sharing, Group Activity, and some of Morning Message.  

Week 4: March 22-26, 2010: ASL Morning Messages (Unit 5) 
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This week was the start of ASL Morning Messages for Unit 5: News and 

Announcements (a.k.a. Morning Message). The actual lesson was 5.2: Morning Messages 

in ASL. Four Mac laptops were set up across the tables for students to watch before they 

went to read the English version. I had three sheets of bright yellow paper folded half 

numbered 1, 2, and 3 to represent the steps. The first step was walking to the laptop to 

watch the ASL version of the Morning Message. The second step was reading the 

English version of the Morning Message with a peer or alone. The third step was reading 

and answering Question of the Day. I started taking pictures of students during various 

aspects of Morning Meeting: greetings, student jobs, messages, question of the day, etc.   

As for other parts of my curriculum activities, students did various activities 

during Literacy Centers. On Monday, students continued working on their “Meeting 

Strips.” On Tuesday, we started a puzzle activity and continued it on Wednesday. This 

puzzle activity was originally part of Unit 4: Group Activity, but I wanted to start with 

team-building activities in other parts of the school day. It would also give me an 

opportunity to observe how students worked together in small groups. 

There were no Literacy Centers on Thursday and Friday due to other activities. 

For the Puzzle Activity Part 1, I had a blank puzzle with 28 pieces for students to color 

and construct their own puzzle as a whole group. I told students the purpose of this 

activity was to put together a puzzle as a group, but first they would each contribute their 

own part through two random pieces.  

Since we had 14 students and 28 pieces, it made sense to give each student two 

pieces so it was all even and equal. Each student had a specific color, different from the 
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others, for their two puzzle pieces. I assigned colors and had all the materials ready: 

markers, puzzle pieces, and a model of how I expect them to color their pieces. They 

needed to try to fill in the whole piece with their assigned colors, with the exception of 

black markers for writing their names or making smiley faces. Once all students had 

completed their puzzle pieces, they would try to put all the pieces together as a whole in 

small groups. 

 Part 2 of the Puzzle activity started on Wednesday during Literacy Centers. 

Students were already divided into small groups due to the rotations among the centers. 

There were usually two to three persons per group. I told the students that I would be 

observing them and making notes as they tried to put the 28 pieces together. I provided a 

blank template of what the puzzle pieces should look like when put together, except there 

were no colors on them. I recorded in my personal notebook various observations of how 

students worked with each other, whether together or not.  

Overall, I observed various strategies for teamwork. Some students fought over 

certain puzzle pieces, while others tried to communicate with each other about their ideas 

on where the pieces should go or not go. One group suggested starting with the edges 

first since it was “easier” to complete first. In a group of three peers, one student usually 

worked the hardest, another worked with some effort, and the other mostly stood by or 

watched the others. It was interesting to see how some were natural leaders or others tried 

to include everyone else in the process. I was impressed with seeing some of the students 

using good communication and demonstrating motivation for completing this task. Since 
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each group only had ten minutes to put together as many pieces as possible, I decided to 

just leave the puzzle as it was for the next group to continue to previous group’s effort.  

I wondered if it would have made a difference if I had each group start putting 

together the puzzle anew each time instead of continuing the previous group’s effort. I 

thought the way the students did it today was sufficient for my notes because of the time 

limits. Also in another sense, the puzzle was put together by all of the students instead of 

individual small groups. The second to the last group was able to finish putting the 

remaining pieces together, and the last group started anew. For the most part, the students 

appeared engaged and motivated. The end product showed a beautiful puzzle of different 

colors and pieces to reflect our diverse classroom as well as demonstrated that we were 

all part of a team.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8:  Puzzle Activity Group 1  Figure 9: Puzzle Activity Group 2 

Figure 10: Puzzle Activity Group 3 

Figure 11: End Puzzle Product 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Week 4, Day 2: Tuesday, March 23, 2010: 

This morning, many students came in the classroom and watched the Morning 

Message video on the laptops right away. Although I had yellow pieces of paper labeled 

1, 2, and 3, some students went to number 3 first (Question of the Day) since it was their 

usual habit. I hoped that over time with more practice, students would gradually get used 

to the laptops and learn to follow the new sequence.  

One student, Student 4, read the English version of the message right after 

watching the video. She read the message aloud so I was able to see her signing. It 

seemed she did not have any problems reading the message as her signs reflected the 

content of the message and did not ask me or any other peer for assistance. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: March 23 Message 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Week 4, Day 3: Wednesday March 24, 2010: 

Table 9: March 24 Message 

Good morning! 

Today we will practice our ASL poetry. 

Tom will show and tell today. 

Tomorrow we are going bowling! 

Today is 3/24/10.  

I noticed an increased amount of students reading the Morning Message after 

watching ASL version. Out of the 14 students, approximately 10 students followed the 

steps for reading the English version after watching the ASL version. I was pleased to see 

this behavior as it was part of my goals for students to become more independent and 

confident readers through both of their languages.  

After Morning Meeting, I read story aloud to all the students. Meanwhile, all of 

the teachers noticed a problem with bullying during this time. Several students have been 

picking on a specific student. One teacher said it hit her hard when she noticed one other 

student not being nice to the targeted student as she is typically nice everyday. There 

were some parent conferences that week with a few key students were often the leaders in 

this bullying.  

This afternoon, as part of Social Studies time, we had a discussion with the group 

and all four teachers role-played greeting scenarios as prompts for student discussions. 

For instance, today’s greeting was hand shaking. We started the “Cool Kids” jar for 

positive moments. Whenever students were cooperating as a team or showed tremendous 

effort to cooperate, they would earn a toy frog to put in this jar. When the jar was full, 
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they could have a party. The students seemed appreciative of this idea, but I secretly 

wondered how their motivation to do well regardless would be affected if there were no 

such jar or when the jar was taken away at the end of the school year.   

For today’s Morning Meeting, we did a handshake greeting. First I modeled with 

the greeter leader, which I later sort of regretted that I should have let her come up with a 

greeting since I learned she was very new to the classroom and I should do more to help 

boost her confidence. Then I gave students one minute to handshake greet as many 

possible as people.  I realized I did not clearly go over expectations for handshakes: 

strong grasp but not hurting others, eye contact, etc. I had an idea to take pictures of 

students doing the handshakes but I ran out of time.   

I found myself writing in my journal every chance I got. Scribbles of notes, 

reminders, observations, and developing ideas. I remember when I first started at CSD 4 

weeks ago, I was a bit worried that my curriculum would be too “easy” for my particular 

group. Now I find it that it was going great—because social curriculum is still important! 

Students were continuing learning to become better parts of a community. I did not have 

to introduce morning meeting because my students have already built in this concept as 

part of their everyday routine, so I could use this prior knowledge as a bridge for 

introducing other parts, such as group activity.  

Week 4, Day 4: Thursday, March 25, 2010:  

No Morning Meeting or literacy center activities today since we went bowling for 

a class fundraiser at the very start of the day. However, right before we left for the 
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fieldtrip, Student 14, tending to be one of the first arrivals, asked me where were the 

laptops? Smiling, I said we do not have them today because we are going bowling! I 

think he was both sad and excited at the same time because he really liked the laptop part 

but was looking forward to the fieldtrip as well.  

Week 4, Day 5, Friday, March 26, 2010: 

More students went directly to laptop than I had observed earlier this week. One 

particular student, Student 6, needed more reminders to do all three steps since he would 

be easily distracted by the Free Choice activities. Student 4 continued to follow 

instructions.  

I observed more smiling faces today in general and this gave me even a brighter 

smile. I reminded Student 11 shortly before the meeting began that it was his job as 

greeter so I think that helped him to be more ready. I suggested he “invite” the other 

teachers and principal who happened to be visiting (so he did, and it worked out well). 

Before, some of the co-teachers would check their emails while one of the teachers led 

Morning Meeting. I wanted to emphasize wholeness and teamwork by including 

everyone in our classroom. 

After Morning Meeting, it was story-signing time. I noticed Students 8, 14, and 

15 working together as a team somewhat at their table so they would be called to join the 

group for story time (as students tend to be called on in groups).  

Later in the afternoon, I observed a co-teacher talking to another co-teacher about 

students: they noticed students seemed more cooperative and thoughtful before their 
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actions. The recent afternoon discussion on Wednesday seemed to be helping. Although 

it was not directly related to Morning Meeting, it was still related to social development, 

which was one of the key goals for my curriculum.  

Week 5: March 29-April 2, 2010: ASL Messages continue and some Role-Plays 

 My full-time teaching began this week. Even though I had already taken over 

Morning Meeting, full-time meant everything else: Math, Language Arts, Social Science, 

etc. However, for this implementation section, I have reported only what was relevant to 

my curriculum.  

 Week 5, Day 1: Monday, March 29, 2010 

Morning meeting took longer. I wondered why this was and thought it may have 

been possibly because it was Monday morning, a start of a new week. I had a bit of a 

longer message. Maybe next time, I should have shorter messages for Mondays. Students 

may still be recovering or transitioning from the weekend. I liked how all the teachers 

were involved in morning meeting.  

During the afternoons, I introduced Lesson 1.2 and Lesson 1.3 of my first 

curriculum unit: Rules and Scenarios. I modified Lesson 1.2 so to just do role-plays and 

discussion on class rules, rather than creating the rules since they were already part of the 

classroom. On Monday and Tuesday, students practiced and role-played examples of 

their class rules. They were to create their own situation that represented a given class 

rule. They had one day to practice and another day to perform to the class. On 
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Wednesday and Thursday, students were assigned scenario cards and were to come up 

with a role-play of appropriate behaviors for that scenario.  

The four classroom rules were: (1) Respect Everyone, (2) Pay attention, (3) Be 

nice, and (4) Help others. At first I asked students to tell me what were their class rules, 

before going on to assign them the role-play activity. After students identified all four 

rules, I explained that they would work in assigned groups to come up with a mini-skit or 

role-play to demonstrate to the whole class. I had already randomly pulled names ahead 

of time and written names down on index cards with one of the rules written on the other 

side. After students practiced in small groups with the occasional help of teachers, I 

observed them perform to the whole class. Overall, I thought the students’ presentations 

were on-track and realistic examples of how they would follow class rules. 

The scenarios role-plays were a bit more challenging as there were six to seven 

scenarios I provided: (1) if we have a visitor, (2) if the fire alarm goes off, (3) if someone 

forgets a rule, (4) if someone comes in late, (5) if someone else is talking, (6) when it is 

okay to “tattle-tale,” and (7) if someone is bothering you. We had some absences on the 

day students did the scenarios role-plays so some groups had to modified. After students 

gave their role-play performances, I asked the sitting students what they noticed about 

that scenario. Several commented on the positive behaviors and what they saw, which 

was I wanted them to acknowledge. The reasoning for both the rules and scenario role-

plays was to help set the scene and review their prior knowledge on social behaviors.  

Week 5, Day 2: Tuesday, March 30, 2010: 
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After watching the ASL version of the Morning Message on the laptop, Student 6 

came up to me and said he was done. So I asked him to recap what my video had said. He 

said “swimming” at first (not true), and after giving him a look, he went back to the 

computer to watch it again. After watching it two more times, he was able to tell me two 

things from the message. I think it would be good to continue to observe him with how he 

approaches morning meeting: does he continuously watch the video each morning and 

then go to the print version of the message? 

Today I noticed some students did not watch the ASL message.  Student 2 said 

she wanted to play for Free Choice time, so I had to remind her that the pre-Morning 

Meeting duties were not a choice, but required. If this becomes a problem (with students 

not watching the message), then I planned to create a sign-in or initial sheet for students 

to sign when they finish the video so I would know who did and who did not finish. 

This morning I almost could not access the student laptops because the secretary 

was preoccupied. I was not allowed to have the students’ laptops overnight in my 

Figure 13: March 30 Message 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classroom so they were locked up in another room to charge each day. If this happened 

again, I would have a Plan B: put the Morning Message on the SMART board via my 

personal USB stick so all students could watch together. But then how would students 

read the print version of the message in partners and also do the question of the day? This 

was something to think about: how would it better to show the ASL version and the 

English version of the Morning Messages so students can interact with both equally.  

At the very beginning of Morning Meeting, I introduced a rubric on the SMART 

board to the whole class. This rubric was called “Group Rubric” or “Assessment” for our 

meeting behaviors. I went through each item in thorough explanation before asking 

students to try to assess themselves. The smiley faces represented “good,” “so-so,” and 

“needs improvement.” Good was represented through thumbs-up; so-so was represented 

through thumbs-sideways; and “needs improvement” was represented through thumbs-

down. Today was the first day of using this rubric so I did not expect wholly accurate 

results since I was not entirely sure how students felt about assessing their behaviors. I 

wanted to have a little role-play for each section, but time of course limited us. I did have 

index cards ready if we had the opportunity to review the behavior expectations.  

We were not able to do the group rubric everyday this week due to the lack of 

time, but the following week I planned to create a new Morning Meeting Chart to include 

this assessment as a part of our daily meeting routines. For this week, students’ responses 

to the rubric were generally the same with no explanation of their responses. They all said 

thumbs up for all five areas on the rubric. I somewhat agreed but wanted to give students 

time to get used to the rubric. 
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    Figure 14: Group Rubric  

During literacy centers, students were given the opportunity to express their ideas 

and knowledge about Morning Meetings on paper, whether through art and/or writing. 

These are their responses below: 

✧ Student #12: “Morning I for today what meeting doing” (Picture of people sitting 

around a round table)  

✧ Student #8: “I look tend Dear Like Dear Book” (Picture of student with two friends) 

✧ Student #14: “good morning [student name] have acting” (Picture of students 

standing in semi-circle around desks in meeting area with teacher in front. All faces 

are smiling.) 

✧ Student #1: “date today”(picture of girl standing in front of classroom with desks 

surrounding her in U-shape. Girl is standing next to an easel with numbers written on 

it in calendar form: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 30, 31) 
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✧ Student #4: “Morning. Hello acting turn. Hug string read “It okay to Be Different” 

(picture of students standing in circle in meeting area next to desks, with one person 

standing in center with arms wide and smile on face) 

 Drew a second picture: “Morning Meeting Greeter” with five students 

standing side by side and one person standing in center with label “greeter”) 

✧ Student #13: “good morning hi” (picture of several students with blank faces standing 

in semi-circle around desks in meeting area with one person with smiling face 

standing towards front of room) 

✧ Student #6: “Good morning fnu acting” (picture of two people standing side by side 

with arrows pointing towards opposite sides; student desks in U-shape) 

✧ Student #5: Picture of smiling student with her name standing next to a large person 

labeled “Teacher”; both student and teacher are standing in front of room with student 

desks around meeting areas with circles to show other students 

✧ Student #9: “I Morning Duck!” (picture of student with curly hair, smile on face, and 

arms open wide with a dot on each hand) 

✧ Student #7: “I all deaf had teacher different not teacher hearing” (picture of five 

neatly drawn rectangle shapes to represent desks with blue half-circles to represent 

chairs; two circles in meeting area to present people) 

✧ Student #11: Picture of laptop 
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✧ Student #10: Picture of several students standing in a circle in meeting area 

(represented by student desks and chairs); all students are smiling.  

✧ Student #2: Picture of student watching ASL morning message on laptop (picture on 

laptop shows a person with hands in the air to represent signing) 

To summarize students’ pre-test responses on meetings and morning meetings in 

general, they basically focused on how people sit and look like during meetings, rather 

than the purpose or other activities they do in the Morning Meeting. I noticed that a 

couple of the students included a picture of a laptop in their drawings, even though we 

had just recently started using the laptops. I noticed that most students drew the meeting 

area. 

I also noticed that students were ready to come to Morning Meeting and go to the 

laptops right away (Students 3, 4, 12, 13, and 14 to name a few).  

Week 5, Day 3: Wednesday, March 31, 2010:  

During Literacy Centers, I had three laptops ready in the ASL center of our 

classroom with a prompt for students to answer: pick one class rule and describe an 

example how you might follow it. I saved students’ responses to my laptop so I could 

look at them later. Overall, I was satisfied with their responses. Their responses showed a 

sufficient understanding of the class rules.  

Some examples of their responses: 
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Student #13: “ The rule is ‘Pay Attention.’ You must pay attention. If the teacher 

is talking and you don’t pay attention, you won’t know what to do! So it’s better to pay 

attention and keep your eyes ahead.” 

My comments on Student #13’s response: The student demonstrated how to 

follow the rule by showing how we should keep our eyes on the teacher when the teacher 

is talking. I liked that she went further than just identifying the rule by explaining why it 

is important to follow the rule (i.e. “you won’t know what to do!”) 

Student #3: “The rule is ‘Respect others.’ How? We should not argue and fight 

with friends. Just listen to your friends respectfully.”  

My comments on Student #3’s response: The student identified the rule and 

examples of behaviors of how we can follow the rule. However, she did not explain why 

it was important. She gave examples of how we can be respectful to our friends. 

Student #8: The rule is ‘be nice.’ We should not push our friends, but instead it’s 

better to help our friends.” 

My comments on Student #8’s response: The student identified the rule. She gave 

examples of how we can follow the rule and what is “not nice” to do.  

Week 5, Day 4, April 1, 2010: 

Today was April Fool’s Day. Lots of excitement and activity with one of our co-

teachers sleeping in on the classroom couch and having to get ready for school at school! 

It was a joke on the students and we ended up creating a class book to keep for fun 
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reading in the future. I noticed today’s morning meeting had more activity with reading 

of the message and question of the day. Several students were gathered around the 

message and question of the day easels and waiting for their turn. 

Based on my observations, students appeared more independent. I observed only 

two students of the fourteen asking a teacher for help with reading the message while the 

remaining students completed their pre-Morning Meeting tasks without any teacher 

prompt. I did however ask Student 6 to comment on the message because I was keeping a 

closer eye on his comprehension level of both ASL and English versions of the message. 

Student 6 watched the video message one time and was able to tell me one thing from the 

message. I was very pleased! 

Week 5, Day 5, April 2, 2010: 

Before the start of the Morning Meeting, I noticed more of a crowd for Question 

of the Day. I wondered why this was, and thought perhaps it was because students were 

expected to answer the question with a written response instead of just moving their 

magnet to a multiple choice response. Today’s question of the day was “what animal did 

you draw your toothbrush?” We had been doing artwork in class involving toothbrushes 

and students were assigned homework to draw their toothbrush as an animal. All students 

(13 of 14) completed the question except for Student 6 who said he forgot to do the 

homework related to this question the night before.  

When reading the message, Student 11 signed “break” as in broken.” But after he 

filled in the blank for “spring,” I asked him which sign fits better: break as in “off” or 
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break as in “broken”. He said “break” as in “off”. He was a bit confused at first but when 

I gave him the clue (“spring”), he was able to answer correctly. Finally I was glad to have 

some more concrete evidence of metalinguistic development!! Part of metalinguistic 

development was learning to differentiate among different meanings of the same word. 

The word “break” is spelled the same in English for its different meanings, but in ASL, 

there are different signs.  

On a side note, I had not yet started the checklist for watching the video because I 

had mixed feelings about this. I wanted to give students more time and empower them to 

be more independent. 

Now that I have finished five weeks of my internship, I looked back at my 

curriculum lessons that I planned to teach and learned that I have already completed 

Units 1 and 2, and some of Unit 4.  

Week 6: April 12-16, 2010: Introduction to Group Activity (Unit 5) 

This past week was spring break (April 5-11) and it was refreshing! At this point, 

I had four actual teaching weeks left.  

Week 6, Day 1: Monday, April 12, 2010: 

One student, Student 9, did not watch the ASL message upon arrival, but he did 

read the English version. When I asked him to watch the ASL message, he pointed out 

both were the same, as if he didn’t have to watch it because he understood the written one 

just fine. I told him it was important to watch and he went ahead to watch. Students 7, 11, 

13, and 14 were among the first arrivals and quite enthusiastic to watch the messages on 
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the laptops. This made me smile. The other teachers commented they liked seeing this 

enthusiasm as well. 

Today I introduced the new Morning Meeting Chart at the very start of the 

meeting. This chart was very similar to the one they already had, but now it included 

some new features: Group Activity, # of Days left (to replace 100 days of school) and 

Assessment. I regretfully wished I had a picture of their previous chart to show here, but 

it somehow went missing. However, since my chart was very similar, aside from the 

additions listed above, it should not make too much of a difference. The blank space to 

the left of each category was left for placing students’ names for the “student jobs” part. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Morning Meeting Chart 

 

After greetings, I asked students to stay in the circle area a bit longer for the 

activity, as they usually go directly back to their desks. For introduction to group activity, 

I did the yarn activity where students created a web and applied it to the concept of 

teamwork. It seemed this activity went well and students expressed their excitement 

through telling me they liked the activity component and wanted to do more. I was 

pleased with their energy levels and looked forward to more group activities.  
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This week I planned to also introduce the friendship poem from a previous lesson 

because it fit better with the group activity component. I made an ASL version of the 

poem on a disc to show at the ASL table for Literacy Centers. I did not get to observe 

students’ behaviors while watching the video since I was doing guided reading but I had 

hoped they liked and understood the poem better. I provided the English version on a 

large poster chart with stickers to match several words as well. 

Week 6, Day 2: Tuesday, April 13, 2010: 

Today’s Morning Message and Question of the Day tied into friendship-related 

questions so to coincide with the new Group Activity unit.  

During Theme work for Literacy centers, I had a worksheet for students to fill out. 

They were to write a sentence and draw a picture for the following prompt: “What does 

friendship mean to you? Write a sentence on how you can be a good friend to everyone.”  

 Today’s group activity was called “I like…” where each student would have their 

turn by telling everyone something that they liked. If other people liked that same thing, 

then they were to walk up to that student in the middle of the circle. The purpose of this 

activity was to show that even though we are all different, we also have some common 

likes. But at the same time, it was just perfectly fine to be different too! It was a 

successful group activity. The only thing was the time: we still need to finish by 8:45 or 

8:50. As for the group activities, I think they went well because all students appeared 

excited, enthusiastic, and involved.  
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My CT gave me a tip for when pointing to words on the written message: point to 

the letter at beginning of each word. I did not realize I was just pointing to the whole 

word or the middle of the word with my pointing stick when the message reader stood 

next to me.  

Week 6, Days 3-5: Wednesday to Friday, April 14-16, 2010: 

Table 10: Group Rubric Scores April 15 and 16 

Date: Walked… Paid 
attention… 

Bodies in control On-time Happy Faces 

4/15/10:  + ~ + + + 
4/16/10:  +one student said 

~ because he saw 
someone 

running; later 
clarified that 

rubric applied to 
morning meeting 

only) 

+ + ~ (some 
were late) 

+ 

 

This table shows students’ responses to the Group Rubric assessment for two days 

of the week.  “Walked” meant students walked to the morning meeting area. “Paid 

attention” meant students paid attention to their friends during the meeting. “Bodies in 

control” meant students generally kept their hands to themselves and were not touching 

everything. “On-time” meant students arrived to the meeting area promptly. “Happy 

Faces” meant students came to the meeting area with a smile on their faces.  

We did not do the assessment the other days of the week because we did not have 

time. A plus (+) sign meant students did well for a certain behavior, a wavy (~) sign 

meant students did “okay” but not perfect, and negative (-) sign meant students did 

poorly and needed improvement. We did not have time to do individual assessments. 
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Instead, I recorded the general consensus of majority rules for each category. For both 

Thursday and Friday, students did well with walking to the meeting area, keeping their 

bodies in control, and coming to the meeting with happy faces. I happened to be able to 

record a student’s comment for Friday, April 16 for the category “Walked.” This student 

said he saw someone running earlier, but that event occurred before meeting had begun 

so it did not apply. Students rated themselves “so-so” for the category “Paid Attention” 

on Thursday, April 16 because not everyone was paying attention. They rated themselves 

“so-so” for the category “On-time” for Friday, April 17 because some students came to 

the meeting area late. 

I used students’ responses to keep in mind on areas for improvement. Since we 

did not use the rubric consistently this week, I wanted to continue to give students 

opportunities to practice the following week.  

The remaining three days this week, we did different group activities and 

practiced our assessment for our Morning Meeting behaviors. Wednesday’s group 

activity involved an ABC puzzle where each student had 1-2 letters of the alphabet and 

had to work together as a team to put the puzzle together. We used the same puzzle 

template from the previous puzzle activity. 

 During Literacy Centers, students did “friendship” related activities to relate to 

the Group Activity unit. Students were required to come up with a word or phrase about 

something they liked about their classmates. Each student had their own individual sheet 

of cardstock paper for others to write on. The purpose was to reflect on the positive 

aspects of our “friends” and hopefully carry on these happy feelings to other parts of the 
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day. Each sheet of paper was taped together to create a friendship quilt. The end result 

looked beautiful and reflected a diverse group who also were part of a classroom family. 

Through my observations, I noticed students were generally happier throughout the rest 

of the school day. There were more smiling faces and better cooperation among all the 

students.  

Below is a picture of the Friendship Quilt we created. Some words are difficult to 

read because of students’ clarity in writing and also because the quilt was rather large. 

Most of the words say: nice, fun, sweet, happy, smart, strong, respectful, funny. I was not 

sure why some students wrote their own names on others’ quilt sheets. Some students 

commented that the quilt looked “beautiful” and liked how it included all of us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: Friendship Quilt 
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Week 7: April 19-23, 2010: Shift: Morning Message Independence and Assessment 

Motivation 

 Overall, I observed when students arrived at school, there was an increase with 

interaction around the laptops and Morning Message area. I was proud to see students 

acting independently and engaged. I noticed that students liked the “free response” for 

Question of the Day rather than just put their magnet on for a multiple-choice response. 

On Monday, the Question of the Day was “what is your favorite animal?” I liked seeing 

students’ responses for several reasons: 1) Engages students; 2) Opportunity for writing; 

and 3) Social interacting. Sometimes we would run out of time for all of the students to 

have a chance for writing a response because it was taking almost 15 minutes since only 

two students could write at a time. Some students took their time with writing too or 

changed their responses. Nevertheless, the mood for writing was positive!  

We continued different group activities this week, and as I observed the past 

week, students appeared excited and enthralled with this new part of their Morning 

Meeting. Already there was talk of Group Activity being their new favorite part of the 

meeting. Some students wanted to come up with ideas for activities on their own or 

extend the activity time for during recess.  

 Starting April 23, I noticed a key change in students’ behaviors for the reading of 

the Morning Message during “student jobs” part. For Friday, Student 14 said he wanted 

to read the English version of the Morning Message to the whole class all by himself. He 

did not want me to stand next to him for support or move the pointing stick to each word 

as he read. Instead, I was to sit in a student’s seat for the entire duration of student jobs, 
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except for when it was necessary to intervene. I was highly pleased to see this positive 

change in student behavior in regards to reading. Even though there were times they 

needed help with certain words, they knew how to ask for help from teachers and peers or 

would even make guesses. In my eyes, they were on their way to become stronger readers 

and my bilingual approach of having both ASL and English versions available equally 

seemed to be a vital influence.  

 Assessment Motivation! 

I think students were beginning to get used to doing the assessment because I saw 

variety of responses from the students that seemed to reflect their actual behaviors, rather 

than just copying each other’s responses. For example, on Monday, I recorded the 

following responses for the five categories: 

*Walking to morning meeting: all said thumbs up except for Student 10 who said 

he saw someone running to the meeting so he gave it a thumbs down. 

*On-time: everyone was on time except for Student 12 and she admitted this 

(gave herself a thumbs down) (It may be time for individual assessments, if we 

can just cut down morning meeting to give students the time needed to fill out the 

forms) 

*Paying attention to peers: almost all gave so-so thumbs because students were 

not always paying attention to the peer who was talking at the moment or to the 

teacher 

*Bodies in control: all thumbs-up and I agreed (much better!) 
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*Happy faces: all-thumbs and I agree; one student commented she/he didn’t 

understand what it meant to come with smiling faces. 

My next question was: are the students ready for individual assessments? The 

only problem was time: we did not have enough time among the last few busy weeks of 

school for individual assessments. I decided to just let go of the idea of individual 

assessments for now and focus on other things.  

 I also observed that students would look forward to doing assessment since it was 

now part of their daily Morning Meeting. Assessment was one of the student “jobs” so it 

gave a student a chance to be a leader or a participant in an additional way. 

Once again, I filled out a Responsive Classroom assessment for the Morning 

Meeting as a whole. I had completed this assessment during the beginning of my 

internship. I decided to do it again on April 20 as a “check-up” see how our meetings 

were going as a whole. I created a table to compare my April scores with my March 

scores. See next page for table. 
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Table 11: Responsive Classroom Assessment: April 20 

Category March 16 Scores April 20 Scores Change? 

1. Space 3 5 Yes: higher 

2. Transition to Meeting 3 3 No 

3. Processes 5 3 Yes: lower 

4. Academic Content 3 3 No 

5. Length 5 5 No 

6. Order 1 1 No 

7. Student Participation 3 3 No 

8. Teaching Greetings 1 1 No 

9. Participation 3 5 Yes: higher 

10. Appropriateness #1 1 1 No 

11. Appropriateness #2 1 1 No 

12. Sharing Focus 1 1 No 

13. Sharing Length 1 1 No 

14. Speaking Skills #1 1 1 No 

15. Speaking Skills #2 1 1 No 

16. Questions & Comments #1 1 1 No 

17. Questions & Comments #2 1 1 No 

18. Teaching Activities 1 3 Yes: higher 

19. Community-Building 1 3 Yes: higher 

20. Preparation 5 5 No 

21. Formatting 3 5 Yes: higher 

22. Location 5 5 No 

23. Readability 3 3 No 

24. Interactivity 1 5 Yes: higher 

25. Engagement 3 5 Yes: higher 

26. Usage 5 5 No 

*Bilingual Use 3 3 No 
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 For the General section (categories numbered 1 through 7),  Space improved 

because we made some changes in the physical layout of the classroom that allowed us to 

stand more comfortably. All of the other categories remained the same except for 

Processes, which went down because there was a bit more complaining from the students.  

 For the Greeting section (categories numbered 8 and 9), the Participation category 

increased because all of the teachers and classroom visitors/guests were included in the 

Morning Meeting. The other category remained the same. For the Sharing section 

(categories numbered 10 through 17), we did not have any improvement in any category 

because we had yet to do any sharing. 

 For the Group Activity section (categories numbered 18 and 19), both categories 

improved because we added this component to our daily Morning Meetings. Both 

categories were not a 5 because this component was not quite regular. 

 For the Morning Message section (categories numbered 20 through 26, plus 

addition of Bilingual Use), three of the categories improved while the rest remained the 

same. Most of the categories that remained the same were not in need of improvement. 

All the threes and fives were good signs, but we still did not have any sharing 

going on. For that reason we had several ones, or areas for improvement. Our strengths 

were in the areas of greeting, morning message, and general length and student 

participation.  

Week 8: April 26-30, 2010: IEP Week 
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This week was IEP week for the whole school so there were no students. I was 

still required to come to the campus, participate in IEP meetings, and also do prep work 

for the following week.  

Week 9: May 3-7, 2010: Peace Rock! And Student-created ASL Messages 

This week we had several special events: 150th school anniversary, Cinco de 

Mayo, guest speakers, and a few birthdays. For Morning Meeting, it was nice to see 

students excited about writing and engaged in the activities. I had to set up a line system 

using masking tape as markers on the carpet for standing in line since it was getting a bit 

out of control. While I wanted my students to independently practice standing in line and 

taking turns, I intervened when students were constantly pushing each other and some 

getting hurt. The tape system worked well, and I was actually impressed to see two long 

lines every morning this week for Question of the Day or for Morning Messages.  

Two of my co-teachers noticed student improvement with reading of the 

messages. One teacher observed more fluency and vocabulary identification and 

associated these improvements to the addition of the ASL version of the Morning 

Messages. She shared with me that when she asked several students to summarize the 

message, they were accurately able to do so. This was precisely my goal and it was a 

thrilling feeling to see these positive improvements observed by their “regular” teachers. 

My own observations concurred with my co-teachers’ comments. For this past week, no 

students came up to any of the teachers for help with reading the messages. I tried to ask 

at least two to three students each day to summarize what the Morning Message said for 

the purpose of making sure they read it and for comprehension check.  
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For example, throughout the past few weeks, I focused on Student 6 because his 

reading level was below first grade level and his unique learning needs required more 

teacher prompting and assistance. During the beginning of my curriculum 

implementation when I started the ASL messages, I often asked Student 6 to summarize 

or tell me one thing from the daily morning message. He often had to go back to both 

versions of the messages about three times to tell me or another teacher something that 

was both accurate and reflective of the message. I already knew he struggled with paying 

attention and processing information. Towards the end of my internship, I noticed an 

improvement with his retelling with less prompting from teachers. He still needed a 

prompt to retell, but he would start to come up to tell me he was finished with reading the 

message.  

Although I wished I had, I did not get to compare students’ reading levels through 

the guided reading sessions. However I would not account students’ improvements in 

their reading levels only to the strategy of having both ASL and English versions of the 

morning message because we had other forms and opportunities for reading practice in 

class. Students were also maturing at a developmental level.  

During group activity time, I introduced the Peace Rock as a problem-solving 

tool. I had a rock from when I was a child that had the words “Peace Rock” painted on it. 

The rock felt cool and smooth, almost soothing to the touch. If students had a problem 

with a classmate or was feeling a bit down, they could retrieve the Peace Rock as a signal 

that they needed help from a teacher for talking through a personal problem or a 

disagreement with a classmate. For the group activity part, I modeled by holding the 
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rock, taking a deep breath, and pretending the rock was filling me with peace. As the rock 

was passed gently around the circle, an amazing thing happened: everyone had a smile on 

their faces. It was as if the rock carried magical powers.  

Students appeared favorably towards the Peace Rock! Some students even 

commented that it was their new favorite part of the Morning Meeting. Throughout the 

week, I observed a few occasions outside of Morning Meeting where students 

independently and appropriately used the Peace Rock for problem-solving scenarios such 

as a fight with a friend or feeling upset. Even peers offered others the Peace Rock when 

they noticed they weren’t feeling so great. I loved seeing these moments for it was 

bringing students close together as a community. For example, there was one occasion 

where one student was having a rough day for some unknown reason. I noticed her 

behaviors and asked her if she wanted some quiet time in the reading area. Another 

student noticed as well and without any prompt or idea from me, he walked over to get 

the Peace Rock. The second student asked her if she wanted to hold the Peace Rock as 

she had her quiet time. Five minutes later, the first student was ready to join the rest of 

the class in our activities.  

Another shift of empowerment to the students was the creation of ASL morning 

messages by the students themselves. During the afternoons when my co-teachers could 

lead a lesson or if we had some slow time, I pulled out one student each day, alternating 

between boy and girl, for creating an ASL message using the I-movie program on my 

laptop. Students seemed nervous but thrilled. Most of them already had ideas for how to 

create a message through watching my many videos since week 4. They just needed help 
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with the content and remembering to sign clear. The next mornings, the other students 

would watch these student-created ASL messages on the laptops. There was an increased 

level of excitement and expression for more participation. My co-teachers even noticed 

students’ increased levels of excitement. I just smiled and felt so proud of these students 

of their growth since the first introduction of the Morning Message via ASL.  

It was almost the end of my internship but yet I felt glad to give students a chance 

to be more independent and responsible for their Morning Meetings. This addition of 

student-created messages was not originally part of my curriculum, but I felt it 

appropriate due to my students’ maturity levels and understanding of the morning 

meeting as a whole. It was truly amazing to see this shift in independence. Yet the 

challenge was finding enough time before since messages had to be prepared the day 

before and converted into Quick-time format for all to watch on the Mac laptops the 

following mornings. 

During Literacy Centers, I started having students recap what they liked about and 

tend to do during morning meetings. I wanted to see what they would write and/or draw. 

Additionally, I gathered all the pictures I took of the students during Morning Meetings 

from the past eight weeks and displayed them on my laptop. Students were already used 

to laptops so it was not a problem to use my laptop for viewing the pictures and creating a 

class book. We would now begin the final unit: Our Morning Meeting Book! It took 

several days of literacy center rotations to get input from each student. I basically asked 

them to describe their morning meeting in detail using pictures as cues and creating 

sentences via ASL that I translated into English into my computer. Then I would read 
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back their sentences to confirm their statements. This was all part of the Language 

Experience Approach (LEA). I planned to consolidate students’ responses and 

corresponding pictures they picked into one big PDF file to create their class book.  

Week 10: May 10-14, 2010: “Our Morning Meeting Book” and Post-Test 

pictures 

This week was my last week! Although lesson plan responsibilities were slowly 

being returned to the other teachers, I was still responsible for Literacy Center activities 

this week so I could finish up my curriculum activities. My CT shared with me that she 

missed teaching and sometimes felt bored during my internship because she had to “let 

go” of responsibility so I could have practice and learn. I smiled, told her I understood 

her feelings, and expressed my gratitude for letting me learn in her classroom. 

This week I observed even more excitement than last week for writing for 

Question of the Day (and writing in general)! Now that the questions revolved on writing 

a response rather than answering a multiple-choice using their magnets, students were 

required to be more thoughtful and practice their writing skills! I did observe spelling 

mistakes, but this did not bother me as long as the content was comprehensible. The 

tricky part was coming up with engaging and relevant questions on a daily basis. We tried 

our best to keep the questions related to academic content or to a recent or upcoming 

event.  

Students also completed post-test pictures on their ideas and knowledge of their 

Morning Meetings. Their responses are listed in the table below: 
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Table 12: Posttest: Responses on Morning Meeting Ideas 

 Students were to answer the following two questions: (1) What do you do in 
Morning Meeting? (2) What do you like about Morning Meeting? 

Student #4: Do: “Morning Meeting dates” (picture of class calendar drawn by many 
squares within a large square); Like: “The peace rock know why I love peace because 
peace is nice” (picture of rock with “Peace Rock” written on it). 

Student #8: Do: “I like do computer morning meeting reading the morning message. 
Question of the day, greeting” (Picture of students standing in circle in morning meeting 
area with smiling faces); Like: “I like morning meeting greeting fun do Act.” (Similar 
picture from “do” page but each student has different color hair and student names) 

Student #1: Do: “Calendar, 180 attenb school” (picture of class easel with different 
numbers to represent numbers on 100 days of school board); Like: “I like action with 
Jeefer” (picture of two persons standing side by side throwing an item and picture of rock 
labeled “rock”) 

Student #3: Do: “laptop, greeting, activity, today’s date, # of school days, question of the 
day, morning message, assessment” (Several small pictures showing a person standing at 
an easel, persons playing a group activity, and other words repeated from “do” list); Like: 
“I Like morning meeting greeting very love greeting” (picture of student with five friends 
and teacher labeled with names) 

Student #11: Do: “date” (no picture); Like: “I like assessment because it is fun”  (picture 
of blue dots) 

Student #10: Do: “I like Moring Meeting fall” (picture of students standing in morning 
meeting area); Like: “I like Morning Meeting greing [greeting] because.” (Picture of 
students standing in full circle in meeting area. 

Student #9: Do: “1 Morning meeting. 2. Data May. 3 Question of the day. 4 Morning 
message. 5 Assessment” (picture of rectangular tables with several circles all over to 
represent students); Like: “I like your morning meeting Jennifer” (Picture of several dots 
in a circle around desks) 

Student #2: Do: “I like computer. I read the Morning Message. Greeting” (picture of 
desks in circle shape); Like: I like morning meeting. I like Pe” (picture of bird doll being 
thrown in air) 

Student #5: Do: “read they morning messages” (picture of easel with lines); Like: “I like 
activity because it is fun” (picture of desks in U-shape with easel in the middle of room) 
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Table 9 continued: Posttest: Responses on Morning Meeting Ideas 

Student #14: Do: (no response); Like; “I like walk stop. I like Peace Rock (picture of 
rock labeled “Peace Rock.” 

Student #12: Do: “2#”; Like: “I like Greeting and act!” 

Student #6: Do: (no response); Like: “I like Activity and greeting because it is fun” 

Student #13: did not complete activity. 

Student #7: Do: (no response); Like: “I like activity because” (picture of students 
standing in circle in meeting area with dashed lines among students to represent 
movement) 

Their post-test responses were more reflective of specific morning meeting 

events, especially the group activity aspect as that was a new feature of our morning 

meetings.  

Lastly, I completed the Responsive Classroom Assessment once again. Due to the 

crazy last few weeks, I did not have the opportunity to ask my co-teachers to complete 

the assessment as well. In summary, there were positive changes towards some of the 

categories compared to the last scores in April. The main changes were in the General, 

Morning Message, and Bilingual Usage categories. The rest of the categories remained 

the same, as most were already in the 5 score range, with the exception of Sharing.  

Finally, as a special conclusion to my curriculum implementation and the end of 

my internship, “Our Morning Meeting Book” was finally completed. It was a 13-page 

PDF file with various pictures of our Morning Meeting in our regular sequence. A print 

copy was provided for the classroom library as well. I have included the class-created 

book as a part of the appendix, and have to say, at the very end, I felt sad to leave yet 

proud of what we had accomplished in just ten weeks. 
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Table 13: Responsive Classroom Assessment: April 20 

Category March 16 Scores April 20 Scores May 14 Scores Change? 

1. Space 3 5 5 No 

2. Transition to Meeting 3 3 5 Yes-higher 

3. Processes 5 3 5 Yes-higher 

4. Academic Content 3 3 5 Yes-higher 

5. Length 5 5 5 No 

6. Order 1 1 3 Yes-higher 

7. Student Participation 3 3 3 No 

8. Teaching Greetings 1 1 3 Yes-higher 

9. Participation 3 5 5 No 

10. Appropriateness #1 1 1 1 No 

11. Appropriateness #2 1 1 1 No 

12. Sharing Focus 1 1 1 No 

13. Sharing Length 1 1 1 No 

14. Speaking Skills #1 1 1 1 No 

15. Speaking Skills #2 1 1 1 No 

16. Questions & Comments #1 1 1 1 No 

17. Questions & Comments #2 1 1 1 No 

18. Teaching Activities 1 3 3 No 

19. Community-Building 1 3 5 Yes-higher 

20. Preparation 5 5 5 No 

21. Formatting 3 5 5 No 

22. Location 5 5 5 No 

23. Readability 3 3 5 No 

24. Interactivity 1 5 5 No 

25. Engagement 3 5 5 No 

26. Usage 5 5 5 No 

*Bilingual Use 3 3 5 Yes-higher 
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Evaluation Plan  

 For my curriculum, I gathered data in three different ways: field notes, student 

artifacts, and rubrics. Since the curriculum was centered primarily on social behaviors, I 

recorded extensive field notes in a personal notebook on a daily basis. My personal 

notebook became a valuable tool to my everyday teaching as to recording not only field 

notes but also my thoughts as a developing teacher. These field notes included 

observations, anecdotal records, and my reflections as to what was occurring or not 

occurring in the classroom, as well as feedback and tips from my team teachers. 

On my first day of teaching, I sketched a layout of my classroom to help with 

providing a visual representation of my observations in the classroom. My observations 

included student behaviors, conversations, questions they asked, comments they shared, 

any interactions that stood out, and short descriptions of how the meetings went. These 

observations, anecdotal records, and reflections informed me that my students were 

building their understandings of what their Morning Meeting was about.  

As reflected in the Implementation section, I recorded observations from both 

before and during my curriculum implementation so I could have a “before” and “after” 

picture of how Morning Meetings were changing throughout time. The first few weeks of 

my internship provided me the opportunity to get to know the students, classroom 

routines, and the already-existing form of Morning Meeting. I sat down with students 

individually and in small groups to ask them to explain in their own words what a 

meeting was, and more specifically, what they do during their Morning Meetings. Their 

responses informed me of their current knowledge and ideas about meetings.  
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As I continued to record notes on a daily and weekly basis, I noticed specific 

notes gave me evidence of how my curriculum was affecting the students. Students were 

learning to develop reading and writing skills and become participants of a community 

not only within Morning Meetings, but also throughout the day. Additionally, students 

were also showing signs of metalinguistic awareness through the group activities and the 

daily Morning Message. 

 Student artifacts included photographs of students participating in various aspects 

of the Morning Meeting, literacy center activities, student-generated lists, and the 

creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book.” These artifacts provided visual examples of 

students’ participation and understanding of the Morning meeting and its components. 

The photographs provided concrete examples of students’ participation as social 

members of our classroom community. The photographs also helped the students to 

reflect and express via ASL a narrative for the creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book.” 

 My evaluation plan included several rubrics. Some individual activities or a whole 

unit had their own rubrics. I used the rubrics to assess students’ behaviors before, during, 

and after our Morning Meetings on various occasions. I adapted some rubrics from “The 

Responsive Classroom Assessment” to meet the needs of my curriculum. These particular 

rubrics provided me data to evaluate areas of improvement across specific social 

behaviors and expectations for participation. Each unit of the curriculum had its own 

rubric and these rubrics informed me whether we needed to improve that area or if there 

was any sign of improvement. Additionally, students practiced assessing their own 
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Morning Meeting behaviors through the use of a “Group Assessment” chart, which later 

became blended in as a daily component of our meetings. 
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Evaluation of Curriculum Based on the Key Goals 

 All five of my units were designed to overlap with my goals. My curriculum had 

four overall goals, as reviewed here: 

1: To improve and build on students’ social skills and interactions: how they 

communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

2: To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill in using ASL and 

English. 

3: To use Morning Meeting Message for the development of reading, writing, 

and/or ASL.  

4: To increase cultural awareness of both Deaf and Hearing behaviors and 

identity development.  

To describe the evidence for the four goals, whether met or not, I have a section 

for each goal as titled below. Within each section, there is evidence described from each 

of the three sources of data as applicable to the goal: field notes, student artifacts, and 

rubrics. 

Evidence for Goal 1:  

To improve and build on students’ social skills and interactions: how they 

communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

Source: Field Notes 

The social skills assessed for Goal 1 included the following: taking turns, paying 

attention to friends, eye-contact, problem-solving, and speaking clearly. These social 
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skills were generally derived from various categories from the Responsive Classroom 

Assessment. These social skills were addressed across the five units of my curriculum, as 

the final project of the creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book.” 

Unit 1: Introduction: 

Although the Introduction Unit did not include lessons directly at improving and 

building students’ social skills, it did address student knowledge on social behaviors. 

Throughout my internship, students were given opportunities to share their ideas and 

knowledge about meetings in general and their own morning meeting. Their responses 

from the beginning served as my “pre-test” and the later responses served as my “post-

test.” Students’ earlier ideas focused primarily on where we have our morning meetings 

and what people look like during general meetings. Their later ideas, including the 

creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book,” were more reflective on specific details of 

what we do during our morning meetings as well as the purpose. I assessed all of their 

responses to those activities as partial evidence for Goal 1 because they reflected social 

behaviors. Student knowledge on social behaviors is a key for displaying such behaviors 

in the classroom. 

Unit 2: Greeting: 

The Greeting Unit was not taught because students were already demonstrating 

appropriate greetings on a daily basis prior to my internship. During Greeting time, 

students practiced the social skills of turn-taking, eye-contact, shoulder-shifting, and 

paying attention to friends. For every single Morning Meeting we had during my 
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internship, all students demonstrated appropriate turn-taking, body-shifting, and using 

eye-contact when they were greeted or greeted another person. There were several 

occasions, almost too many too count, where I observed students reminding each other to 

shift their shoulder so the students nearby could see each other. For example, during the 

first few weeks of my internship, students stood tightly by each other due to limited space 

in the meeting area. Student #7 asked Student #6 to shift his shoulders to the side so he 

could see other students greeting each other.  

Unit 4: Group Activity: 

During the group activities that I selected, students expressed a strong level of 

excitement and motivation to work together. I observed evidence of students helping each 

other through team-building activities. For example, several of our activities involved 

students answering a question and throwing a small object to someone standing opposite 

of them in the circle. After everyone had their chance, the rule was to throw the object 

back to the person who initially threw to them. Sometimes someone would forget who 

that person was, and so the other students might help with them remembering. This 

activity involved the skills of paying attention, communicating, and being inclusive.  

The Group Activity unit was one of those units that were revised on a daily basis. 

I would look up activities in books and online and think of how to modify that activity for 

my classroom. Some suggested activities were too long for our Morning Meeting or not 

appropriate.  
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One particular activity that involved a great deal amount of teamwork was called 

“Knots.” Students were split into two small groups and each group had to work together 

as a team to “untie” themselves without letting go of other’s hands. During this activity, 

all the members of one group would grab each other’s hands, making sure not to hold the 

person’s hand standing next to them or two hands of the same person. This activity was a 

high-level frustration activity in which students had to communicate without free hands. 

Several students commented that they learned they could not go fast and had to cooperate 

with their team members in order to get loose.  

Of the two groups, only one group was successfully able to untie themselves. The 

successful group commented that they were able to untie their knots because they worked 

together as a group, communicating through their faces and arms, and were patience with 

each other. The other group commented that too many people were moving at the same 

time and not communicating with each other well, so they were unable to untie their 

knots. I appreciated that students were able to reflect back on their experience and 

explain why teamwork was important for this particular group activity.  

This activity provided an opportunity for students to practice teamwork skills, and 

I hoped it would crossover to other academic subjects. I did not get to observe any future 

teamwork activities outside of Morning Meeting since my internship was coming to an 

end, but I was confident that my students enjoyed this activity and would remember its 

importance for future teamwork scenarios.  

Unit 5: Morning Message: 
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 For the Morning Message unit, the pre-Morning Meeting activities for reading 

and interacting with the ASL and English versions of the Morning Message, as well as 

the Question of the Day, provided opportunities for students to practice the social skills 

of taking turns, peer support, and shared reading. In the beginning of my internship, I 

observed a considerable number of students (at least three or four a day) asking teachers 

for help with reading the Morning Message or Question of the Day rather than working 

with their peers or attempting to read more independently. By the end of my internship, 

my team-teachers and I all observed an increased level of independence and teamwork 

with reading and writing associated with both Question of the Day and Morning 

Message. Students rarely ever asked teachers for help or they would work with a peer for 

figuring out specific words. The ASL version of the Morning Message seemed to play a 

key role, as will be described for Goals 2 and 3 below. 

 One specific example for area of growth was turn-taking. Some days students 

struggled with lining up to take their turn with answering Question of the Day. It got to a 

point where my intervention was needed for the safety of the students (i.e. pushing was 

involved). To help with turn-taking for Question of the Day, I had used purple masking 

tape as line markers on the carpet so students would have a boundary of where to stand 

while waiting. Since this scenario occurred during the last of my two weeks, I would 

have liked to see if students were able to improve more independently.  

Source: Student Artifacts 

For Goal 1, the only student artifacts were pictures I took on a daily or weekly 

basis. One picture showed three students standing together at the Question of the Day 
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easel. One student was reading the question, “What is your favorite animal,” while the 

other two stood by his side and helped with signing the word “favorite” when he asked 

them what it meant. Another picture showed two students standing at the English version 

of the Morning Message with one student watching the other read the message. This 

picture showed the two students taking turns and supporting each other with reading the 

message. The picture below provides evidence of students’ turn-taking skills through 

lining up for their turn for answering the Question of the Day.  

 

Figure 17: Students lining up for Question of the Day 

Two other pictures showed students standing side by side for greeting time and 

paying attention to the persons doing the greetings. They had smiles on their faces, thus 

providing concrete evidence for the Group Rubric that students came to the meeting area 

with happy faces.  

A few other pictures from my last week of my internship showed students in their 

desks paying attention to the teacher at the front of the room. They had their eyes forward 
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and were seated in their chairs. These pictures demonstrated the social skills of paying 

attention and showing good eye contact.  

Source: Rubrics 

Unit 1: Introduction: 

The end result of Lesson 1.1 taught me that students had several ideas on what 

meetings looked like, etc. Twelve of the 14 students gave relevant responses about 

meetings: what people looked like or did during meetings, where meetings were held, 

what time (i.e. morning instead of midnight), and purpose (i.e. “government” talk). Using 

my rubric of that particular lesson, I gave it a score of 5 for the following reason: 

5: Most or all students contributed ideas of what meetings look like, sound like, 

feel like, etc; and ideas were related to the topic. Most or all students share what they 

learned about meetings.  

I was pleased with my students’ responses and decided I would use their 

responses as a bridging point for expanding on their current Morning Meetings. I 

displayed the students’ meeting strips on one of the classroom walls so students could see 

their work and also use it as a reference for when we talked about Morning Meeting or 

meetings in general in specific connection to social behaviors, for the purpose of this first 

goal. These meeting strips also helped with the role-play activities on class rules and 

scenarios.  

An additional feature of Unit 1 was the introduction of the Group Rubric for 

assessing group behaviors specifically related to Morning Meetings. Although this rubric 
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was introduced later in my curriculum implementation, it was initially a part of Unit 1. 

The timing did not allow me to introduce the rubric in the beginning of my internship. If I 

had these students from the beginning of the year, I feel the use of this rubric would have 

been more effective. 

Initially, there seemed to be confusion among the students because most students 

had the same responses or could not explain their choices. I believed that over time, 

students’ responses became more accurate and reflective of their behaviors. A thumbs-up 

(+) meant most or all students did great for that specific behavior, while a thumbs-down 

(-) meant students performed poorly. The thumbs-sideways (~) meant students still 

needed improvement, but they were on their way. Students’ responses from various dates 

are listed below.  

Towards the end of my internship, I observed an increased motivation to do the 

assessment on a more consistent basis once students were more familiar and comfortable 

using it. One or two students would request if they could do the assessment part for their 

student job or remind me at the end of the meetings that we still needed to do the 

assessment part. I wished I had the time to do individual assessments, but unfortunately I 

did not.  

Overall, through my observations and student responses on the Group Rubric, 

students generally had excellent behavior for keeping their bodies calm, being on time, 

and coming to the meeting with happy faces (i.e. smiling). Students seemed to struggle 

with paying attention to their friends during the morning meeting, but based on students’ 

responses below and my own observations, students were slowly improving in that area 
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towards the end of my internship and tried their best despite distractions and their 

maturity levels. 

 The high numbers of positives for all the columns except for Paying 

Attention show that students were in agreement for showing appropriate behavior for that 

category. If I disagreed with students’ responses, I questioned them to ask if they were 

sure and explain their responses. There were not any significant improvements in any 

area however.  

One thing about the Group Rubric scores was that students were not always in 

agreement. I regret to say that I was not able to record each student’s response or those 

who disagreed with the whole class because there was not enough time and it was 

difficult to manage with 14 students. I simply recorded the consensus or majority vote. I 

would have liked to see the rubric used on a more consistent basis as well as adding the 

individual rubrics. I did not get to visually display students’ responses because we were 

not doing the rubric on a daily basis. That is something I will improve for next time, for 

tracking students’ social skills as listed in the table.  
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Table 14: Student Responses Using Group Rubric 

Group Rubric Codes: Thumbs up: +, Thumbs sideways ~, Thumbs down: - 

Date: Walked… Paid attention… Bodies calm On-time Happy faces 

4/15/10:  + ~ + + + 

4/16/10:  + +(one student said 
~ because he saw 
someone running; 
later clarified that 
rubric applied to 
morning meeting 

only) 

+ ~ (some were 
late) 

+ 

4/20/10:  + - + + + 

4/21/10:  + - + ~ ~ 

4/22/10:  + ~ + + + 

5/3/10:  + ~ + ~ + 

5/4/10:  + ~ + + + 

5/5/10:  + ~ + + + 

5/6/10:  + ~ ~ + + 

5/7/10:  + ~ + + + 

5/10/10:  + + + + + (all noticed 
improvement 
with group 
behavior!) 

5/12/10:  + + + + ~ 

 

Based on the Responsive Classroom rubric for Greetings, I gave a score of 5, as 

the highest score possible, for the following reason: 
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5: Most of our time in our Morning Meetings, everyone in the classroom 

(including all adults, visitors, etc.) was greeted and also greets at least one other person.  

Soon after I started implementing my curriculum, I communicated with all of my 

team-teachers of the importance of having everyone present, if possible, for the start of 

Morning Meeting for Greeting time, for the purpose of wholeness of a community. I was 

trying to teach my students that everyone should be greeted, even our visitors and 

volunteers. Usually one teacher would be responsible for leading Morning Meeting. 

While I understood the importance of the team-teaching process, part of my curriculum 

was inclusion through having everyone involved, even the class aide or visitors. The key 

idea was that we were all a part of a community and often, our day began better when 

everyone was acknowledged through greetings.   

Whenever we had class visitors, I observed students walking up to invite those 

visitors, if appropriate, to join our meetings. One specific example was our department 

principal, who often visited in the mornings. Through our role-play activities from 

Lessons 1.2 and 1.3, students practiced inviting pretend-visitors and informing them of 

our classroom activities for social behavior purposes. By the end of my internship, I did 

not notice any significant improvements with how students greeted each other, since they 

were already doing well with greetings before my curriculum implementation. 

 I used the Responsive Classroom Assessment rubric for Group Activity for both 

before and after my curriculum implementation. Before my implementation, we had no 

Group Activity unit and for that reason, I scored a 1 (as lowest possible) for the following 

scale: 
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Table 15: Group Activity Responsive Classroom Assessment 

MM19: Community Building (page 93 of Responsive Classroom Assessment) 

In general, the activities I choose encourage… 

1: …divisiveness and/or competitive in the group. (For example, I choose elimination 
games) 

3: …student cooperation, but students often do not help each other and/or make the 
activities into a competition.  

5: …student cooperation and community spirit. (For example, I choose cooperative 
games in which students help one another) 

I would have scored a zero (0) or N/A (not applicable) but that was not an option. 

The Responsive Classroom said to score a 1 if we did not have that particular unit.  

At the end of my internship, I used this same rubric for Group Activities and was 

indecisive between a 3 and a 5 because most of my activities encouraged student 

cooperation, but I did not observe students helping each other every time (see page 109 

for full table). Those times I did observe students helping each other were on occasion. 

For example, one of the activities was called “Line by Shoe Size.” Students were to line 

up by shoe size without talking or pushing each other, but they were able to use their 

hands to show the number of their sizes. During this activity, some students did not know 

where to stand. Another student would hold up their fingers in front of other students’ 

faces and gave a facial expression as if she were asking if that other student were bigger 

or smaller. 

Summary for Goal 1: 

 Given the various evidence above, Goal 1 was somewhat met with room for 

improvement. As I once stated before, a social curriculum is not “complete” or end, but 
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instead is an everyday, on-going learning process. There is always room for improvement 

and growth when it comes to becoming a social member of a community. For my next 

curriculum implementation, I would keep better track of students’ social skills on an 

individual basis to meet their diverse needs.  

Evidence for Goals 2 and 3:  

2: To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill in using ASL and 

English. 

3: To use Morning Meeting Message for the development of reading, writing, 

and/or ASL.  

I decided to write about Goals 2 and 3 together because they were strongly 

interrelated, as they focused primarily on Unit 5: Morning Message and various activities 

in other units, which involved making connections between the two languages: English 

and ASL. Through explicit explanations between English print and ASL, students were 

able to increase their vocabulary identification and reading fluency.  

Source: Field Notes 

Goal 2 was only touched upon through light discussion of vocabulary in the 

Morning Messages and Question of the Days. I consider Goal 2 as only slightly met and 

could have been expanded to have more in-depth language activities as I had hoped to 

implement. For example, we did not get to compare words in both ASL and English 

though language play activities via Group Activity. There were a few occasions where 

students had to reflect on their sign selection for specific words because that word had 
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different meanings in English. For example, on a particular Morning Message, one 

student signed “break” as in broken when it really meant “break” as in “off for vacation” 

in reference to Spring Break.  

Goal 3 was strongly met through an increased level of independent participation 

and shared reading of both the Question of the Day and Morning Message. Although 

Question of the Day was a part of the Morning Message, the Question was the feature 

that asked students to respond through a multiple-choice answer or a written response. As 

briefly mentioned in Goal 1, I observed a significant amount of students asking teachers 

for help with reading of the Morning Message at the beginning of my internship. By 

introducing the ASL version of the Morning Message, the primary language of most of 

my students, students were able to increase their reading fluency through making 

connections through the ASL and English versions.  

Making more connections increased their confidence levels as readers and writers. 

I knew students were able to make these connections between the two languages because 

I would ask random students to summarize what the Morning Message was about and 

how they figured out certain words. I asked random students to summarize what they 

read so to check for understanding and also to make sure they actually read the messages. 

Nearly all students were able to tell me what they read, and some students such as 

Student 9 expressed confidence in reading the English version because it was the same as 

the ASL version. 

Often the English version would have missing words represented as “_ _ _” 

depending on how many letters those words had. Students were to figure out which word 
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went in that blank through reading the sentences as a whole and also paying attention to 

the ASL version. I did not omit words in the ASL version as I did in the English version. 

The reasoning behind this approach was to encourage students to truly pay attention to 

the videos and to practice reading for comprehension.  

Towards the end of my curriculum implementation, I was happy to observe 

students nearly competing for their chance to read the Morning Message or answer the 

Question of the day. The competitive behavior did not seem unhealthy in this scenario for 

the reason that students appeared excited about reading, and writing even! They would 

often work with peers to read together using a pointing stick.  

Source: Student Artifacts 

 During the last week of my internship, students were given the opportunity to 

create the ASL version of the morning message. Students were able to use the Morning 

Message to practice their ASL skills, but since this component was added so late in my 

internship, we did not get to develop a rubric to assess students’ signing clarity and 

content. We did not have time for students practicing translating the ASL versions into 

English. However, these student-created ASL videos coincide with Goal 3, for using the 

Morning Message for ASL.  

 Pictures from “Our Morning Meeting Book” (see Appendix B) show students 

reading the English version of the Morning Message and translating to ASL. Students 

created sentences that demonstrated their knowledge that there were two versions of the 

message: ASL version on the laptop and English version on the Easel. 
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Evidence for Goal 4: To increase cultural awareness of both Deaf and Hearing 

behaviors and identity development.  

Source: Field Notes 

Unit 1: Introduction: 

The first unit provided the opportunity for students to talk about social behaviors 

for meetings in general. I observed some students commenting about how people are to 

be seated for meetings whether in a circle or in rows. Most students said people tend to sit 

in a circular shape for meetings for visual access, except one student drew from his 

experience where people are sitting in rows with one person standing at a podium talking 

to the audience. He explained that it was a meeting for hearing people and a lot of people 

in the audience were falling asleep listening to the speaker because the meeting was 

boring. I had to laugh at his creativity and wondered if he really had such a similar 

experience through his hearing parents or elsewhere.  

Unit 2: Greeting: 

 Greeting time was perhaps the most important unit related to Goal 4 because it 

was during greeting time where students practiced good eye contact, shoulder-shifting, 

and signing clearly. When I first arrived and started observing Morning Meetings, I was 

pleased to find that students were already practicing and implementing such important 

cultural behaviors. I did not feel I need to teach a “new” unit or that students needed 

improvement in this area. I had observed on several occasions throughout my ten weeks 
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where students would remind each other to shift their shoulders so others could see them 

in the circle.  

 We did not talk about differences between Deaf and hearing behaviors during 

greeting time because of two reasons: (1) we did not have enough time; and (2) it was 

clearly not a major issue for this group.  

 There were a few occasions where we had hearing visitors as part of our Morning 

Meeting. My hearing sister was visiting for a day and was still learning ASL. As she 

stood between two students, I observed those students adjusting their signing so she could 

understand them. Their greeting was more slow and emphasized signs more visually so 

she could participate. I took this as an example of students’ awareness that she was 

hearing and thus, cultural behaviors such as how we communicate might be adjusted 

depending on the scenario. 

Unit 4: Group Activity:  

 Some group activities allowed for more practice with eye contact and shoulder-

shifting for visual purposes. But we did not have any specific activities where we 

discussed cultural awareness for both Deaf and hearing behaviors. This would have been 

an area to improve on. 

Unit 5: Morning Message 

 Including both an ASL and English version of the Morning Message allowed 

students to practice bilingual skills of learning the differences between the two languages. 

Students were learning how to read English through translating to ASL first. How the 
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Morning Message relates to Goal 4 is through talking about how hearing students will 

read word for word, but Deaf students will need to translate to ASL.  

Often students would read word for word, signing something for each word or 

phrase. Occasionally, students were asked to summarize what the English version said 

through ASL, and not reading word for word. I felt this translation to true ASL did not 

happen enough and would have liked to see more. If I were there longer, this behavior 

would have been more common.  

Summary for Goal 4: 

Due to my students’ already internalizing of Deaf cultural behaviors such as eye 

contact and shoulder shifting, there was not much needed for my implementation during 

my internship. If it was a brand new class with no exposure to the Morning Meeting or a 

brand new school year, this goal would have been more suitable.  

 Throughout the remaining school days, I continued to observe several occasions 

where students helped each other with shoulder-shifting and signing clearly when they 

were sharing or commenting about something in class. Since it was a rather large class, it 

was important for everyone to have visual access to each other and learn how to work 

together for that access. 
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Conclusion  

 When I first walked into my placement site for my internship, I honestly felt 

somewhat nervous that my curriculum would be too easy for my particular group of 

students since I learned they were familiar with the Morning Meeting. I had observed and 

read about various forms of Morning Meetings in different classrooms and I wanted to 

see how a classroom’s existing form of Morning Meeting could be enhanced. For 

teachers who already have some form of Morning Meeting, I would advocate my own 

curriculum as a possible step for assessing their own meetings for enhancement.   

 After my initial observations of my classroom’s Morning Meeting, I decided to 

focus on two major aspects: Group Activity and the Morning Message. They already had 

Greeting, a form of Sharing (used sporadically), and the Morning Message in English 

form that included a Question of the Day. In addition, students also updated the class 

calendar and tallied the number of school days. I wanted to move these two “student 

jobs” to outside of the Morning Meeting but my cooperating teachers’ rationales changed 

my mind. They said the students did not know how to read a calendar and when they 

added this feature to their Morning Meeting, it became a daily habit and students could 

now figure out the date. I also did not want to dramatically change their Morning Meeting 

because it seemed to work for them. The sense of community was there, and my role was 

to modify my curriculum to enhance what they had.  

 I was excited to introduce the ASL version of the Morning Message because it 

was something new and I had strong feelings about it. Based on the research on bilingual 

education, it seemed plausible that this curriculum would enhance my students’ learning 
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of English through their primary language ASL. Creating the ASL messages took a lot of 

preparing at first since I had to create the video the day before it was to be shown. I used 

the I-movie program on my Mac laptop, converted the video to Quicktime, and 

transferred it to my USB stick so to put it on the school’s laptops the next morning. 

Additionally, the laptops had to be picked up each morning from the department secretary 

before schools started.  

Once I got into the daily habit of creating the videos, the process became quicker 

and easier. In fact, the department modified their laptop distribution policy so the 

secretary would drop off laptops to each classroom before school started. The reason for 

this change was because it was easier to distribute them at one time rather than going 

back and forth several times with each teacher to the technology storage room, which was 

under lock and key. It would have been a little easier if each classroom had student 

computers already placed. However, I made do with what I had and it worked fine.  

I wondered how the use of ASL messages would have continued after I left. Even 

though my team teachers said they truly liked having the ASL messages and noticed an 

improvement with students’ reading fluency and vocabulary identification, it takes 

persistency and a consistent routine to keep up with having the ASL messages.  

 The tone towards Morning Meeting in general seemed more positive and exciting 

when I introduced Group Activity. My cooperating teacher shared with me that she 

always wanted to implement Group Activity into their Morning Meeting but was not 

entirely sure how and also that the other teachers felt it would take up too much time. My 

5-to-10 minute group activities provided a concrete example that it could be done. 
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Students appeared to look forward to this part of the Morning Meeting and most 

commented how much fun it was. It was so nice to see students talking about teamwork 

more often.  

 When I introduced the Peace Rock during Group Activity, I was further pleased to 

see students’ independent use of the rock for “cooling down” moments for both 

themselves and their peers, as well as for initiating peace talks whenever they had a 

problem. Unfortunately, the peace rock went missing during my last week. I had a strong 

suspicion a student loved it so much that he or she took it home. Students searched for the 

rock in the classroom, but we could not find it. The Peace Rock could easily be made 

again though, using a new rock and fresh paint. The final project of the creation of the 

class book was a concluding culmination of students’ ideas and knowledge about the 

Morning Meeting.  

 Overall,  my curriculum implementation went well, with room for improvement. 

For instance, I did not get to introduce the Sharing Unit because I did not have enough 

time. I wanted to try everything from my curriculum, but part of the thesis process was 

field-testing a part of it. In my own classroom someday, I will start my curriculum at the 

beginning of the school year. That was how the beginning part of my curriculum was 

originally designed, for classrooms that do not have any Morning Meeting yet. However, 

for those classrooms with a form of Morning Meeting such as my placement site, my 

curriculum can easily be modified for enhancing the Morning Meeting and using a 

bilingual approach using ASL and English. I picked the lessons and units that were either 

missing or could improve a certain area of the Morning Meeting.  
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However, the point has to be reiterated that the Morning Meeting is only one of 

many possible social curriculums, and should not be used alone. I would always use the 

Morning Meeting in conjunction with other social tools, because it is the first part of the 

school day that allows a smooth transition from home to school. 

As a studying teacher, my internship experience taught me that it is important to 

go with the flow when lesson plans do not always go your way. I wanted to try 

implementing all of my units but was limited on time. I learned it is important to 

empower students to take personal responsibility of their learning, such as when I stepped 

back by sitting in a student’s seat and letting students fulfill their Morning Meeting jobs 

without a teacher hovering over their shoulder. My experience also confirmed the 

importance of using a bilingual approach with Deaf students.  
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An Overview of the Curriculum 

 

Unit 1: Introducing the Morning Meeting 

✧ Lesson 1.1: What is a Meeting? 

✧ Lesson 1.2: Getting the Meeting started: Signals and Rules 

✧ Lesson 1.3: Scenarios 

Unit 2: Let’s talk about Greetings 

✧ Lesson 2.1: What is a Greeting? [Includes Deaf culture discussion] 

✧ Lesson 2.2: Names and Faces, New and Old: Silver and Gold 

✧ Lesson 2.3: Handshakes and Eye Contact 

✧ Lesson 2.4: Creative Greetings 

Unit 3: Sharing Time 

✧ Lesson 3.1: A system for Sharing 

✧ Lesson 3.2: Jobs of Sharers and Listeners 

✧ Lesson 3.3: Listening/Sharing Visual 

✧ Lesson 3.4: Category sharing 

Unit 4: Group Activity/Problem‐Solving Time 

✧ Lesson 4.1: Introduction to Group Activity 

✧ Lesson 4.2: Teamwork through Pair‐Share 

✧ Lesson  4.3:  Working  together:  Collaborative  learning  through  team‐
building 

✧ Lesson 4.4: Problem‐Solving Time 

✧ Resource: Daily to Weekly Group Activities 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Unit 5: News and Announcements                       (a.k.a. Morning Message) 

✧ Lesson 5.1: Introduction to the “Morning Message” 

✧ Lesson 5.2: Morning Messages in ASL 

✧ Lesson 5.3: Morning Messages for Developing Metalinguistic Awareness 

✧ Resource: Various Morning Messages 

Final Unit: Cumulative Project 

✧ Creation of “Our Morning Meeting Book” 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Goals for this Curriculum: 

 

Morning Meetings will be enhanced by expanding its existing practices that 

are appropriate for Deaf bilingual students using ASL and English: 

  1: To improve and build on students’ social skills and interactions: 

how they communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

2: To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill in using 

ASL and English. 

3: To use Morning Meeting Message for the development of reading, 

writing, and/or ASL.  

4: To increase cultural awareness of both Deaf and Hearing behaviors 

and identity development. 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Teacher Notes/Tips: 

✧ This page is a basic instructions sheet on how to use this 
curriculum. 

✧ All standards used are from the California State Standards for the 
First Grade. 

✧ Each unit has 3‐4 lessons focused on one area (i.e. greeting, 
sharing). 

✧ Each activity is numbered according to its corresponding unit. For 
example, Lesson 1.2 is the second lesson (1.2) of the first unit 
(1.2). 

✧ Student materials/pictures of any items used during the lesson 
will be at the end of the whole unit in a section for that matching 
lesson. 

✧ Look for the following symbol for “Teacher notes” within the 
lessons:       Teacher note: 

✧ This curriculum is not to be used alone since it is only one of many 
strategies for implementing a social curriculum within the 
classroom. The Morning Meeting curriculum is designed to 
enhance academic learning through complementing other 
activities for social and/or academic learning. 

✧ See the next page for a lesson plan template. 

✧ If you have any questions/comments, you may email me at 
jenncoleregis@gmail.com. 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Lesson plan template: 

Lesson (Number): (Title of lesson) 

Goal(s): One of four curriculum goals will be pasted here 

 

Content Standard addressed: California State standard placed here     
   

Objective: Overall goal/expectation for this activity       

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Any  materials  needed  or  how  classroom  will  be  set  up  will  be  listed  and/or 
described here.  

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

(In what ways will you elicit prior knowledge/experience about the concepts 
and/or content addressed in today’s lesson?  What questions, graphics, charts, 
text and/or realia will you use and how will you use it?) 

Procedure  

  Steps listed here in numerical order 

Closure  

(What prompts will you ask to inform you about how the objective was met?  
How does this information connect back to the Introduction?) 

✧ Assessment: includes how students will be assessed for meeting objectives. 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

Modifications may include adapted suggestions for students who struggle or 
excel with the activities.  

Extensions may include further suggestions for expanding the activities.  

Note: not all activities have modifications/extensions. 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“The Responsive Classroom Assessment” from the Northeast Children’s 
Foundation (2009): Use the following rubrics to assess your Morning 
Meeting routines as a whole. There are 26 categories total. Use certain 
categories across certain units (i.e. Greeting for Greeting Unit). 

MM=Morning Meeting 

GENERAL: MM1-MM7 

MM1: Space; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In our Morning Meetings… 

1: …few students have room to sit comfortably in a circle/oval and view everyone and everything.  

3: …most students have room to sit comfortably in a circle/oval and view everyone and everything.  

5: …all students have room to sit comfortably in a circle/oval and view everyone and everything.  

MM2: Transition to Meeting; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

When it’s time for Morning Meeting to begin… 

1: …few students come quickly, quietly, and empty-handed on most days.  

3: …many students come quickly, quietly, and empty-handed on most days.  

5: …most students come quickly, quietly, and empty-handed on most days.   

MM3: Processes; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

During many Morning Meetings, students respond to my designation of our greeting, sharing, and/or group 
activity with… 

1: …an extended amount of negotiation or complaining.  

3: …a moderate amount of negotiation or complaining. 

5: …little or no negotiation or complaining.   

MM4: Academic Content of the Four Components (Greeting, Sharing Group Activity, 
Morning Message); Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In our Morning Meetings… 

1: …usually no components incorporate academic content directly related to our curriculum or student 
needs.  

3: …usually one component incorporates academic content directly related to our curriculum or student 
needs.  
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5: …usually two or more components incorporate academic content directly related to our curriculum or 
student needs in a fun way that builds community.  

MM5: Length; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Morning Meetings in our class… 

1: …frequently last less than twenty minutes or more than thirty minutes. 

3: …sometimes last approximately twenty or thirty minutes.   

5: …usually last approximately twenty or thirty minutes.   

MM6: Order; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Morning meetings in our class… 

1: …usually do not follow the order (1) greeting, (2) sharing, (3) group activity, and (4) morning message. 

3: …sometimes do follow the order (1) greeting, (2) sharing, (3) group activity, and (4) morning message. 

5: …usually do follow the order (1) greeting, (2) sharing, (3) group activity, and (4) morning message. 

MM7: Student Participation; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

During our Morning Meetings… 

1: …many students leave for breaks, errands, or previously scheduled tasks or session. 

3: …most students remain (that is, only one or two students leave the meeting for breaks, errands, or 
previously scheduled sessions). 

5: …all students usually remain (that is, students rarely miss Morning Meeting for any reason). 

GREETING: 8-9 

MM8: Teaching Greetings; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, before the class does a greeting, I… 

1: …do not usually use interactive modeling to teach or remind children about expectations for behavior 
during the greeting (interactive modeling consists of one or more students demonstrating expected 
behavior, students identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing). 

3: …sometimes use interactive modeling to teach and review appropriate behavior during the greeting or 
regularly use portions of interactive modeling (interactive modeling consists of one or more students 
demonstrating expected behavior, students identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing). 

5: …regularly use interactive modeling to teach and review appropriate behavior during greeting 
(interactive modeling consists of one or more students demonstrating expected behavior, students 
identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing). 
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MM9: Participation; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Most of the time in our Morning Meetings… 

1: …not all students are greeted by class members. 

3: …each student is greeted and also greets at least one other class member. 

5: …everyone in the classroom (including all adults, visitors, etc.) is greeted and also greets at least one 
other person. 

SHARING: 10-17 

MM10: Appropriateness; Pick 1, 3, or 5MM6: Order; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Generally, during our Morning Meetings… 

1: …most students’ sharing is focused on games, toys, possessions, or inappropriate personal experiences.  

3: …most students’ sharing is focused on appropriate personal experiences, relationships, or ideas and 
items related to the social or academic curriculum. 

5: …all students’ sharing is focused on appropriate personal experiences, relationships, or ideas and items 
related to the social or academic curriculum.  

MM11: Appropriateness; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

During Morning Meeting, students… 

1: …often share information that may be hurtful or embarrassing to others. 

3: …often share information that is respectful of others and does not lead to hurt feelings. 

5: …always or almost always share information that is respectful of others and does not lead to hurt 
feelings. 

MM12: Sharing Focus; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Generally, during our interactive sharing… 

1: …few students’ sharings are focused on one main idea with a few supporting details. 

3: …many students’ sharings are focused on one main idea with a few supporting details. 

5: …all or almost all students’ sharings are focused on one main idea with a few supporting details.  

MM13: Sharing Length; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Generally, during our interactive sharing… 

1: …many students limit their sharing to one sentence (for example, “I went on a fun trip”) or expand their 
sharing into overly long narrations. 
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3: …some students provide enough information (that is, several sentences) to give listeners important 
details, but not so much as to make sharing overly long. 

5: many or most students provide enough information (that is, several sentences) to provide listeners with 
important details, but not so much as to make sharing overly long. 

MM14: Speaking Skills; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Generally, during sharing… 

1: …many students look down, away, or only at the teacher as they share. 

3: …many students look around at all the others in the circle as they share. 

5: …all or almost all students look around at all the others in the circle as they share. 

MM15: Speaking Skills; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general… 

1: …many students who share speak too softly or unclearly to be understood and/or sit or stand so that 
other people in the group cannot easily see them. 

3: …many students who share speak loudly and clearly enough to be understood and stand or sit so other 
people in the group can easily seem them. 

5: …all or almost all who share speak loudly and clearly enough to be understood and stand or sit so other 
people in the group can easily seem them.  

MM16: Questions and Comments; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Generally, during sharing… 

1: …no questions or comments are asked for or given.  

3: …I ask or tell the group to offer questions or comments and/or some sharers receive questions or 
comments.  

5: …most or all sharing students tell the group they are ready for questions and comments and all sharing 
students receive at least two or three questions or comments.  

MM17: Questions and Comments; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

The questions and comments students offer are… 

1: …frequently not respectful of the sharer and/or off topic.  

3: …often respectful of the sharer and on topic.   

5: …almost always respectful of the sharer and on topic.  

GROUP ACTIVITY: 18-19 
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MM18: Teaching Activities; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, I… 

1: …do not usually use interactive modeling to teach or remind children about expectations for behavior 
during the group activity (interactive modeling consists or one or more students demonstrating expected 
behavior students identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing).  

3: …sometimes use interactive modeling to teach and review appropriate behavior during the group activity 
or regularly use portions of interactive modeling (interactive modeling consists or one or more students 
demonstrating expected behavior students identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing).  

5: …regularly use interactive modeling to teach and review appropriate behavior during the group activity 
(interactive modeling consists or one or more students demonstrating expected behavior students 
identifying key behaviors, and all students practicing).   

MM19: Community-Building; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, the activities I choose encourage… 

1: …divisiveness and/or competitiveness in the group. For example, I choose elimination games. 

3: …student cooperation, but students often do not help each other and/or make the activities into a 
competition.  

5: …student cooperation and community spirit. For example, I choose cooperation games in which 
students help one another. 

MORNING MESSAGE: 20-26 

MM20: Preparation; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, I… 

1: …often do not write a morning message.  

3: …often write the morning message after students have arrived. 

5: …usually write the morning message before students arrive. 

MM21: Formatting; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

The morning message… 

1: …is rarely written on chart paper and displayed at children’s eye level.  

3: …is sometimes written on chart paper and displayed at children’s eye level.   

5: …is always or almost always written on chart paper and displayed at children’s eye level.  

MM22: Location; Pick 1, 3, or 5 
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The morning message… 

1: …is not located in an easily accessible area of the room (that is, where approximately three to five 
students can get close to the message); instead, it’s in a tight corner, behind my desk, etc.  

3: …is sometimes located in an easily accessible area of the room (that is, where approximately three to 
five students can easily get close to the message).   

5: …is regularly located in an easily accessible area of the room (that is, where approximately three to five 
students can easily get close to the message).     

MM23: Readability; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

Usually, the morning message… 

1: …focuses on multiple topics, and may use several words or concepts that several students find difficult.   

3: …uses vocabulary and academic content familiar to most students or focuses primarily on one topic.   

5: …uses vocabulary and academic content familiar to all or almost all students and focuses primarily on 
one topic.  

MM24: Interactivity; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, the morning message… 

1: …does not include a component that inspires students to contribute their ideas.   

3: …inspires students to contribute their ideas but only be writing or drawing on the message.    

5: …inspires students to contribute their ideas in various ways. For example, the students can contribute by 
writing or drawing on the message, considering “thinking questions” that we discuss during the meeting, 
and/or sharing related ideas during the meeting.  

MM25: Engagement; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, prior to the start of Morning Meeting… 

1: …many students need a lot of prompting to read the morning message and/or need reminders to follow 
directions found in the message.  

3: …many students read the morning message with little prompting and follow directions found in the 
message.   

5: …all or almost all students read the morning message with little prompting and follow directions found 
in the message 

MM26: Usage; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

In general, during Morning Meeting I… 
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1: …rarely have the whole class read/discuss the morning message as a way to transition to the academic 
content of the day.   

3: …sometimes have the whole class read/discuss the morning message as a way to transition to the 
academic content of the day.    

5: …always or almost always have the whole class read/discuss the morning message as a way to transition 
to the academic content of the day.    

Added feature: Bilingual Usage 

1:….no connections are made between the two languages, ASL and English, for the Morning Message. 

3:…some connections are made and/or encouraged between the two languages, ASL and English, for the 
Morning Message. (I.e. teacher may discuss how we are bilingual but sign word for word in English 
sentence order or little ASL translation). 

5:…many connections are made and encouraged to connect between the two languages, ASL and English, 
for the Morning Message. The Morning Message is strengthened by having an ASL version (i.e. video) and 
an English version (i.e. written on chart paper). The English version is translated to ASL and students are 
asked to reflect on their sign choices.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

✧ Unit 1: Introducing the Morning Meeting 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Purpose of Unit: 

 Build understanding of the concept of a meeting itself. 

 Learn  the  purpose  behind  Morning  Meetings  before  going 

through the process of the Meeting itself. 

 Sets the foundation for Morning Meeting.  

 Provides  a  setting  for  discussing  socio‐cultural  behavior 

expectations and problem‐solving scenarios. 

 

Overview of Unit: 

✧ Lesson 1.1: What is a Meeting? 

✧ Lesson 1.2: Getting the Meeting started: Signals and Rules 

✧ Lesson 1.3: Scenarios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 1.1: What is a Meeting? 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Goals:  

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(2): To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill  in using ASL and 
English. 

 

 

Content Standards addressed:       (California, 1st grade) 

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective: Given pictures of people in meetings, students will generate ideas of 
what meetings look like, sound like, feel like, etc., as measured by teacher 
observations and anecdotal records.      

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

   Whiteboard with markers  (*if  you  have  a  blackboard,  that will work  too;  or  a 
sketchpad with markers. Basically, something to write on for students to see.) 

   Various pictures of people in meetings  

   On the whiteboard (or other board), write the word “meeting.” 

   Seating area arranged with students’ chairs in semi‐circle towards teacher’s chair        
against white board (eventually students will arrange chairs in semi‐circle on own) 

  Daily schedule chart (optional) 

  Notepad or clipboard for recording students’ notes 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction 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1. To elicit prior knowledge, ask what they know about meetings such as what do 
people do, look like, etc. Keep track of students’ responses on a note‐pad or 
clipboard.  Other option: write students’ responses on a large clipboard or 
whiteboard.  

    Teacher note: be sure to record these responses in personal 
notebook. 

 This discussion may be done outside of morning meeting time and/or 
in smaller groups if class size is large.  

2. ➀ At beginning of class time, invite students to sit in their chairs in a semi‐circle 
position near front of classroom, and say: we are going to learn about something 
called a “meeting.”  

➁ Point to the word “meeting” on the white‐board. Ask students if they have 
seen the word before. After pointing to the word, fingerspell it.  

➂ If no response, make the ASL sign for MEETING. *Note: a mini‐lesson may be 
needed before this actual lesson for giving students expectations for their 
behaviors in this activity.  

3. As a transition into procedure, show pictures of people in meetings and ask 
students to tell me what people are doing, how they are behaving, etc. To help 
elicit responses, ask questions such as “are they saying mean or nice things? 
Talking softly or loudly?” (Look, sound like, etc). Continue to record students’ 
responses on board, or record responses on clipboard to save for later. 

Procedure (10‐15 minutes) 

1. Using the pictures as a visual guide, tell students that the people in the pictures 
are having a “meeting.” Point to the word “meeting” on board and note that is 
how we write “meeting” in English, while showing the sign in ASL.  

 Note to teacher: this is for bilingual emphasis. 

☞ Follow‐up questions: 

➀ Why do people have meetings? 

➁ Can students/children have meetings? Why/why not?  

➂ Have you ever seen your parents in a meeting? If so, what did 
they do? Or what do you think they talked about? 

2. Role‐play of students’ ideas on meetings. 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☞ Based on students’ responses, ask students to role‐play those behaviors 
generated through class‐discussion.  

☞ Example: The setting is a meeting between a teacher and two parents. 
Students can take on the roles of these characters and demonstrate how 
they might think the characters would sit, act, and say.  

3. Say to students: we will have a special meeting of our own called “morning 
meeting” everyday. The purpose for this meeting is to start our day with happy 
feelings and get ready for learning! 

4. Write the following words on the board/chart: 

☞ Greeting: this means “hello!” and how we will say hello to each other. 

☞ Sharing: sharing, taking turns, listening, and asking questions. 

☞ Group Activity/Problem‐Solving Time: all of you (students) will do fun 
activities such as team‐building and solving problems 

☞ News and Announcements (a.k.a. Morning Message): sometimes we will 
have important announcements about what we will be doing in class or if 
we have a guest speaker. This part is for informing you (students) and 
also practicing your reading skills. We will call this section “Morning 
Message.” 

5. Tell students our meetings will have different parts: the four words written 
above. We will learn about each part over time.  

  Teacher note: Each word above has some key descriptors to aide in 
briefly explaining the four parts. You will not go in detail yet, but just to 
give students a basic introduction. There is a chart with all four words 
written for a visual representation. 

Closure (5 minutes) 

Ask the students what they learned about meetings in general and the morning 
meeting.  

Assessment: 

Formative Assessment: 

You will record notes during and/or after the discussions to check for ongoing 
student comprehension. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 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• Students’ questions 

• Students’ comments about pictures 

• Students’ personal narratives of meetings (keep it short and simple) 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

Summative Assessment: 

At the end of the lesson, you will assess whether students met the objective or 
not, or room for improvement. Pick a rating below for overall student 
participation: 

Objective: Given pictures of people in meetings, students will generate ideas of 
what meetings look like, sound like, feel like, etc., as measured by teacher 
observations and anecdotal records.  

Rating of: 

1: No students generated ideas of what meetings look like, sound like, feel like, 
etc. 

3: A few students generated ideas of what meetings look like, sound like, feel 
like, etc. and/or ideas were somewhat related to the concept of meetings or on 
topic. Few students share what they learned about meetings. 

5: Most or all students contributed ideas of what meetings look like, sound like, 
feel like, etc; and ideas were related to the topic. Most or all students share what 
they learned about meetings.  

Your rating/notes: 

 

 

 

Modifications/Extensions: Students can draw pictures of people in 
meetings answering the questions: who, what, where, when, and why in 
regards to meetings. 

Morning Meeting Chart example 1: 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Greeting 
Sharing 

Group Activity/ 
Problem-Solving 

Time 
(Also known as 

“P.S .T .” )  
Morning 
Message 

 

 

Morning Meeting Chart example 2: 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*Note,  for  second example of  chart,  the blank  spaces on  the  left  of  each 
word  is  left  for putting students’ names. This second chart worked for my 
own classroom but can be modified to suit any classroom’s needs. 

*Extension option: 

  Assign  students  roles  over  time  for  the  above  parts  of  morning 
meeting  so  students  can  have  more  personal  responsibility  for  their 
Morning Meeting.  

 

 

 

 

Source: Google “meeting” and/or “morning meeting” 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Various pictures of people in meetings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources of photos (from top left to 
bottom): 

1 and 2):  
http://www.squidoo.com/responsivecla
ssroom 

3) http://www.radisson.com/aruefrp
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lesson 1.2: Getting the meeting started: Signals and Rules 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Goals:  

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

. 

 

Content Standard addressed:    

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important personal experience in a simple sequence. 

Objective:  Given  a  teacher‐guided  discussion,  students  will  brainstorm  ways  of 
calling the meeting to order, as well as discuss and demonstrate appropriate sitting, 
talking, and listening, as measured by teacher observations and anecdotal records. 

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Pictures of people in meetings from previous activity 

  Index cards with the following phrases written on them: *Note: pictures/images 
will  be  drawn  on  the  index  cards  too  to  help with  English  language  learning  (See 
Appendix for examples) 

o Running vs. walking 
o Fighting for seat vs. finding another seat  
o Not paying attention to signal vs. paying attention 
o Eyes all over the place vs. eyes on person  
o Hands all over things vs. hands to self 
o Jumping out of seat vs. staying in seat 
o Mean faces vs. nice faces 

 
  Digital camera: you will take pictures of students for the above scenarios 

✧ The Lesson 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Activity 1: Signals 

Introduction  

To elicit prior knowledge, ask students what they remember from the previous 
activity’s regarding “What is a meeting?” Refer to the pictures from the previous 
lesson as a visual cue. Ask students to raise their hands for sharing their 
comments.  

Procedure  

1. Explain that we will meet each day as a group, but we must decide how to let 
everyone know it is time for meeting.  

2. As a group, brainstorm ways to call students to meeting (i.e. flashing the lights, 
morning meeting leader, etc). I will write these ideas on the white board and 
later create a reminder chart for the classroom.  

3. Vote on a signal to use by asking students to raise their hands and counting the 
most votes. Suggested signal: flashing lights 3 times, and then creating a song 
such as “Morning Meeting Time! Morning Meeting Time!” 

4. Practice this “signal” 2‐3 times. Discuss any issues that come up (running, 
inattention to signal, fighting for a seat, etc) and how to solve these problems 
(students remind each other, refer to classroom guidelines, etc).  

5. As students are sitting, call on one of the students to play the role of the teacher, 
as I will take on the role of student. Ask students to call meeting to order and I 
will display some inappropriate behaviors as discussed/listed and ask for 
students’ feedback (what is a better way). 

6. Appropriate and inappropriate behaviors (see below) written with 
pictures/symbols on index cards: One more practice of morning meeting role‐
play by students and some of my participation as well: appropriate and 
inappropriate behaviors 

o Teacher: role‐play inappropriate behavior, ask students what would 
appropriate behavior be, and then ask a student to role‐play the 
appropriate one. 

o Running vs. walking 
o Fighting for seat vs. finding another seat (being kind) 
o Not paying attention to signal vs. paying attention 
o Eyes all over the place vs. eyes on person  
o Hands all over things vs. hands to self 
o Jumping out of seat vs. staying in seat 
o Mean looks/faces vs. nice looks/faces 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o Etc 
 ****The positives can be written on the poster chart for English 

development and then pointed to during or after the role‐plays 
(see closure)   

 

Closure 
1. Tell students we will take pictures of students showing both appropriate 

and inappropriate behaviors to create what will be called “The Morning 
Meeting Book.” 

 

2. Introduce Rubric to students: Morning Meeting Assessment. 
Demonstrate how to use and ask students to help you fill out for this day. 

3. Ask students to recap what they learned today. How do we start our 
meetings?  

Questions to ask: 

1. How do we start our meetings? (Signal, walking, etc) 

2. How do we move our chairs? (Model inappropriate behaviors by dragging chairs; 
model appropriate behaviors). 

3. Which way is appropriate for coming to the meeting?  

4. Why is it better to move my chair this way? (Appropriate way; safety reasons) 

5. If someone forgets how to come to the meeting, what can we do to help remind 
them? For example, if someone forgets to walk, how can we help them? 

Activity 2: Rules 

Introduction  

1. Ask students: what is a rule? (To observe what any prior knowledge on 
the concept of rules.) Why do we have rules? Record student comments 
in notebook/rubrics. 

2. Tell students: Today we will create some class rules for our Morning 
Meetings. Rules are important so we can take care of ourselves and each 
other. Write down rules/suggestions on the white board as students 
share their ideas.  

Procedure 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1. Ask students to generate some rules we should have for our Morning 
Meetings. Let’s look at some suggested rules (after brainstorming, if 
needed):  

o Listen 

o Look at the person who’s talking 

o Keep your body in control 

o Raise your hand if you want to talk 

o Keep your hands down when someone is speaking 

o Don’t laugh at anyone 

2. Teacher note: For many of the rules, students will be more able to follow 
rules when they are defined in concrete terms. Ask students how they 
will know someone is listening.  

o Example: Role‐play not listening by making dirty looks, trying to 
get other person’s attention, etc.  

3. Rule: we will have at most 5 rules. Any more is too much and any less is 
“okay” as long as most significant rules are covered.  

4. Role‐play of rules: ask students to demonstrate how to show the rules: 
inappropriate and appropriate scenarios. 

a. You may assign rules to partners or small groups so they can 
discuss the rules, come up with a skit, and demonstrate the skit to 
the class.   

Closure  

After quickly reviewing the list of student‐generated rules, ask students once 
again: why do we have these rules? (To help us…) 

✧ Assessment: 

➀  Use  Rubric  MM7  from  the  “Responsive  Classroom”  resource  for  assessing 
students’  participation  and  group  behaviors  during  the Morning Meeting  (see 
below). 

➁  Throughout  the  discussions,  you  will  record  notes  during  and  after  the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 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• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

Teacher fills out MM7: 

MM7: Student Participation; Pick 1, 3, or 5 

During our Morning Meetings… 

1: …many  students  leave  for  breaks,  errands,  or  previously  scheduled  tasks  or 
session. 

3: …most students remain (that  is, only one or two students  leave the meeting 
for breaks, errands, or previously scheduled sessions). 

5: …all students usually remain (that is, students rarely miss Morning Meeting for 
any reason). 

 

Rubric for students to fill out individually and/or as a group: 

*Explain the following symbols below to the students. Each arrow has its own 
meaning.  (i.e.  thumbs up  for good work; one  thumb up and down at  same 
time means needs improvement but getting there, and thumbs down means 
needs more improvement) 

: Thumbs up! (This means awesome!) 

: So‐So (This means it is okay but we could do better) 

: Needs improvement (We need to improve) 

 

*You will use the rubric as a guide for asking students how they did on rules 
as a group and then individually. They can show their rating by showing their 
thumbs to the class and explain their reasons.  

 

 

 

*Ratings for the following: Individual 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 ‐I walked to the Morning Meeting 

  ‐I paid attention to my friends during the meeting. 

  ‐I kept my body in control. 

              ‐I paid attention to the signal and arrived promptly. 

              ‐I came to the meeting with a happy face.  

 

*Ratings for the following: Group 

  ‐We walked to the Morning Meeting 

  ‐We paid attention to our friends during the meeting. 

  ‐We kept our bodies in control. 

              ‐We paid attention to the signal and arrived promptly. 

              ‐We came to the meeting with a happy face.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of Visual Rubric: Morning Meeting Assessment 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✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

Ask  students  to pick one  rule and  to draw  two pictures:  students  following 
the rule and students not following the rule.  Pictures should be labeled with 
which rule and ask students to share which picture shows what we should be 
doing. 

 

  Teacher note: Rubrics can be made student‐friendly after we create the 
classroom rules. Use whiteboard  for group rubric  for  the  first day and then 
transfer to a large sheet of paper to be laminated for quick write/erase. 

Individual rubrics passed out at end of each meeting, if deemed appropriate 
for students’ development. 

 

 

 

Lesson 1.3: Scenarios 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Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard addressed:  

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence.   

Objective:  Given  various  scenarios  with  “problems”,  students  will  brainstorm 
possible solutions to various scenarios related to Morning Meeting and then reenact 
those solutions as measured by teacher observations and participation rubrics. 
     

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Rubrics (see Assessment section) 

  Whiteboard with markers 

  Digital camera for taking pictures of students during the meeting and of students’ 
responses on whiteboard 

  Props for any of the scenarios (optional) 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

Morning meeting signal. Assess students’ participation with Lesson 1.1 Rubric. 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After all students have gathered (sitting in Morning Meeting position), you 
(teacher) will get up and “break a rule” (pick one from the Rules list as generated 
in the last lesson) 

Ask students what they thought of your behavior, whether it was right or wrong, 
and what should be done. 

 

Procedure  

1. Students will role‐play and discuss the following scenarios as applied to 
morning meetings and throughout the day.  

2. Ask students what they should do in the following scenarios: 

    ‐If someone comes in late 

    ‐If we have a visitor 

    ‐If someone forgets a rule 

    ‐If the fire alarm goes off 

    ‐If someone else is talking   

Closure  

Ask students to summarize what they learned today via ASL.  

✧ Assessment 

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Students’ comments about pictures 

• Students’ personal narratives of meetings (keep it short and simple) 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 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 For advanced students, you may assign them a certain scenario to work out 
as  a  small  group  or  in  pairs  (depending  on  their  level  of  reading 
comprehension) 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Unit 2: Greeting 
 

Purpose of Unit: 

 “Sets a positive tone for the classroom and the day. 

 Provides a sense of recognition and belonging, which meets a 

universal human need. 

 Helps students learn and use each other’s names. 

 Gives  students  a  chance  to  practice  the  art  of  offering 

hospitality.” 

 Kriete, 2002 (“The Morning Meeting Book) 

 

Overview of Unit: 

✧ Lesson  2.1:  What  is  a  Greeting?  [Includes  Deaf  culture 

discussion] 

✧ Lesson 2.2: Names and Faces, New and Old: Silver and Gold 

✧ Lesson 2.3: Handshakes and Eye Contact 

✧ Lesson 2.4: Creative Greetings 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Lesson 2.1: What is a Greeting? 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard addressed:              
  1.1 Listen attentively.                                                               
  1.5  Use  descriptive  words  when  speaking  about  people,  places,  things,  and 
events. 

Objective:  Students  will  discuss  and  demonstrate  ways  of  politely  greeting  each 
other  through  various  ways  (i.e.  simple  handshake,  eye  contact,  use  of  students’ 
names).  Students  will  participate  in  creative  greeting  activities  and  demonstrate 
appropriate sitting, talking, and listening.       

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Chart called “Morning Meeting” 

  Small ball (to hold in hand) 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

  Morning Meeting Signal.  

  Quick assessment of how the signal went. 

Tell students: Today we are going to start the first part of Morning Meeting: 
Greeting. (Refer to chart called “Morning Meeting.”)  

Procedure 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1. Why do we do greetings? Greetings help us learn each other’s names, 
learn to be nice and helpful to everyone, and start the day with positive 
feelings.  

2. We are going to learn to do lots of different friendly and respectful 
greetings. Model two greetings: appropriate and inappropriate. Ask 
students what they noticed.  

3. Today’s greeting will be: “Good morning, [person’s name].  

4. We will roll a ball to the person we greet and add our “Good Morning” 
greeting.  

Closure  

After all the students have had their opportunity to do a greeting, collect the ball 
and ask students for attention. Ask them what did they do today, what did they 
like about it, and how can they improve for next time.  

Lastly, tell students that as we become more familiar with the Greeting part of 
our Morning Meeting, students will take personal responsibility by creating 
greetings of their own. The second morning meeting chart from Lesson 1.1 has a 
space for writing students’ names. Students’ names for the Greeter will rotate on 
a daily basis so everyone has the opportunity to take on the role. Names will be 
drawn randomly.  

✧ Assessment: 

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Students’ participation levels 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

If  students  are  familiar  with  greetings  already,  challenge  them  to  create  a  different 
greeting for this activity instead of rolling a ball. 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Lesson 2.2: Names and Faces, New and Old: Silver and Gold 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard addressed:              
  1.1 Listen attentively.                                                               
  1.5  Use  descriptive  words  when  speaking  about  people,  places,  things,  and 
events. 

Objective: Given teacher modeling, students will practice learning their classmates’ 
names and create a craft to reflect friendship as measured by teacher observations 
and completion of craft. 

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Each student’s name written on an index card (or small piece of paper); Optional: 
small picture of each student on index card next to name. 

  Small ball or roll of yarn 

  Rubrics for assessment 

✧ The Lesson: 

 Activity 1: Names and Faces 

Introduction  

1. Practice Morning Meeting Signal. Observe students for appropriate and 
any inappropriate behaviors. (Teachers: use Rubric called “Group 
Assessment” in previous lesson for assessing students’ behaviors and 
participation) 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2. As a whole class, ask students to share their ratings for today’s beginning 
of the meeting.  

Procedure  

1. Tell students: Today we will practice learning each other’s names. Ask students: 
if we don’t know someone name, what can we do?  

a. Prompts/cues: asking for their name with nice language and introducing 
yourself too. 

2. Model with a student: “Hello, my name  is  [name]. What  is your name?” While 
modeling,  demonstrate  proper  eye  contact,  talking  clearly,  and  standing  or 
sitting straight (i.e. body language, posture). 

3. Have students mingle around  in a circle,  introducing themselves and asking  for 
their peers’ names, if they don’t know everyone yet.  

      Activity 2: Silver and Gold 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

‐ Index cards of students’ names and pictures from Activity 1 

‐ Song lyrics from Girl Scouts song/poem “Make New Friends” by Sue Lynch 

Procedure  

1. We will read/look at the song lyrics and discuss how we are all friends. Ask 
students what do friends do for each other? (I.e. help each other, are nice to 
each other) 

2. The song/poem lyrics will be printed on a poster. Banner: Make new friends, but 
keep the old. One is silver and the other is gold.  

3. Talk about gold and silver: in our society, both gold and silver have a lot of value. 
(Cultural emphasis) 

4. Mini‐role play: ask two students to volunteer to be helpers. One student will be 
the “old” friend and the other will be the “new” friend. Pretend to play a game 
or chat with the “old” friend to demonstrate how you are friends and tell 
students you have been friends for a long time. The “new” friend comes along, 
and you ask her/him to play with you. Tell students you made a new friend, but 
the old friend is still important. The “old” friend is gold, while the “new” is silver, 
both important friends. 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5. Students will make their own people cutouts and use yarn and other art 
materials to make the people look like themselves. These people cutouts will be 
posted on the wall under the banner for all to see on a daily basis (as a visual 
reminder). 

6. The people cutouts will all be connected so to show that we are all friends, both 
old and new.    

Song/poem lyrics: Make New Friends  

Submitted by Sue Lynch  

(1) Make new friends, 
but keep the old. 
One is silver, 
the other is gold.  

(2) A circle is round, 
it has no end. 
That's how long, 
I will be your friend. 

(3) A fire burns bright,  
it warms the heart. 
We've been friends, 
from the very start. 

(4) You have one hand, 
I have the other. 
Put them together, 
We have each other. 

(5) Silver is precious,  
Gold is too. 
I am precious, 
and so are you. 

(6) You help me,  
and I'll help you  
and together 
we will see it through. 

(7) The sky is blue 
The Earth is green 
I can help 
to keep it clean 

(8) Across the land 
Across the sea 
Friends forever 
We will always be
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Closure  

Ask students what did they like/learn from the activities. What does gold and 
silver mean? How do they feel when others know their name? 

✧ Assessment 

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ questions, responses to questions, participation level, 
comments, and overall observations of understanding 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Lesson 2.3: Handshakes and Eye Contact 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard(s) addressed:         

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  teaching  modeling  and  prompts,  students  will  demonstrate  a 
proper handshake as measured by teacher observations and rubrics.       

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Whiteboard with markers 

          Digital camera 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

Morning meeting signal; Review morning meeting protocol—comment on any
  improvements. 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Tap into students’ prior knowledge by asking the group what they should do 
(say/do with hands, eyes, body, etc) the first time they meet someone. Ask how 
they show they are friendly.  

To help elicit responses, ask IF MEET PERSON DON’T‐KNOW DO++. SHOULD 
MEAN O‐R NICE? Record these responses on white‐board.  

Procedure  

1. Have students model their responses in front of group. Take pictures of students’ 
responses. Model greeting a new person:  

✧ Teacher: “Hello! My name is [person’s name]. What is your name?”  

✧ Other person says his/her name.  

✧ Teacher: “Good morning [person’s name]!” Then shake the person’s hand 
while making good eye contact, a friendly smile, and appropriate speed 
and strength.  

✧ Extension: show an inappropriate way of greeting someone and ask 
students to comment. 

2. Ask students what they noticed about greeting and record on white board next 
to other recordings. If no/little responses, model incorrect handshakes and ask 
students which is appropriate (first or second) and ask why. 

✧ Ask a few students to come up and demonstrate what to do when they 
meet a new person.  

3. If students have not added to the chart about remembering students’ names, 
add that and say “I always feel good when I meet someone for the first time and 
then later, when I see them again, they remember my name. Let’s try the 
greeting again—this time we will sign ‘Good morning__________’ and then 
shake hands.” 

4. Model a friendly handshake greeting with another student/adult, adding the 
name. Model clear fingerspelling or appropriate use of name sign. Ask students 
what they noticed. 

☞ Cultural discussion: handshakes are common in hearing culture and 
meeting important people like the President. 

5. When I (teacher) say “go,” we will turn to the person next to us, say “Good 
morning [person’s name]” and then do our friendly handshakes. When you are 
all done greeting two friends, please fold your hands and become quiet. 1‐2‐3, 
go! Observe students’ handshakes around the circle. 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6. Eye contact discussion: we will briefly talk about the importance of eye contact 
when meeting and greeting both new and old friends. Ask students several 
questions/comments. 

☞ Deaf culture: why is important to have eye contact when we greet and 
talk to each other? 

Closure  

Ask students to name one thing they learned today about handshakes and eye 
contact. 

✧ Assessment: 

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

 

*Homework extension: ask students to practice handshakes with family members. 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Lesson 2.4: Creative Greetings 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard(s) addressed:         

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  teacher  modeling  and  a  greetings  jar,  students  will  create  and 
demonstrate greetings as measured by teacher observations.         

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Rubrics 

  Greetings Jar 

  List of Creative Greetings (see below) 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Morning Meeting Signal.  

2. Quick assessment of how the signal went. 

3. Today’s Meeting greeting will be: another practice round of the Friendly 
Handshake. 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4. To transition to procedure, ask students once again: why do we have 
greetings? What are the most important things to do when you greet 
someone? (I.e. eye contact, friendly smile) Do you think all greetings are 
the same? Why or why not?  

Procedure  

1. Tell students: Today we will learn several different greetings that we can 
do throughout the year. But first, we will have something called the 
“Greeting Jar.”  

a. Each student’s name is written on a small piece of paper placed 
inside the jar. Each day a new name will be drawn from the jar as 
the Greeter (as discussed earlier in lesson 2.1).  

b. This person has a special job: he/she must decide how we will 
greet everyone that day. It is important to remember that we all 
take turns and that whoever gets picked for that day, we must 
respect his/her decision (refer to classroom rules) 

2. List of Creative Greetings 

a. Fingerspelling Fun:  

b. Attention‐getting: Friendly Tap Greeting 

c. High‐five 

d. Handshake or modification of handshake 

e. Refer to Kriete’s “The Morning Meeting Book” for an extensive list 
of different greetings 

Fingerspelling Fun 

Materials needed: Ball, ASL ABC chart 

1. Model by saying GOOD MORNING (Fingerspell student’s name) and then roll a 
ball to the student. Ask students about rules of ball—should we throw, fight—
what are alternatives (i.e. roll softly, be careful, on the ground). 

2. Model‐If I don’t know how to spell your name, I will ask the person to spell 
his/her name.  

3. Students take turns greeting each other and fingerspelling names and rolling the 
ball.  

Attention‐getting: Friendly Tap Greeting 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Introduction (5 minutes) 

To connect to prior knowledge, ask students: how do you get someone’s attention? If 
someone is looking the other way or talking with another person, how do you get their 
attention? (More concrete: parents, friends, teachers, etc).  

Procedure (10 minutes) 

1. Ask students to show you how to get another student’s attention and then ask 
them what they noticed. How did the other student respond? Present with 
situation: “What if I was looking away and you wanted me to look at you. What 
would you do?” 

2. Model with another student/adult an incorrect way of getting attention? (For 
this case, tapping on the shoulder consistently and roughly, which causes the 
other person to get upset). If you model incorrectly, I will turn around and say 
“remember,  

3. Ask students what is the appropriate way to get attention. 

4. This will be our greeting: Friendly Tap Greeting.  

5. Practice the Friendly Tap Greeting around the circle: one student will look the 
other way while the other will tap 2‐3 times softly. Then proceed to say Good 
Morning. 

Closure  

Ask students to share via ASL and/or artwork on how they can be friendly 
greeters. We will continue to take pictures and gather student work for the 
creation of The Morning Meeting book. 

✧ Assessment 

Observational Notes: Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after 
the discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 

Rubric  Resource:  The  Responsive  Classroom  Assessment  from  Northeast 
Foundation for Children 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Unit 3: Sharing 
 

“Sharing helps children learn about each others’ interests and lives outside of school” 
(Kriete, 2002, page 51). 

 

Purpose of Sharing: 

 “Helps  develop  the  skills  of  caring  communication  and 
involvement with one another. 

 Extends the knowing and being known that is essential for the 
development  of  community  and  for  individuals’  sense  of 
significance. 

 Encourages  habits  of  inquiry  and  thought  important  for 
cognitive growth. 

 Provides  practice  in  speaking  to  a  group  in  a  strong  and 
individual voice. 

 Strengthens vocabulary development and reading success” 

 Kriete, 2002 (“The Morning Meeting Book) 

 

Overview of Unit: 

✧ Lesson 3.1: A System for Sharing 

✧ Lesson 3.2: Jobs of Sharers and Listeners 

✧ Lesson 3.3: Sharing Visual 

✧ Lesson 3.4: Category sharing 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Lesson 3.1: A System for Sharing 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standards addressed:                
  Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

1.2 Ask questions for clarification and understanding. 

1.3 Give, restate, and follow simple two‐step directions. 

1.5 Use descriptive words when speaking about people, places, things, and 
events.   

Objective: Given the Penny Jar prompt, students will practice sharing 1‐3 facts about 
themselves as measured by teacher observations and rubrics.         

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Morning Meeting Chart (from Unit 1) 

 Jar full of pennies 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Morning Meeting Signal.  

2. Quick assessment of how the signal went. 

3. Today’s Meeting greeting will be: student‐selected. 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4. After all students have greeted each other, remind students of the 
Morning Meeting Chart from the first unit.  

a. Tell students today we will begin a new part of the Morning 
Meeting: Sharing! Point to the print word “Sharing” and then 
making the sign, emphasizing the two languages (for bilingual 
purposes). 

b. Ask students what they think “Sharing” means. The word 
“sharing” can have different meanings: sharing a toy/object, 
taking turns, and for our purpose, telling our peers information 
about ourselves or other things (i.e. telling/sharing the news).  

c. Ask students if they remember the Penny Jar: that activity was 
part of sharing.  

5. Today we are going to learn about what it means to share for our 
Morning Meeting purposes. We will create a System for Sharing. 

6. Tell students: “One of the purposes of Morning Meeting is to help us get 
to know each other better. Each day in our Morning Meeting there will 
be a time for some of us to share news about things in our lives with the 
class. Everyone will get a chance to share, though usually not everyday.” 

Procedure  

1. Tell students we will spend time getting to know each other over the 
year. One important part of getting to know each other is learning each 
other’s names. Some of us may already know other people’s names, but 
it is important to learn each person’s name.  

2. We will do a game called “The Penny Jar.” This jar has a bunch of pennies 
inside (show jar) and each person will reach in and take either one or up 
to three pennies. However, for each penny you take, you must share one 
thing about you. I will start (as a model). Check for understanding by 
asking students how many pennies they may take out.  

3. As a model, I (the teacher) will pull out two pennies, show the students 
how many pennies I have, and share two things about myself. Examples: 
name, interests, hobbies, pets, etc. Then put the pennies back in the jar. 
Students will pass the jar of pennies around until each person has shared. 

4. After each student has had the opportunity to share, we will review 
everyone’s names through rolling a ball of yarn. I will start by looking at 
the opposite end of the circle, say someone’s name as I make eye contact 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with them, and roll the yarn to them while holding the end of the yarn. 
We will make a web. 

5. Each student has the turn by rolling/throwing the yarn to others until 
everyone has had a turn. Emphasize the importance of eye contact and 
rolling to “new” people.  

Closure  

*Ask students questions:  

How did you feel about the activity? Why did we do the penny jar? Why 
did we roll the ball of yarn to each other? Why is it important to know each 
other’s names?  

✧ Assessment 

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions and comments 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

• Overall student participation: did most students participate or some 
students struggle? How can these students be encouraged next time? 
How can this lesson be improved or extended for your group of 
students?  

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

‐Role‐play with students for practice on the jobs of sharers and listeners, to prepare for 
the next lesson. 

‐After each student has had the opportunity to share, we will review everyone’s names 
through rolling a ball of yarn. I will start by looking at the opposite end of the circle, say 
someone’s name as I make eye contact with them, and roll the yarn to them while 
holding the end of the yarn. We will make a web. 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Lesson 3.2: Jobs of Sharers and Listeners 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

Content Standard addressed: California State standard placed here     
  Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  review of  Sharing duties  and opportunities  for  practice,  students 
will  practice  the  jobs of  active  listeners and  sharers  through  the Sharing aspect of 
Morning Meeting as measured by teacher observations and rubrics.       

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Rubrics 

  Morning Meeting Chart (from Unit 1) 

  Digital camera  

Poster charts for writing down students’ ideas on jobs of sharers and listeners 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Refer to Morning Meeting Chart and ask students: who can tell me what we 
learned about yesterday for Morning Meeting? Which of these four parts did we 
talk about? (Sharing) 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2. Today we will talk about the jobs of a “sharer” and jobs of a “listener.” Ask 
students what they think it means to be a good sharer and a good listener: 

‐What does it mean to be a listener?  

‐Ask students to generate ideas and demonstrate to the class on how 
they can be a good listener. 

Procedure  

1. A “Sharer” is the person who is sharing and has a few “jobs.” I (teacher) 
will model: 

a. Example of a Sharing moment, can revise to fit your needs. Say: “I 
am going to share about something I saw while driving to school 
this morning. I had to stop and wait because twelve wild turkeys 
were in the middle of the road, just milling around. They didn’t 
seem to even notice my car” (example taken from “The Morning 
Meeting Book” by Roxann Kriete, page 58).  

b. Notice my “jobs”: my signing was clear and strong, made eye 
contact, and my news was short and clear.  

c. Two‐sentence rule: sharing guideline.  

2. Home‐to‐school connection: we will all be taking turns sharing things 
about ourselves, just like in the Penny Jar activity. However, today will be 
a little bit different.  

3. Students will share something in response to a given question. Then 
student will select three peers for questions/comments.  

4. Discuss and model good questions and comments. Not only “sharers” 
have jobs, but audience members have jobs too: good questions and 
comments.  

5. A “listener” is the person or group of people who are listening to 
someone else share.  

a. Jobs of active listener: eye contact, no interrupting, nodding, 
paying attention, and questions/comments are related to what 
the person said. Include Deaf culture discussion on how eye 
contact is important. 

b. Model with a student: ask a student to pretend‐share and tell the 
rest of the class that you will do an example of active listening and 
“bad” listening. 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i. Scenario 1: bad listening by breaking all of the jobs of a 
listener. 

ii. Scenario 2: active/good listening by following all of the 
jobs of a listener. 

c. Ask students to comment on the two different scenarios.  

6. Create a poster of the jobs of sharers and listeners with the students and 
post the poster in the room to see.  

 

Closure  

Ask students to name one job of a listener or a sharer. 

✧ Assessment: 

1) Field notes/Observational notes: Throughout the discussions, you will record notes 
during and after the discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions and comments 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

2) Rubrics: Responsive Classroom Rubrics for Sharing aspect 

 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

 

‐Role‐play  possibilities  for  students  to  practice  jobs  of  sharers  and  listeners.  Partner 
work. 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Lesson 3.3: Sharing Visual 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

Content Standards addressed:    

Listening and Speaking: 1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application: 1.2 Ask questions for clarification and understanding. 

Objective:  Given  a  sharing  visual/tool,  students  will  practice  taking  turns  with 
sharing and listening jobs as measured by teacher observations and rubrics.     

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Necklace or rock (to be used as the sharing visual); see end of lesson for example 

  Jobs of Sharers and Listeners chart posted in plain sight  

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

Refer to class rules: pay attention, respect others, etc. Ask students what they 
recall about the jobs of a Listener and jobs of a Sharer. Today we will focus on 
our listening skills.   

Procedure  

1. Ask students: what does it mean to take turns? Ask two students to 
demonstrate on taking turns with a book (for practice). 

2. Ask students if they ever have difficulty with paying attention to others 
when someone else is talking. If someone forgets any of the jobs of an 
active listener, what should we do? (Generate discussion ideas) 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3. Introduce sharing visual and tell students that as we are learning how to 
share and how to become better listeners, we will use this sharing visual 
as a “guide” or as something to help us. I will demonstrate how to use the 
visual: 

a. If a necklace, wear the necklace around your neck when it is your 
time to share. Example of necklace: “Eyes on Me” with a picture 
of two eyes on a circle cutout connected to a string. 

b. If a rock, have the students first take turns with touching and 
feeling the rock before practicing the skills.  

4. Have students take turns with practicing using the sharing visual and 
noting how we take turns: the jobs of listeners. 

Closure  

Ask students what they observed about taking turns with the sharing visual and 
how they think it will help when we have Sharing time. 

✧ Assessment 

1. Field notes/Observational notes: Throughout the discussions, you will record 
notes during and after the discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

1. Rubrics: Responsive Classroom Assessments for Sharing 

MM14: Speaking Skills (see first few pages of unit) 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

‐Sharing Visual modification: if the rock cannot be used, use something that is visible yet 
easy to hold.  

‐Visual may say: Sharer and other visuals may read “Listener” to help with role‐playing. 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Resource: Category Sharing 

 

Description:  

This section of Unit 3 on Sharing includes a variety of possible topics or 
categories for students to focus their sharing activities upon. The list is extensive as 
more is possible within your creative reach.  

  Possible Categories: 

  ‐Bring Your Favorite Stuffie Week 

  ‐Bring a Toy You Made Week 

  ‐Bring your favorite toy 

  ‐Something you found in nature 

  ‐What did you do on the weekend? 

  ‐A special trip you went on 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Unit 4: Group Activity 
 

Purpose of Unit: 

 “Contributes a sense of community culture by building a class 

repertoire  of  common  material—songs,  games,  chants,  and 

poems 

 Fosters active and engaged participation 

 Heightens the class's sense of group identity 

 Encourages cooperation and inclusion” 

 Kriete, 2002 (“The Morning Meeting Book) 

 

Overview of Unit: 

✧ Lesson 4.1: Introduction to Group Activity 

✧ Lesson 4.2: Teamwork through Pair‐share 

✧ Lesson  4.3: Working  together:  Collaborative  learning  through 

team‐building 

✧ Lesson 4.4: Problem‐Solving Time 

✧ Resource: Daily to Weekly Group Activities 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Lesson 4.1: Introduction to Group Activity 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

Content Standards addressed:            
  Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective: Given a ball of yarn, students will work together as a group to create and 
unlock a web as measured by teacher observations and successful creation of web. 
     

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Ball of yarn 

  Morning meeting chart 

  Write the words on the whiteboard to point to during the lesson, whenever you 
discuss these words: group, team, teamwork. 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Tell students we will begin a new unit of our Morning Meeting today and 
point to the Morning Meeting Chart from Unit 1. Point to Group 
Activity/Problem‐Solving Time  (or Activity if using second or modified chart) 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and ask students if any remember what it says—making emphasis on 
bilingual awareness.  

2. Ask students what they know about the word: teamwork. After generating 
some ideas on teamwork, tell students: Group means: teamwork, together, 
unit, etc. 

Procedure  

1. We will start with an activity that is similar to the yarn activity from last 
week. Gather students in a circle sitting around you on the floor. Hold a 
large ball of yarn. Start by telling the students something about yourself.  

2. Then roll the ball of yarn to a student without letting go of the end of the 
yarn. The student who gets the ball of yarn tells his or her name and 
something good about himself or herself. Then the student rolls the yarn 
to somebody else, holding on to the strand of yarn. Soon students have 
created a giant web.  

3. After everyone has spoken, you and all the students stand up, continuing 
to hold the yarn. Start a discussion of how this activity relates to the idea 
of teamwork ‐‐ for example, the students need to work together and not 
let others down.  

☞ To drive home your point about teamwork, have one student 
drop his or her strand of yarn; that will demonstrate to students 
how the web weakens if the class isn't working together. 

☞ Ask students how the web feels when one strand is dropped.  

    Teacher note: This yarn activity is meant to serve as an introductory activity for 
learning about group activities. This unit will mostly focus on teamwork and team‐
building activities. 

 

Closure  

☞ Tell students: “Group” means a bunch of people together, while 
one person is “alone.” The word “team” also refers to a group of 
people, and “teamwork” means the group of people have to work 
together to solve a problem.  

☞ Ask students to share their thoughts about the first group activity 
involving the yarn. 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✧ Assessment: 

Field notes/Observational notes: Throughout the discussions, you will record notes 
during and after the discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 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Lesson 4.2: Pair‐Share 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

Content Standards addressed:  

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  teacher  modeling  and  prompts,  students  will  demonstrate 
teamwork skills as measured by pair activities.   

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Grouping Graphic 

  Blank sheets of paper (3 sheets per 2 students) 

  Pencils or markers 

  Whiteboard with markers (for writing down students’ ideas) 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Remind students of the previous activity involving the yarn and 
discussion of what teamwork means to them. 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2. Show the Grouping graphic: 

a. Group: several people 

b. Person: one person 

c. Pair: two people 

3. Remind students that we talked about “group” and “person” in 
yesterday’s lesson. Today we will talk about another form of a group 
called a “pair.”  

4. Tell students: the word “pair” means two. Let’s brainstorm some things 
that come in pairs or in twos (i.e. eyes, shoes, hands, feet, ears, legs, 
socks, etc). Write down student responses on whiteboard for all to see. 
(Take a picture of these ideas after the lesson). 

 

Procedure  

1. Now we will do an activity that involves a “pair of people.” Check for 
student understanding: how many people are in a pair? (Two) 

2. Assign partners through random grouping by pulling out students’ names 
on strips of paper in a can (or other method if you have a system 
already). 

3. Tell students they will get into pairs by sitting with a partner. Instruct 
students that they will work together as a team (in their pairs) to 
complete some tasks.  

a. Model with a student to show how to sit with a  partner: side by 
side, facing each other, and then practice Task 1 with that student 
to demonstrate to students the expectations. 

4. Task #1: Allow students 5 minutes of “social talk” time to talk with their 
partners about themselves: names, favorite foods, things, etc. They must 
practice their turn‐taking skills of both sharing and listening.  

5. Task #2: Drawing a picture in pairs 

a. Each student gets a piece of paper and a pencil. They must think 
of something they want to draw (i.e. suggestions may include a 
flower, smiley face, trees—something simple). They cannot show 
the picture to their partners. 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b. Next step: model with another student for this step by asking for a 
volunteer to come to the front of the room for all to see. Tell 
students you will show them the next step and to pay close 
attention.  

c. With one pencil, both partners must hold one hand on the same 
pencil. Each partner must attempt to draw their previously drawn 
picture without letting go of the pencil and without telling their 
partners what they want to draw. (Teacher note: this activity is 
supposed to involve teamwork and working together). 

d. The goal is to complete both pictures on the same page of a new 
sheet of paper.  

6. When all students are finished, ask students to place their pencils down, 
look at their drawings, and talk with their partner how they felt about the 
activity.  

Closure  

As a whole group, invite pairs to share with the entire class how they worked 
together or didn’t work together to complete their drawings. How did they feel 
while trying to draw two different pictures at the same time? How did they 
communicate? What was hard or what was easy?  

Sum it up: pair‐share is a type of group activity that we will practice. It is not 
always easy to work with another partner but look how much fun we have and 
how we learn to work together as a team!   

✧ Assessment: 

1. Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Students’ participation in activities: few, some, or all? 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

2. Rubrics: Responsive Classroom Assessment for Group Activity and other rubrics 
from previous lessons as applied to the meeting’s routines.  

✧ Modifications/Extensions:  None 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Lesson 4.3: Working together as a group: Collaborative learning 
through team‐building 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

Content Standards addressed:  

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  teaching  modeling  and  prompts,  students  will  complete 
teambuilding activities as measured by teacher observations.        

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Shoe with shoelaces tied in several knots 

  Open space for students to sit in a circle and walk around (outside if possible) 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

Remind students of the Group Activity component of the Morning Meeting. Ask 
them what they remember. What does it mean to be a group? Does it mean to 
work alone or with other people? (From previous lesson on “group activity”) 

Procedure  

  Tell students we will do learn some basic group activities today that we might 
happen to do again in other Morning Meetings (should teacher or students pick one for 
a specific group activity). Activities may be spread out across three days.  

First activity: Mirrors (5‐10 minutes) 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☞ Model with a student: stand facing a student and tell everyone you 
and the student will take turns doing an activity. One person will be A 
and the other person will be B. Person B will copy whatever Person A 
does: body movements, hand movements, facial expressions, etc. The 
idea is for Person B to act as “mirror” to Person A. After a few 
minutes, the roles switch: Person A now copies Person A.  

☞ Assign partners and A/B roles. When lights are flashed after a few 
minutes, roles are switched. When lights flash again, everyone stops.  

☞ Ask students how they felt about activity: what was hard and/or easy 
about it. How did the person doing the copying feel? How did the 
person doing the leading feel? 

☞ Big idea: cooperation is important in everything we do. Sometimes 
we lead and sometimes we follow, but it is important to cooperate 
with our peers so we can all get along and learn to work either each 
other. 

Second activity: Trust Walk (5‐10 minutes) 

☞ Model with a student: one person will be A and another will be B 
(same as in Mirrors activity). Person A will lead Person B around the 
classroom as safely as possible. Person B will be blindfolded in this 
activity. Roles are switched after a few minutes.  

☞ Tell the students the purpose of this activity is to learn to trust each 
other and also to care more about each other. Just as we do not want 
to get hurt, we should want to keep our friends from getting hurt.  

☞ Assign partners and A/B roles. When lights are flashed after a few 
minutes, roles are switched. When lights flash again, everyone stops. 

☞ Ask students how they felt about activity: what was hard and/or easy 
about it. How did the person doing the leading feel? How did the 
person blindfolded feel? 

☞ Big idea: trust is important for our classroom.  

Circle of Knots (10‐15 minutes) 

☞ Students will be divided into two groups, or into groups of 5‐7, whichever 
meets your classrooms’ needs.  

☞ Show students a tennis shoe with several knots. Ask students what they 
notice about the shoe. Hopefully they will notice the shoelaces have 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several knots. Tell students that to untie the knots, you must work slowly 
and carefully so it doesn’t get too tight. Ask students to imagine if they 
had to use only one hand to untie the knots. How hard would it be? Now 
imagine using one hand and having another student use one hand. A lot 
of cooperation involved! 

☞ Model with three students: the four of us will form a circle and hold each 
other’s hands. Tell students the rules below before demonstrating how to 
untie the circle of knots with the selected students.  

☞ Some rules: 

o We cannot hold the person’s hands standing next to us (if we can 
avoid it) or two hands of the same person. Try to grab the 
person’s hand who is standing opposite of you.  

o We cannot let go of each other’s hands at any moment. We are 
called a circle of knots. Just as with the shoelaces, we have a lot of 
knots and must work together.  

☞ After modeling, have students practice standing in circles and forming 
circles of knots. Give them 5‐10 minutes to unravel. 

☞ After 5‐10 minutes, flash the lights for students’ attention and come 
together as a whole group for discussion: 

o What did they notice about this activity? What was hard or easy 
about it? 

o If they were successful, what made them successful? Or if they 
weren’t successful, what caused problems and how can they 
improve next time? 

☞ Big idea: teamwork involves cooperation, patience, and effort of 
everyone. 

Closure  

At the end of all the activities, ask students what they learned today through the 
group activities.  

✧ Assessment: 

1. Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 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• Students’ questions 

• Students’ participation in activities 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

2. Rubrics: Responsive Classroom Assessment for Morning Message and other 
rubrics from previous lessons as applied to the meeting’s routines.  

✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 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Lesson 4.4: Problem‐Solving Time (PST) 

Goal(s):  

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

Content Standard addressed:                
  Listening and Speaking Strategies:              
    1.1 Listen attentively.               
    1.2 Ask questions for clarification and understanding.  

Objective: Given sentence frames and teacher modeling, students will practice using 
I‐statements,  recognizing  feelings,  and  generate  solutions  to  problem  scenarios  as 
measured by teacher observations. 

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

    I‐statement  sentence  prompt  written  on  poster  or  strips  of  cardstock  for 
students to use 

  Pictures of faces to represent different feelings 

  Poster with “Peace Talk Steps” written on it 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Today we will talk about “Problem‐Solving Time.” Ask students what they can 
do when they face a problem.  

2. Problem‐Solving‐Time, or we will call it PST for our class—is when we have to 
work together to solve problems. First we will talk about different kinds of 
feelings. Let’s list some feelings that you may already know. Ask students to 
brainstorm different feelings and give clues to feelings not yet mentioned. 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Procedure  

  1. Feelings chart: discuss different feelings and pictures. Create a Feelings Bank.  

  2. I‐statements: teach and practice; teach students the difference between “I‐
statements” and “you‐statements.” (See modification for sentence frames) 

    *Difference between I‐statement and You‐statement: Examples 

“I feel hurt when you call me names and I want you to stop calling 
me names.” 

      “You are a mean bully” 

*Ask students which sentence sounds better or nicer. Have two students 
role‐play using the sentences.  

  3. “Peace Talk:” role‐play problem scenarios and introducing having a “peace 
talk” or discussion time with peer and teacher if needed. Note that students don’t’ have 
to agree with each other but they have to acknowledge what others say to show that 
they were listening. Jobs: sharers and listeners. Write “Peace talk” steps on poster for 
student visual. 

  4. “Cooling Off:” Feel angry? Feel like what? Body feel? See? How calm‐down?  

    ‐Deep breaths 

    ‐Count to 10 

    ‐Get a drink of water 

Closure  

Review all of our activities and ask students to share their reflections: which did 
they like, not like, etc.  

✧ Assessment:  

1.  Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

•   Students’ responses to questions 

•  Students’ questions 

•  Any overall observations of students’ 
understanding/comprehension 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✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 

 Write  in  English  and  put  pictures  of  ASL  signs  for  the  following  sentence 
frame for English learners: 

• “I feel…..when you….and I want you to…” 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Resources: Daily to weekly Group Activities 

Goal(s): 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

 

 

 

 

Resources:  

‐DVD:  Group  Activities  for  Morning  Meeting  (Responsive  Classroom  from  the 
Northeast Foundation for Children Inc.) 

‐The Morning Meeting Book has many possible group activities. 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✧ Unit 5: Morning Message 
 

Purpose of Unit: 

 “Eases  the  transition  into  the  classroom  day  and  makes 

[students] feel excited about what they’ll be learning. 

 Develops and reinforces languages, math, and other skills  in a 

meaningful and interactive way. 

 Builds community through shared written information” 

 Kriete, 2002 (“The Morning Meeting Book) 

 

Overview of Unit: 

✧ Lesson 5.1: Introduction to the “Morning Message” 

✧ Lesson  5.2:  A Metalinguistic  approach  to Morning Messages: 

A.S.L. vs. English 

✧ Lesson 5.3: Metalinguistic skill of Describing 

✧ Resource: Various Morning Messages 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Lesson 5.1: Introduction to Morning Message 

Goals: 

(3): To use Morning Meeting Message  for  the development of  reading, writing, 
and/or ASL.  

 

Content Standards addressed:  

Listening and Speaking:  

1.1 Listen attentively. 

Speaking Application:  

2.3 Relate an important life event or personal experience in a simple sequence. 
   

Objective:  Given  an  example  of  the  Morning  Message,  students  will  read  the 
Message with peers and the teacher as measured by teacher observations.    
   

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Whiteboard with markers (or clipboard with large butcher paper, for writing the 
message) 

  Morning Meeting Chart 

  Digital camera (for taking pictures of students’ participation; ask another aide or 
teacher to document) 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

1. Morning Meeting Signal.  

2. Quick assessment of how the signal went. 

3. Refer to the Morning Meeting chart and point to the last section where it 
says: Morning Message. Ask students what they think it says and means. 
What is a message? 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Procedure  

1. Introduce the morning message chart by telling students the below: 

We have a new part for our morning meeting. Everyday you will see a written message 
on the board. This is called the “Morning Message.” It will tell you things like what the 
day is and what we will do during the day. Sometimes it will ask you to do something, 
such as writing on the board or a special job. We are going to talk about how to use our 
Morning Message! 

2. Re‐enactment: video clip or in‐class reenactment on how to use the 
morning message (depending on technology and time constraint). 

a. Teacher as student: walks in through classroom door, puts 
backpack and jacket away. Student notices there is a morning 
message and walks over there with classmate. Reads aloud via 
ASL with peer and follows directions from within the message.  

3. I will introduce the morning message. Ask students to identify words they 
know and don’t know, making connections from English to ASL.  

4. Model: reading aloud and then saying that we need to revise to make our 
signing more ASL. (To emphasize two languages) 

Things to focus on during Morning Message time: date/day of the week, “focus” 
elements (e.g. for math, write “Dear Marvelous Mathematicians,” or use or adjectives 
when learning about adjectives), special topics, news, reminders, directions,  

Closure  

Ask students what they learned from today’s new section.  

✧ Assessment:  

1. Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 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Lesson  5.2:  A  Metalinguistic  approach  to  Morning  Messages:  
ASL vs. English 

Goals: 

(2): To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill  in using ASL and 
English. 

(3): To use Morning Meeting Message  for  the development of  reading, writing, 
and/or ASL.  

 

Content Standards addressed:  

Word Analysis, Fluency, and Systematic Vocabulary: 

1.1 Match oral words to printed words. (Oral=signed) 

1.3 Identify letters, words, and sentences. 

Objective:  Given  the  Morning  Message  in  ASL  on  a  video,  students  will  list 
similarities  and  differences  between  the ASL  and  English  versions  as measured  by 
teacher observations and accuracy of responses.  

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Technology need: Computer or laptop with program to record short movie clips; I 
use  I‐movie on Mac computer; ASL version of the English Morning Message ready‐
made 

  English morning message written on chart paper 

  Chart paper or white board with markers (for writing student comments) 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

After going through typical Morning Meeting routine, ask students to tell you 
what the Morning Message is for (while pointing to the English version).  

Procedure 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1. Ask some students to summarize what the English version of the Morning 
Message said. (They should have tried to read it before the meeting 
started.  

2. Introduce the ASL version. Tell the class we will all watch a short video 
clip and ask students to carefully pay attention to the video to see what 
they notice. 

3. After watching the clip, ask students to share with the class what they 
noticed about the video clip. Big idea: it is the same as the English version 
of the Morning Message on the chart paper but in ASL.  

4. Ask students: what similarities and/or differences did you notice between 
the two versions? Examples: language difference, ASL more natural, not 
signing word for word. 

a. Tip: If there is an English word we don’t know and we just can’t 
figure it out, we can go back to the ASL version to help us figure it 
out. 

5. Next step: tell students that everyday we will have both the ASL and 
English versions of the Morning Message. This is because we are bilingual 
and sometimes watching the message in ASL will help us read the English 
version better. 

6. Instruction for the next Morning Meeting:  

a. Students are to watch the ASL version first on computers/laptops 
either alone or with a peer. 

b. Students walk over to read the English version with a peer. They 
talk about what the messages said. 

c. Get ready for the next part of Morning Meeting. 

Closure  

  Ask students what they will do tomorrow when they arrive for Morning 
Meeting: go directly to ASL version then English version.  

✧ Assessment:  

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ comments, questions, and ideas shared: are they on‐topic 
or off‐topic? 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• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: 

You may choose to show the ASL version to all the students at once, depending on your 
technology needs. 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Lesson  5.3:  Morning  Messages  for  Developing  Metalinguistic 
Awareness 

Goals: 

(2): To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill  in using ASL and 
English. 

(3): To use Morning Meeting Message  for  the development of  reading, writing, 
and/or ASL.  

 

 

Content Standards addressed:  

Word Analysis, Fluency, and Systematic Vocabulary: 

1.1 Match oral words to printed words. (Oral=signed) 

1.3 Identify letters, words, and sentences. 

1.7 Add, delete, or change target sounds to change words (e.g., change cow to 
how; pan to an).     

Objective:  Given  the  Morning  Message  in  both  ASL  and  English,  students  will 
practice making connections to both languages by identifying new vocabulary words 
and translating English to ASL as measured by teacher observations and accuracy of 
translations.        

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Morning Message written in English on chart paper 

  Matching Morning Message in ASL on video for students to watch 

  3‐4 laptops for individual student viewing 

 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction 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After students go through typical pre‐morning meeting routines and are seated 
in the meeting area, ask students what they thought and/or noticed about the 
ASL message today. What similarities/differences did they find between the ASL 
and English versions?  

Procedure  

1. Tell students that we will look more closely at the Morning Message, and 
gain more practice with watching the ASL version and then reading the 
English version. We will work with partners when we read the Morning 
Messages.  

2. Model with a student (a.k.a. “partner”): watch the ASL version first then 
walk to English version.  

a. Ask student to use a pointing stick or his/her finger to point to 
each word of the English version.  

b.  Pretend to not know a certain word and ask the student if she/he 
knows. If she/he doesn’t know, walk back to the ASL version and 
watch it again until you find the corresponding vocabulary word.  

c. Go back to ASL version and read again with your partner (other 
student).  

3. Next step for making connections between the two languages; tell 
students: 

a. English: we tend to read word for word. When we read, we might 
make a sign for each word. But that is not true ASL. 

b. At first, we might sign word for word. Then we read it a second 
time, but this time, we make it more like ASL. 

c. Teacher point: for a simple example, an English sentence would 
be: “The boy kicked the ball.” ASL translation: “BOY cl‐1 left, BALL 
cl‐1 right. KICK (movement from boy to ball)” 

4. Give students opportunities to practice the role‐play in partners of 
watching the ASL version first, then reading the English version (same as 
modeled). 

Closure  

Ask students to summarize what they will do tomorrow: first, second, and third 
steps. 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✧ Assessment:  

Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the discussions. 
These notes should include: 

• Students’ responses to questions 

• Students’ questions 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

3. Rubrics: Responsive Classroom Assessment for Morning Message and other 
rubrics from previous lessons as applied to the meeting’s routines.  

 

✧ Modifications/Extensions: None 

 

Extension:  Have  students  come  up  with  morning  messages  with  teacher  support  as 
needed. Students create the ASL version and then practice writing the English version. 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Resource: Various Morning Messages 

Goals: 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(2): To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill  in using ASL and 
English. 

(3): To use Morning Meeting Message  for  the development of  reading, writing, 
and/or ASL.  

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

  Whiteboard with Markers or large clipboard with paper and markers 

  Book: Morning Meeting Messages by Rosalea S. Fisher, Eric Henry, and Deborah 
Porter,  with  an  introduction  by Marlynn  Clayton  (2006)  for  ideas  and  samples  on 
morning messages. 

 

Tips/Suggestions: 

Depending on your grade level, your morning message should not be more than 5‐7 
sentences  long  and  should  be  relevant  to  the  classroom.  See  the  Responsive 
Classroom  Assessment  at  beginning  of  curriculum  for  the  category  of  Morning 
Message. 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Final Unit: Cumulative Project 

✧ Creation of “The Morning Meeting Book” 

 

Final Project: The Morning Meeting Book 

Goals: 

(1):  To  improve  and  build  on  students’  social  skills  and  interactions:  how  they 
communicate, listen, and interact with each other. 

(2): To increase students’ metalinguistic awareness of and skill  in using ASL and 
English. 

(3): To use Morning Meeting Message  for  the development of  reading, writing, 
and/or ASL.  

(4):  To  increase  cultural  awareness  of  both  Deaf  and  Hearing  behaviors  and 
identity development.  

 

Content Standard addressed: California State standard placed here     
  Writing Strategies: 1.1 Select a focus when writing.         
  Listening  and  Speaking  Strategies:  1.5  Use  descriptive  words  when  speaking 
about people, places, things, and events.  

Objective:  Given  pictures  and  group  behavior  expectations,  students will  create  a 
class‐book  called  “The Morning Meeting  Book”  as measured  by  accuracy  of  order 
and sentences of the pictures.         

 

✧ Preparation/Materials: 

‐ All the pictures taken from the previous units 

‐ Cardstock paper 

‐ Binder and hole‐punch 

‐Whiteboard with markers 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‐Computer and printer to type up and print student‐created sentences 

‐Rubrics 

✧ The Lesson: 

Introduction  

Remind students of all of the work and pictures we have taken over the last few 
weeks on Morning Meeting. Now we will work on our last project: The Morning 
Meeting Book.  

Procedure  

1. With all the pictures printed out, divide students into small groups to work on 
organizing the pictures in order by Morning Meeting routine: Greeting, Sharing, 
Group Activity/P.S.T., and Morning Message.  

2. Once all students have agreed with the order of the pictures, either you 
(teacher) will glue them onto cardstock paper or have students work together in 
their groups to work on a designated section.  

3. After all the pictures have been glued together, you will do the Language 
Experience Approach where you will ask students to make a sentence via ASL 
about each picture or page and you will translate to English. After writing the 
sentence in English on the whiteboard for students to see, translate back to ASL 
to double‐check that is what they said.  

4. Type up all of the sentences and glue to the pages. The pages will be bound 
together by staples or a binder with hole‐punched pages to create a book.  

5. Have students take turns looking at the new book so they all get a chance to look 
at their creation.  

Closure  

Get everyone’s attention and ask students to share what they liked about the 
book‐making process, what was hard about teamwork, what they learned, etc. 

✧ Assessment:  

1. Throughout the discussions, you will record notes during and after the 
discussions. These notes should include: 

• Students’ ideas and sentence clarity 

• Students’ questions 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• Students’ comments about pictures 

• Students’ personal narratives of meetings (keep it short and simple) 

• Any overall observations of students’ understanding/comprehension 

2. Checklist: 

☞ Did all or most students participate? Did they speak clearly? 

☞ Did students help complete the book? If not, why not?  

☞ Were  students’  sentences  relevant  to  the  pictures  and  to  Morning 
Meeting in general? 

☞ Did students use descriptive words? What words? 

✧ Modifications/Extensions:  

Students can receive an individual copy of the book to bring home and share with their 
families for reading practice and teaching others about Morning Meeting 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APPENDIX B: 

The Class Book: 

“Our Morning Meeting Book” 
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Our Morning 
Meeting Book 

 
 

 
 

By First Grade Class 
Spring 2010 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We walk in the classroom and watch 
Jennifer’s Morning Messages on the 
laptop. 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We read the Morning Message. 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Next we read and 
answer the Question of 
the Day. 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During Morning Meeting, there are six 
student jobs:  
1) Greeter, 
2) Date,  
3) 100 days or Number of Days Left,  
4) Question of the Day,  
5) Morning Message, and 
6) Assessment. 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Greeting: Next we come to 
the meeting area for greetings!  

Greetings help us learn and 
practice each other’s names.  

We feel good when we do 
greetings. 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Activity: 
 
We love Activities 
during Morning 
Meeting! 
 
We play different games: 
‐Mirrors 
‐Knots 
‐Web 
‐and more! 
 
During 
Activity time, we learn about each other 
and teamwork. 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Date: 
We start with the day of the week, and 
then month, day, and year.  
For example, today is Tuesday, May 11, 
2010. 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We do the 100 days of school or count 
how many days are left. 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Question of the Day: 
We answer different questions. 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The Morning Message tells us what we 
will do today, the date, and other 
important announcements.  
This is our English message.  
 

 

We are learning how to read and write better! 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Pay attention! 
 
We pay attention to our friends during 
Morning Meeting. 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Assessment: 
We assess our Morning Meeting 
behaviors: 
‐Thumbs up for “Good!” 
‐Thumbs sideways for “So‐so” 
‐Thumbs down for “Not good.” 




